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SOFOS
SOFOS is a product of the

research laboratories of the

General Chemical Com-
pany—one of the world's
leading scientific organiza-

tions—a strictly American
institution!!

The Reaction Tells the Story of

SOFOS
NaHo P04+XaHC03 Na2HP04+C02+H20

SOFOS is a preparation of

monosodium phosphate and
sodium bicarbonate, without
citric or tartaric acids.

SOFOS effervesces promptlj^
and perfectly, with formation
of di-sodium phosphate only
and consequently efficient and
non-irritating.

SOFOS is of pleasant and
agreeable taste, acts prompt-
ly', without griping or "nag-
ging," secures adequate lax-

ative or purgative bowel ac-

tion, without excessive os-

motic effect and subsequent
costiveness.

SOFOS is the ideal laxative,

cleansing, antacid agent for

use especially in children, old

people, debilitated or delicate

persons, or for continuous

GENERAL

administration in indicated

cases ior its action upon the

liver and upper intestinal re-

gion.

One part of SOFOS has the

same phosphate value as 1%
parts of the U. S. P. salt.

A clinical test of SOFOS will

demonstrate its value, in the

hands of the medical profes-

sion for whose use it is in-

tended, and to which it will

be ethically introduced.

SOFOS has been accepted by
the Council on Pharmacy and
Chemistry of the A. M. A.
for inclusion in new and
Non-official Remedies.

Ask vour pharmacist
SOFOS.
If he hasn't any, notify us.

Literature on request to

CHEMICAL CO.

for

SPECIALTIES DEPARTMENT
NEW YORK

Hay Fever
Memoranda

Series II
LATE SPRING TYPE. Patients whose hay fever develops in the latter

part of May, or during June, should be tested with the pollens of the chief

grasses, such as orchard grass, timothy, red top—and certain early
flowering weeds.

LATE SUMMER TYPE. Patients whose hay fever develops in mid-
August and continues until frost should be tested with the pollens of such
weeds as ragweed and goldenrod, the related sunflower; also, with the
pollen of the one important late flowering grass, viz., corn, if exposed
to same.

Arlco-Pollen Extracts
For Cutaneous Tests and Treatment cover early and late spring, also

summer and autumn.

Literature and List of Pollens on Request

THe Arling'ton CHemical Company
YonKers, New YorK
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PROTECT YOUR HEALTH !=

The various contagious diseases that have existed the past year should be sufficient warning to all

householders to take special precaution to Insure good health.

The constant daily use in the home of a Reliable Disinfectant will prevent the spread of disease

germs, and leave a clean, healthy atmosphere. ^ . ^ .......
PLATT'S CHLORIDES has received the approval of the medical profession for more than thirty-

eight years as the Standard Disinfectant in the sick-room, hospital, sanitarium and the household.

Sold everywhere In two sizes.

Is ab8oIuteI.r odorless,

strong and eflfective.

^1 mtf*s

( Trade-MarkgRegistered )

Write for sample and book-
let to the manufacturers,

HENRY B. PLATT CO.

48 Cliff Street

NEW YORK CITY

I rS=W^ iTRI-IODIDES <HENRYS)
I"

I LIQUOR-SALI-IODIDES-Soz. Bottles, Price $1.50
I

Valuable in acute or chronic diseases of the bones and joints, rheuma- S
tism, gout, syphilitic blood taint, eczema, psoriasis and all dermic dis- S
orders in which there is an underlying blood impurity. S

SPECIAL NOTICE TO PHYSICIANS. |
We will send an Original Bottle, $1,50 size, Tri'Iodides to any

Physician who will send us 30c. Express Charges on same. Send

Coin Stamps, Express or Money Order.

WRITE FOR BOOKLET.

Henry Pharmacal Co., "'
^'srfLouis, mo. h

«iiafiifiaiiBfiai«ifi!fiiiB^^

I

^
Fellows' '^^^ Syrttpus

HypopHospHitum
A concentrated mineral pabulum, possessing unrivalled thera-

peutic properties in all Wasting Disea.ses, which have been

termed "Demineralizations" by modern clinicians.

Supplies the organism with those indispensable mineral elements:

Mzmganese Potassium Sodium Calcium Iron

together with the dynamic action of quinine and strychnine.

"THE STANDARD TONIC."

Samples and Literature upon request,

FELLOWS MEDICAL MANUFACTURING CO., Inc.

When -writing Advertisers please mention The American Journcd of Clinical Medicine
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SJje Amertran Jnurttal nf QlUmcal Mthxt'mt
A MONTHLY JOURNAL

DEVOTED TO ACCURACY, DEPENDABILITY AND HONESTY IN EVERY DEPARTMENT OF MEDICINE
AND TO THE SAFEGUARDING OF THE DOCTOR

W. C. ABBOTT
GENERAL EDITORIAL STAFF:

A. S. BURDICK RICHARD SLEE
\VM. RITTENHOUSE

PUBLISHED BY THE AMERICAN JOURNAL OF CLINICAL MEDICINE, Inc.
KNTESBD AS SECOND-CLASS MATTER MAKCH 31, 1906, AT THE POST OFFICE AT CHICAGO, ILL.

UNDES ACT OF MARCH 3, 1879.

H. J. ACHARD

Subscription Rates.—To any part of the United States, Canada and Mexico, $3.00 per year, postage free;
single copies thirty cents; to all other countries an additional charge of $1.00 is made for postage.
N. B.—Make all checks and remittances for subscriptions and renewals payable to The American Jodrnal
OF Clinical Medicine, adding 10 cents for exchange. Two years for five dollars.
Address Changes.—Notify us promptly of any change of address mentioning both old and new addresses.

We cannot hold ourselves responsible for copies of Clinical Medicine sent to former addresses, unlesswe
are notified as above. If you fail to receive your copies of Clinical Medicine notify us at once, and we will

supply you if we can. Complaints covering more than three months usually cannot be honored.
Discontinuance and Renewals.—According to Post-Office regulations, subscriptions must be expressly re-

newed within one year of the term for which they are paid. When this paragraph is marked and the journal
comes to you in an "unusual wrapper," it means that your subscription expires with that issue and is a
request for you to send in your renewal at once. Renewal blank is enclosed for this purpose. Kindly
always renew promptly.

Warning.—Pay no money to an agent unless he presents a letter showing authority for making collection.
Address.—Tee American Journal of Clinical Medicine, 4737 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago, 111.

The Indian Alkoloidal Company, sole agents for India, Burma and Ceylon.
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THE

^anvbas laboratories
31 NORTH STATE ST CHICAGO.

<^ALL KINDS OFANALYSI^g
WASSERMAN
SPUTUM
URINE
BLOOD COUNT
STOMACH CON-
TENTS

BACTERIA
BLOOD COR-
PUSCLES

PUS, SERUM
AND TISSUE

EXAMINATIONS
AND ANALYSIS

Doctor, send your specimens here
for reliable work and prompt
reports at reasonable rates.

For 27 years The Colun\bus Laboratories

have been doing pioneer work along an-

alytical and diagnostic lines. You can de-

pend upon our scientific staff.

Ask for Directions for Sending
Specimens, Also For Fee Table

MEDICAL
FOODS
FLOUR
GRAIN
WATER
MILK
DRUGS, COM-
MERCIAL
COMPOUNDS

ANALYZED
PROMPTLY

Salvarsan Service For Doctors and Auto-Vaccines Supplied

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Armours
Sterile Surgical Catgut
Ligatures— plain and
chromic—reguhr (60-

inch), emergency (20-

inch), sises 000 to No.
4 inclusive, are smooth,
strong, and "j%ist what
a ligature should be"

Our advantages make us head-

quarters for the organo-therapeutic

products

The Importance of a

Hematinic in Syphilis

Practically every case of syphilis at

one stage or another, suffers from

the destructive influence of the virus

on the corpuscular elements of the

blood stream. The plan of treat-

ment of most physicians embraces a

blood maker, and the QUICK RE-
SPONSE OF SYPHILITIC
CACHEXIA to

Extract of Red Bone Marrow
(Medullary Glyceride <

indicates that its selection for the

purpose is most logical.

Prepared from fresh red bone-marrow
—the function of which seems to be

the regeneration of blood corpuscles

—this product may be depended upon
as an effective blood builder and flesh

maker.

Literature to Physicians on Request.

ARMOUR„>A^COW[PAINY
CHICAGO

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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LEADING ARTICLES
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Red Cross Notes 421
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Success in Practice - Candler
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7 West Madison Street

CHICAGO, ILL.

Long Distance: Majestic 7820

930 N. Grand Ave.

ST. LOUIS, MO.
R. B. H. Gradwohl, M.D., Director

Long Distance: Lindell 496

Use our PASTEUR VIRUS. Eighteen doses sent by special delivery mail, with 5 c. c. glass

syringe and needles.

We have never had a failure with this method.

HECHT GRADWOHL TEST for Syphilis, plus Wassermann, $5.00

Total Non Protein Nitrogen in Blood, Sugar in Blood, Uric Acid, etc.

Free Containers and Free Literature on Demand

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journad of Clinical Medicine
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Superior
to all others for the

following reasons:

It adapts itself to every movement of the body,
giving strong and even support.
It produces warmth without irritation or sweating,

as it is perfectly ventilated.

In pregnancy, corpulency, tumors or other cases of

enlargement of abdomen, it supports weight of body
from the backbone, relieving the sinews of their

overwork.
Its easy apphance (lace and draw on over head or

feet).

It is cheap, durable; it can be washed when soiled,

proper care being taken to cleanse in lukewarm
water and dry in shade.

In ordering give largest measure of the abdomen.

PRICES
8 inches wide $3.0

3.50
silk Finish 4.50

" 5.00
Double Rubber. 3.50

4.00
... 4.50

The Empire Elastic Bandage
Specially Adapted for Varicose Veins

We invite the attention of the medical and surgical profession to

the various merits combined in our bandages.

Ist. Its Porosity.—The greatest in the "EMPIRE." It never causes

itching, rash or ulceration under the bandage.

2nd. Its Elasticity, which will enable the surgeon or nurse to put it on at

any required tension, and which will follow a swelling up or down, as the case

may be, a feature unknown to any other bandage.

3rd. Its Absorbent Properties.—Greatest in the Empire.

4th. Its Easy Application to any part of the body, not being necessary
to fold over, as with other bandages, aa it follows itself with equal uniformity
around any part of the abdomen.

5th. Its Self-Holding Qualities.—No bother with pins, needles and
thread, or string, so tiresome to surgeons, as simply tucking the end under the

last fold insures its permanent stay until its removal for purpose of cleanliness.

6th. The only bandage that is Superior to the Elastic Stocking for

varicose veins.

Send $1 for 3-inch by 5-yard bandage on
approval

The Empire Umbilical Truss
Is an Abdominal Supporter with Button Inserted at Navel

Is made of the same material and possesses the same merits as the Empire
Elastic Bandage and Empire Abdominal Supporters, and it is pronounced by
all who have seen it to be the best in the world. All our goods are sent free
by mail upon receipt of price, and money refunded if not satisfactory.

PRICES
Infant, hard pad *1.25 Infant, soft pad 1 50
Children, hard pad 2.50 Children, soft pad 3.00
Adult, hard pad 5.00 Adult, soft pad t.OO

ALL ABOVE PRICES ARE NET TO PHYSICIANS

MANUFACTURED BY

EMPIRE MFG. CO., 7 spring suLockport, N. Y.,U.S.A.

^^
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HEADACHE and NEURALGIA
can usually be promptly relieved and often completely removed by
the liberal use of

K-Y ANALGESIC
Rubbed in gently but thoroughly over the affected area, pain and ache
soon yield to the sedative action of this safe and dependable local

anodyne. Non-greasy, water-soluble and non-staining, K-Y Analgesic

may be used as freely or as frequently as may be

necessary to accomplish the result desired.

The previous application should always be washed
off before applying the next.

"A safe, harmless remedy, that worlds most of the time"

Collapsible tubes at all druggists.

Samples \ipon teqtiest.

NEW BRUNSWiCK.r/ N. J., U.S.A.

Hot Weather
Skin Irritations—

notably chafing, prickly heat, sunburn
and similar affections— are promptly
relieved by

K'Y Lubricating Jelly

Applied liberally to irritated or inflamed areas,

the pronounced cooling and soothing action of

this effective local remedy is at once manifest.
Smarting, burning and itching are quickly allayed
and local congestion is rapidly overcome. In fact,

by its beneficial effects upon the skin, as well as

by reason of its water-solubility, its absolute free-

dom from staining skin or clothing, its non-greas-
iness emd the altogether unusual cleanliness of

its character,

K'Y Lubricating Jelly

is an ideal emollient

It relieves itching and burning when most ordin-

ary relief measures prove ineffective.

In collapsible tubes

Obtainable at all

Drug Stores.

Sampleon request. NEW BRUNSWICK. N..I., U.S.A.

In Your Last

Confinement Tear
What wouldn't you have given
to have had a

''T^J^iT^,. Obstetrical

Suture (Chromic Catgut)

In Your Bag?

issChrgmU'Caiam^feF^m i
You could have put your stitches in quickly,

conveniently, safely.

The *'Pa^,//v^7t» Obstetrical Suture

(Chromic Catgut) is especially prepared to resist

absorption in immediate perineal repair, in spite

of the dissolving action of the vaginal secretions
and lochial discharges.

Why not be prepared for your next confinement
tear? Get one of these sutures from your dealer
and place it in your obstetric bag today. You
will be glad you did.

Obtainable from your dealer
No samples

NEW BRUNSWICK,^ N.U..U.S.AV

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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How Secure Is Your Income?
A Physician's income is derived from an intensive application of brains and time;

he has spent years in preparatory work; secured his Degree, and possibly added a
wife and family who look to him for support—from then on his success depends
mainly on his physical condition.

A sick man cannot work efficientlj-. What is he to do if an unexpected casualty
befalls? Illness and Accident mean increased cost of living, and usually decreased
income.

Fortunately, there is now provided a method whereby a physician can protect his

future and that of his family. He can obtain a contract which, in event of his being
unable to work as a result of any mental or physical condition, will provide him an
income ecual to his earning capacity for the rest of his life. It also carries a death
benefit to his estate if he is killed by accident.

Your asset is your time—you sell that for a good price—but time is valueless,

unless backed by health. This new Contract takes the place of health; becomes your
Bank Account, and eliminates worry. The Company behind it has $19,000,000.

To secure full information, advise me as to the amount of income you desire
guaranteed; your age, and j^our special line of work.

C. G. ALEXANDER
710 Corn Exchange Bank BIdg., Chicago, Illinois

Phone Main 5100

LIQUID

POWDER
OINTMENT

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE POWDER

ANTISEPTIC DRY DRESSING.

PHYSICIANS!—A trial in your next case

will convince you of its merits.

Dust the Powder

LIQUID

POWDER
OINTMENT

directly over the af'

fected part and cover

with a bandage in the

following cases:

Lacerated }Vounds,

Burns, Scalds,
Syphilitic Ulcers,
Gunshot ]Vounds,

Chancres, Suppurating Skin Lesions and in

Various forms of Minor Surgery.

Literature and Samples on request.

Always specify original package.

CAMPHO-PHENIQUE COMPANY
St. Louis, Mo., - U. S. A.

When writinir Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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[mcti©iial litestmi

rpHE treatment of chronic constipation presents

a problem peculiar in itself. The pivotal point

in its solution is the selection of a therapeutic agent

that will aid in re-establishing normal peristalsis.

The various laxatives and cathartics are indi-

cated for the relief of acute conditions. They

cannot be administered for prolonged periods, for

obvious reasons.

One drug, according to the best authorities,

meets all requirements. That drug is Cascara

Sagrada. It is pre-eminently adapted to the treat-

ment of chronic intestinal torpor.

The dose can be increased gradually, and con-

tinued for weeks, if necessary. Finally, as the

desired effect is attained, it can be progressively

diminished as a regular daily "habit" of bowel

evacuation is formed.

Cascara Sagrada is well suited to meet condi-

tions not infrequently encountered in constipation

of the aged and the very young.

We market Cascara in a variety of forms. Two

preparations, however, especially commend them-

selves to physicians. Fluid Extract Cascara Sagrada

(P. D. & Co.), a bitter product, is one of them.

The other is Cascara Evacuant, the most widely

prescribed palatable Cascara.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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POLLEN EXTRACT
Pollen Protein (Ragweed)

Pollen Extract successfully immunizes against the hay-

fevers of late summer and early fall. By its use you can

establish immunity in the susceptible before the pollen

season comes and can maintain that immunity throughout

the entire season.

Pollen Extract is often curative to hay fevers already es-

tablished.

Pollen Extract Prophylactic is supplied in boxes of five

cimpules—Test Dose for determining hypersensitiveness

and Doses 1, 11, 111 and IV to be given respectively.

Pollen Extract continued treatment is supplied in 5 mil

bulk containers.

Hay fever tablets I, II and III, also Hay Fever Solution,

and Sodoxylin are usually indicated. Ask your druggist
to order for you or send to our home office or most con-
venient branch point.

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Home Office and Laboratories, Dept. 95, CHicag'o, 111.

New YorK Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles Toronto Bombay

When writing- Advertisers please mention The American Joumal of Clinical Medicine
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Benzyl-Benzoate

Norwich
A Non-Narcotic Anti-spasmodic

Useful in relieving pain due to spas-

modic contraction of the smooth mus-
cle. Is reported to have shown happy
results in the treatment of acute en-

teritis, enterospasm, pylorospasm,

mucous colitus, biliary and renal

colic, asthma, etc.

Supplied in 1-oz. or 3-oz. containers

New York

May we submit samples

and literature?

The Norw^ich
Pharmacal Co.

Executive Office and Laboratories

Norvs^ich, N. Y.

Chicago Kansas City

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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"After That Attack of Influenza"
TTie constantly growing number of patients who have never com-

pletely recovered from an attack of influenza or pneumonia, emphasize

the great importance of giving the utmost care and attention to the stage

of convalescence. Every function needs to be supported and stimulated

and the nutrition of the whole body restored as near to the normal as

possible. In

Gray's Glycerine Tonic Comp.

a great many physicians have found so efficient and dependable a means
of insuring complete and satisfactory recovery in the majority of cases

of influenza, that they have come to employ it as a matter of routine.

Patients who are placed on "Gray's Glycerine Tonic Comp." as soon

as the temperature subsides, rapidly regain their strength and vitality.

TTie influence of "Gray's Tonic" as a post-influenzal tonic and recon-

structive is show^n not only by the prompt and gratifying effect on the

whole body that follows its use, but also by the notable freedom it as-

sures from complications and sequelae.

The Purdue Frederick Company
135 Christopher Street New York City

"«-This^

is the

first thought

of an ever increasing number of physicians

when prescribing for

Rheumatism, Gout, Neuralgia, Neuritis,

Lumbago, Sciatica,

and generally for conditions manifested by

Pain, Inflammation and Congestion.

Atophan, made in U. S. A., is available every-

where through the Drug Trade, or direct from

SCHERING & GLATZ, INC., 150 Maiden Lane, NEW YORK

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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DICHLORAMINE-T

A badly infected hand showing amputation
of index finger and palmar abscess. Injecting
Dichloramine-T-Chlorcosane into wound re-
cesses and sinuses.

IN TABLET FORM

CHLORCOSANE

The Dakin Solvent for

Dichloramine-T

Over 1,000 physicians who at-

tended the recent meeting of

the American Medical Associ-

ation in New CVleans saw the

motion pictures depicting

Uses for Dichloramine-T"
These pictures showed how solutions can
be prepared with Dichloramine-T tablets

Abbott) in Chlorcosane (the oil solvent)

in less than two minutes.

This is the quickest, most convenient
method that has yet been devised and is

only possible with Dichloramine-T tab-

lets (Abbott).

These tablets are supplied in tubes of 20

at 26 cents net, and in bottles of 100 at 75

cents net.

Chlorcosane (the oil solvent)

is supplied in 4 ounce bottles

at 60 cents net and in pints at

$1.73 net.

Send for valuable booklet on
"The Dakin Antiseptics"

also complete instructions for

preparing Dichloramine-T so-

lutions.

Use the Coupon

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Dept. 95, 4757 Ravenswood Ave., CHICAGO

NEW YORK
LOS ANGELES

SEATTLE
TORONTO

SAN FRANCISCO
BOMBAY

The Abbott Laboratories, Dept. 95
Cliicago, lU.

Please send booklet on the "Dakin
Antiseptics" and directions for preparing
Dichloramine-T solutions.

Dr. . .

Town

When writinc Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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The Combined Treatment of SYPHILIS by

SUPSALVS Stable Suppositories
r»f "fiOfi" 'OF FRENCHUl QUO MANUFACTURE)

"Siipsalvs, each in aspecial metallic case for
hot climates.

In a series of 200 cases
treated in one of the
London hospitals a
"Negative Wassermann"
was obtained in SO per
cent, of cases under ob-
servation, the reaction
reviously being "Posi-

606"
0-03

AND MERCURIAL INUNCTION
These Supi)ositorles contain 0.10 grm. of

for rectal administration (also made with
gr. dose for children) in box containing 6.
Simple in Use. Rapid and Effective Absorption.

Arsenic being found in the blood and urine 12
hours after administration.

Produce No Undesirable Effects
At the International Congress of Medicine. Ehr-

lich stated that the biochemical action of "606" on
spirochaetes is not direct but Indirect, a third fac-
tor found in the body fluids being necessary.

This success is explained by the well-known ex-
periment of Levaditi: "If living treponemas be
placed in a solution of Arsenobenzol (606) thev con-
tinue to live in it. But, if a trace of extract of liver
be added to the mixture the treponemas are de-
stroyed."—Dr. Saboiiraud, La CUnique (13-4-1913.)
As a result of numerous clinical experiments,

Dr. Bagrov, of Moscow, has arrived at the same
conclusion, and recommends the rectal method of
administration of 606.

Price, per box of 6 $5.00
Children's dose 3.50

The]. Combined Treatment of Syphilis with
"Supsalvs" and "Mersalv" gives the best
results.

"Mersalv" contains 10 per cent, metallic mercury, which by a special mechanical process is con-
verted into the most minute state of subdivision possible. It is a non-greasy preparation, of pleasing
odor, and cleanly in application, supplied in white china pots sufficient for 30 days' treatment.

Literature, clinical reports and price list of

THE ANGLO-FRENCH DRUG CO., Ltd, Wilson Bldg.J270."Broadway, New York City

RENT THIS

Easy Rental Purchase Plan
By our easy rental purchase plan, after a first
payment of only $2.50 we will rent this TYCOS
to yoti for nine months at S2.50 a month, at the end
of which time it is your absolute property. You pay
only the cash price—with no interest and no extras
—and have

Nine Full Months To Pay
Just dignified credit. No red tape or embarassing
questions. You take no risk. We absolutely guar-
antee this genuine Dr. Rogers' Xew 1920 Model
TYCOS and it is also fully guaranteed by the makers.

^'''^''
"I"/?,.

7f 0/

•PHYOMOI A«0«iCTt

NINE MONTHS
THEN IT!S YOURS
Standard Of The World

There is only one standard of the world—reli-

able—dependable—accurate— and that is the
TYCOS, which has been adopted and is used by all

insurance companies, the United States Govern-
ment and medical authorities.

Leather Case and Booklet Free
With each TYCOS we give you free a handsome
morocco leather case and a 44-page instruction book-
let, which tells exactly how to use It. The TYCOS
registers both systolic and diastolic pressures.
Modern, scientific diagnosis demands the aid of an ac-
curate instrument for determining blood pressure.

Dr. Rogers' Genuine 1920 Model
Self'verifying Sphygmomanonteier

Cash Price Everywhere $23 t^rup,:" ^'pt
of only S2.50 and allow you ten day3 free trial If then you wish to keep ii.
simply pay the balance. $22 50 in nine small monthly payments cf S2.50. and'
the instrument is yours. You cannot buy it for less anywhere else. You
cannot buy it on such easy terms except by the Aloe Easy Rental Purchase
Plan.

A. S. ALOE COMPANY,

Tori F^cti/c F^POA HTpi £il Just enclose first month's rent—$2.60en udy& r ree i riai ^^^ ^^ ^^ ^^.p the tycos at once
Try it thoroughly for ten days. Give it every test you cnn If youare willing
to part with it, send it back at our expense and eet your money. If pleased,
then pay only $2.50 a month for fl months. SEND FOR YOUR TYCOS
TODAY Do it NOW. Let it I'ROVE it's usefulness to you It is so easy
to own that you'll never miss the money.

559 Olive Street, ST. LOUIS, MO.

When writing Advertiser^ p'ease mention The Americas Journal of Clinical Medicine
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is a natural fruit beverage full of body, strength and flavor and
containing all the constructive and curative properties of ripe
grapes.

Because it is so easily assimilated and supplies elements which
are essential in a drink for invalids, convalescents and children,
Grape Ola is used and recommended by many physicians and
leading dietitians.

Grape Ola also serves as a pleasant vehicle to disguise the taste
of oil, salts, iron, etc.

It is a more pleasing drink than ordinary grape juice and more
economical.

Grape Ola is very quickly and easily made by mixing 4 or 5
parts of water with one part of

3me^
CONCENTRATE

One Quart Makes 30 Glasses
Just Add Water— No Sugar Required

Grape Ola Concentrate also makes delicious desserts and is a
very appetizing sauce for puddings, sundaes, etc. A table-

spoon in Grapefruit gives a delightful flavor that adds zest to
the appetite. y
A sample of Grape Ola Concentrate sufficient to make 7

or 8 glasses of Grape Ola will be mailed to any physi-

cian on receipt of 25c to cover cost of mailing. *''
t^ ^^ r Enclosed

Fill out attached coupon and mail to ,'' '^ 25^. f^^

* which mail

^ sample of Grape

GRAPE OLA PRODUCTS CORPORATION y ^^^ concentrate to

12 West 22nd Street NEW YORK X NAME

ADDRESS

When writing AdverHsers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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TUBERCULOSIS
Successfully treated vrith

PROTEOGEN NO. 3
(Formula Dr. A. S. Horovitz)

Because the acid-fast T. B. bacilli are enclosed in a capsule of lipoid substances,

they are IMMUNE to the action of hydrolysis and engulfing of the system.

Proteogen No. 3 contains lipoids having NO chemical affinity for normal body
cells but STRONG AFFINITY for the lipoid capsule of the T. B. bacillus with which
they form a new substance. This substance with the unprotected T. B. bacillus is

subject to the hydrolyzing influence of the phagocytes and the red blood cells.

The WEAKENED cytogenic mechanism is ENERGIZED by the NON-SPECIFIC
PROTEINS contained in PROTEOGEN NO. 3, which results in an increase of white

and red blood cells, the factors of NATURAL IMMUNITY.

Detailed information and case reports will be sent upon request.

THE WM. S. MERRELL COMPANY
Cincinnati, U. S. A.

FOUNDED 182J.

Captains of the Blood Stream

Many chronic functional disorders are caused by insufficient function of

the glands of internal secretion—especially those producing what are

called the dynamogenic hormones. These hormones when present in

normal quantity and quality steer the barque of life past many a treach-

erous shoal, and even if shipwreck should occur their timely aid means
great salvage.

HORMOTONE
Containing the hormones of the thyroid, pituitary, ovary and testis, has proved

of great value in the treatment of asthenia, neurasthenia, amenorrhea,

dysmenorrhea, menorrhagia, hysteria, impotence, and all diseases

of suboxidation

A True Tonic—Because a Physiological One

Literature and Clinical Reports on Request

G. W. CARNRICK CO. 21 Laight Street, New York

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinicad Medicine
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How and What to Write

for Publication

WITH reference to the editorial article

entitled "Writing for Publication," in

Clinical Medicine for April (p. 223), a

correspondent submitted the question that

is made the title of this present article. This

correspondent, who has repeatedly been

a contributor to Clinical Medicine, de-

clares that it always ha? been a conun-

drum with him to settle in his own inind

what, when and how to write for publi-

cation. While he has written numerous

manuscripts and submitted them to vari-

ous editors, they were frequently rejected

by some editor who reserves the ri.i^ht to

judge. Hence, the question, what do edi-

tors want or think they want ?

Our correspondent continues: "There

IS undoubtedly a psychological factor exis-

tent in a prospective writer's mind regard-

ing his attitude, both, toward what he

wants to say and toward the reader whom
he expects to reach. Here is where at least

some of this psychology comes m : Should

one write what he himself likes to thuik

about or would like to read himself if some

one else wrote it ? Or should one write

what he thinks the other fellow ought to

read whether he likes it or not? Or should

i/ne write for the purpose of, and that

which, he thinks will 'get by' with some edi-

tor?"

Here are several questions which the

editor frequently asks himself in a modi-

tied form, namely, what should he pub-

lish; what do the readers of Clinical
Medicine want? What do they need?

In regard to this, a good many letters

reach us from physicians all over the

country, some assuring us that Clinical
Medicine is one of the best journals ever
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published; that the successive issues are

full of practical and interesting communi-

cations, and particularly that the "human

touch," which we always try to retain, ap-

peals to the writers of these letters.

Other correspondents inform us that the

articles pubHshed in Clinical Medicine

are not "practical" enough; that we pub-

lish too much highbrow stuff, and that it

would be better for us to give concrete

cases, with definite cut-and-dried thera-

peutic directions, rather than, suggestions.

Opposed to these critics there are still

others who tell us that we publish too

much kindergarten stuff; that some of the

leading articles that we print are actually

puerile in their simplicity, and that we
should give a little more serious discus-

sions and not so many direct references to,

and directions for, the use of drugs that

make Clinical Medicine (it is alleged)

read like a drug almanac.

Now, here's a pretty kettle of fish. How
on earth is a poor editor to satisfy all his

various critics so that they all be pleased,

while, at the same time, he lives up to his

ideals and approaches Clinical Medicine

more and more to what he conceives it

should be ! The result will have to be as

it has been in the past years. The edi-

tor, or editors, while no longer in active

practice, have spent long terms in serv-

ice to the sick, they have lived the life of

general practitioners, and know from ex-

perience the needs of the physician in gen-

eral practice. We just have to do the best

we can and we realize, as we have pointed

out in that editorial in the April issue, that

short, concise, snappy articles giving direct

information are most acceptable.

However, we should fail in what we
conceive to be our clear duty if we were

neglectful in informing the readers of

Clinical Medicine of new discoveries,

new methods, new technics, new remedies

that may have been introduced in the re-

cent past; especially if they have been ap-

proved through critical and competent

tests. Again, there arejnany, a great many
men reading Clinical Medicine who want

a little stronger mental and intellectual

pabulum than is presented by the socalled

"practical" articles. They want stimula-

tion for their thoughts and speculations.

and they enjoy those articles that others

decry as "highbrow,"

In order to be fair to the greatest num-

ber, we shall have to continue to publish

both kinds of articles and, even, to add still

others that have not been included in the

criticisms that were mentioned. However,

our readers may be quite sure that, what-

ever we print, how ever we conduct the

Journal, we are giving and doing the best

we have. ; ) i

It is not enough that, once we have swallowed
great truths, we must feed on them, as insects on a
leaf, till the whole life be colored by their qual-
ities.—Coleridge.

TOBACCO POISONING IN NON-
SMOKERS

Thirty years ago, the present writer re-

turned from a visit to England on one of

the smaller Cunard boats sailing between
Liverpool and Boston. There was on
board a passenger who, although a non-

smoker, spent most of his time in the

smoking room, probably in order to indulge

his fondness for talking. The journey

being rather rough, the portholes were kept

closed most of the time, and the condition

of the air in the smoking room can readily

be imagined, especially by those who have

experienced that sort of thing.

About half way across, the man in ques-

tion became ill and spent one day in his

cabin which was in rather bad sanitary

condition. The remainder of the trip he

passed in the smoking room, lying on one

of the couches, even during the nights.

Some time during the following winter,

this passenger sued the Cunard Company
for damages alleging that he had been

made ill by the insanitary condition of his

cabin. The present writer was asked to

testify in court, and gave it as his opinion

that the claimant became ill from tobacco

poisoning which he, though a nonsmoker,

had acquired through his constant and per-

sistent sojourn in the smoking room.

The idea that a nonsmoker could acquire

tobacco poisoning, passively as it were, by

remaining in an atmosphere charged with

tobacco smoke, was original with this

writer since he had never seen any refer-

ence to it in literature. Nor does he re-

member having seen any since then, for

the simple fact thit he never consulted

the literature regarding this point. It was

of great interest, therefore, to find a com-
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munication on this subject by Dr. Richard
Hogner, in American Medicine, for last

February.

Doctor Hogner reports on several cases

in which persons who frequently were
"exposed" to tobacco, cigar or cigarette

smoke became ill and improved on being

removed from this unfavorable exposure.

We mention this fact because it seems
that the condition produced by such poison-

ing may be very obscure. In one instance,

different diagnoses had been made in differ-

ent hospitals, such as neurasthenia, hys-

teria, anemia, organic heart failure, neu-

ritis, severe chlorosis, and so forth. Doc-
tor Hogner points out that exposure to to-

bacco smoke naturally is peculiarly injur-

ious to women and children, suggesting

that many an irritable heart or early hard-

ening of the arteries, many a "pale face,"

or setback of children, many a case of

laziness or "always being tired" may, in

all truth, be laid to tobacco-smoke poison-

ing.

Here is a possible explanation of some
clinical conditions that may have puzzled

some of our readers in their patients. The
point has interested us greatly, and we
should like to know whether other physi-

cians have had experience in this matter.

Seldom ever was any knowledge given to keep,
but to impart; the grace of this rich jewel is lost in
concealment.—Bishop Hall.

H. C. L. AND REPRINTS

It has been our custom, and one that

always afforded us very much pleasure, to

give to our contributors, whose communi-
cations we published among the leading

articles in Clinical Medicine, a number
of reprints for distribution to their friends.

Some time ago, wartime regulations, cur-

tailing the utilization of printing paper,

forced us to abandon that custom; and, in

more recent times, contrary to expectation,

printing paper has become so scarce, or at

least so difficult to procure and so exces-

sively expensive, that we find it impossible

to resume the former habit. Indeed, to get

up reprints of any article has become so

tremendously expensive that it simply "can

not be done" ; especially in view of the

fact that the printing of Clinical Med-
icine entails a much greater outlay than

ever before.

However, in order to beat the rising cost

of reprints, we propose to supply to those

of our contributors who desire it, one hun-

dred copies of the issues of Clinical Med-
icine in which their contributions ap-

peared, at their own expense, at a flat rate

of $20.00.

This price includes, in addition to the

copies themselves, their mailing; and, be-

fore mailing, they will be marked so as to

attract attention to the particular article

for the sake of which the copies are sent

out.

Any contributor to Clinicae Medicine

desiring to avail himself of this offer will,

of course, inform us of his wishes either

at the time the manuscript is submitted for

publication or when the galley proof is re-

turned. Also, he will supply us with a list

of addresses to which these extra copies of

Clinical Medicine are to be mailed.

THE TIMOROUS PRESCRIBER

We are reminded time and time again

that fortitude is a very necessary qualifica-

tion for success in surgery. To be success-

ful, the operator must be more or less dar-

ing, unafraid, strong of nerve. And, neg-

atively, that operator assuredly is handi-

capped who wavers at the prospect of a

laparotomy or sickens at the sight of blood

or uses the scalpel with fear and trembling.

Our habit of thinking in this matter allows

of nothing else. It must be so. Timorous-

ness in the operator is indeed unfortunate.

But, seldom do we find timorousness in

the prescriber discountenanced. Yet, cer-

tainly, it is at times a grave fault and must

lead to failure. The fault is more common
than may be supposed, and, more frequently

than supposed, it is responsible for failure

to get the results reasonably expected from

remedies. It is not enough to have the

proper remedy; it must be given in proper

dosage. Many a prescriber, after he has

made his diagnosis correctly and chosen

his remedy appropriately, defeats his aims

at the last moment because he fears to push

his remedy to effect. He loses where he

should have won. He fails on this account

when he should have succeeded.

Where, otherwise, disappointment must

follow almost surely, results may be ob-

tained from a given remedy if it is admin-

istered rather heroically, not necessarily in

a single dose of huge proportions or two or

three such doses; for, in reality, the effect

aimed at often may be had with small doses
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frequently repeated. Calomel is an ex-

ample, and aconitine, and atropine. A small

dose given consistently at fifteen-minute

intervals, and pushed to physiological effect,

often will serve better and more promptly

than do one or two large doses.

The point is, that the prescriber ought to

know his remedies thoroughly and give

enough with confidence, to impress the or-

ganism and carry on to a satisfactory con-

clusion. What the average prescriber

needs is, more confidence in himself and

more confidence in his remedies. With
more confidence, will come more cures.

Iodine is among the remedies that need to

be pushed aggressively, especially in emer-

gencies ; how many infants, we question,

have died because iodized calcium was not

given to effect in the emergency ?

The same is true of hypnotics. A com-
mon fear deters many from prescribing

them in large-enough doses or prescribing

them at all. To a certain extent, this is

justified, of course ; some of these agents

really are dangerous. But, given a reg.-

sonably safe hypnotic, such as barbital, for

example, its administration is well advised

in many cases in which it is ordinarily with-

held. Insomnia is deplorably common in

these days. It may be necessary to induce

sleep with drugs. In fact, few persons live

who have not had recourse to them in some
troublous time or other when natural sleep

was quite impossible. Nor is sleep, so in-

duced, without its benefits. Many times, it

spares the organism, for, surely, nothing is

so racking as persistent wakefulness. Not
only in insomnia is a well selected hypnotic

useful but, likewise, in many conditions of

stress and shock, of mental panic and emo-

tional upset, wherein sedation with or

without sleep is the aim.

However, to "nag" the system with min-

ute doses of the selected hypnotic, is worse

than useless. Let it be given in one full

dose, at night. Then, the desired result

will follow, with benefit to the nerve-

exhausted patient.

THE CAMPAIGN AGAINST
VENEREAL DISEASES

The American Social Hygiene Associa-

tion, Inc., 105 W. 40th St., New York City,

recently published a pamphlet, written by
Mr. Will Irwin, under the title of "Con-
quering an Old Enemy." Mr, Irwin deals

with the venereal-disease problem frankly

and fearlessly, and shows indisputably the

urgent necessity of a general and energetic

campaign against this scourge of the "civil-

ized" races.

Physicians would do well to write to the

American Social Hygiene Association, Inc.,

for copies of this pamphlet which they

should hand to those of their clients who
are of influence in the community. We
have in mind, especially, the fathers of fam-
ilies—the fathers of growing boys, more
particularly.

In this connection, we wish to urge

physicians and others to apply for member-
ship in the American Social Hygiene Asso-

ciation the purpose of which is, the carry-

ing out of practical measures to promote

sound ideas for the perpetuation of the

family as a social unit, including the re-

pression of prostitution and the elimination

of venereal diseases which form so great a

menace to community and national life.

Membership in this association, which is

$2.00, entitles the holder to the monthly

and quarterly publications without cost and,

likewise, to a copy of any pamphlet issued

bv the association.

It is generally admitted, and very frequently

proved, that virtue and genius, and all the natural

good qualities which men possess, are derived from
their mothers.—Hook.

SANATORIUM—SANITARIUM

In recent issues of Clinical Medicine^

various articles have appeared in which

the designations sanatorium and sanitarium

were made use of. The owner of one of

these institutions rather resented our using

the spelling "sanatorium" in view of the

fact that his particular hospital is desig-

nated as a sanitarium.

In all instances in which a certain insti-

tution for the treatment of the sick is offi-

cially named a sanitarium, such as, the

City of Chicago Municipal Tuberculosis

Sanitarium, we have been careful to re-

tain that wording when referring to that

particular hospital. However, when speak-

ing of such establishments in general, the

correct spelling, sanatorium, was employed

deliberately.

The "Encyclopedia Britannica" (11th ed.

Vol. 24, p. 127) gives under the article

"sanatorium"

:

A modern Latinism, formed from sanare,

to cure, restore to health, sanus, whole,
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healthy, well ; often wrongly spelled sana-
tariuni or sanitarium, an establishment where
persons suffering from disease, or convales-
cents, may be received for medical treatment,
rest cures and the like ; in recent modern
usage particularly used for establishments
where patients suffering from phthisis may
undergo the open-air treatment (see Thera-
peutics). The mis-spellings of the word, san-

itarium and sanatarium, are due to a confusion
of "sanatory," i. e. giving health, from sanare,

and "sanitary," pertaining to health, from
sanitas, health.

Dorland's "Medical Dictionary" defines

"sanatorium" as : 1 : A sanitarium. 2. A
health-station; a health-resort in a hot

region, w^hile it gives under "sanitarium"

:

an establishment for the treatment of dis-

eased persons and especially a private hos-

pital for convalescents or those who are

not extremely '11.—It is to be re«jrctted that

so excellent a lexicographer as Dorland

does not draw the proper distinction be-

tween the two names.

Littre, "Dictionaire de Medecine", etc.,

has a lengthy paragraph inider the heading

"sanatorium," defining such an institution

as an establishment intended for the treat-

ment of certain chronic maladies by hy-

gienic measures. It does not mention san-

nitarium at all.

Guttmann, "Mediziniche Terminologie,"

defines "sanatorium" similarly as does

Littre, and also fails to refer to sanitarium.

The "Britannica" very properly discour-

ages the employment of the faulty word
"sanitarium." Moreover, it is in the inter-

est of international nomenclature that we
should agree with French and German med-
ical lexicographers in eliminating the

wrong term, sanitarium, from our diction-

aries.

In the advertising pages of The Journal

of the American Medical Association, we
find the term "sanatorium" used throughout

for institutions for the treatment of tuber-

culous patients, while "sanitarium" is the

rame made use of for establishments for

the treatment of nervous and mental dis-

eases, drug addictions, and so forth.

We believe that this distinction is based

on a fundamental error. Surely, if institu-

tions are designated properly and in accord-

ance with their purpose, we should employ

the term that indicates to treat, to heal, to

cure; and, this is sanare from which sana-

torium is derived. On the other hand, if

we were to speak of general health resorts,

where physicians may or may not be con-

sulted and have charge, where people go,

allegedly for their health, but, more truly,

in order to have a good time, the word
sanitarinm, derived frOm sanitas, health,

might be employed, though, correctly, it

should not.

We wish to point out that our editorial

rule is, to use the proper wording, sanator-

rium, while, of course, deferring to the

ofhcial designations where these include the

word "sanitarium," however wrong it

may be.

Laughter is a most healthful exertion; it is one
of the greatest helps to digestion with which I am
acquainted.—Dr. Hufeland.

THE MODERN-HOSPITAL BUILDING

As our readers may know. The Modern
Hospital is a monthly publication devoted

to the interests and the development of the

hospital. It has been published now for a

number of years, first, in St. Louis, later,

in Chicago, and has extended its activities

to "The Modern-Hospital Year Book" and

Modern Medicine, the latter being one of

the youngest medical journals in existence,

but, by no means the least valuable or least

important one. Indeed, its specializing,

more or less, in institutional, industrial and

social medicine gives it an immense field

to represent that will provide material for

useful and stimulating activity for the

future.

For a long time, The Modern-Hospital

Publishing Company, Incorporated, has

found itself hampered in its former loca-

tion for lack of space and facilities. We
are pleased to learn that the concern has

moved its offices to its own building, at

22-24 E. Ontario St., Chicago, which will

hereafter be known as "The Modern-Hos-

pital Building."

In establishing its headquarters in this

building, The Modern Hospital is adding

another to the growing group which is es-

tablishing Chicago's reputation, both here

and abroad, as the center of medical and

hospital organization and education in

this country. Within a few blocks, stands

the building long occupied by the American

Medical Association, while the new home
of the American College of Surgeons is

only a stone's throw away.

The Modern Hospital Building will be

a veritable center of national hospital.
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health, and welfare activities. It will house

not only the offices of The Modern Hospi-

tal, the "Modern Hospital Year Book," and
Modern Medicine, but, also, the national

headquarters of the American Hospital

Association and the National Catholic Wel-
fare Council (Division of Social Action).

What this will mean in the way of more
expeditious interchange of thought and
activity and greater ease and cooperation

between the number of national organiza-

tions at work in the hospital and kindred

fields, can readily be seen. Other develop-

ments are pending which, when consum-
mated, will greatly enhance this center to

all who are interested in these fields of

work.

THE DISPENSING PHYSICIAN

According to a report (reviewed in a

recent issue of the New York Times) by
Dean H. H. Rusby, of the College of

Pharmacy, of Columbia University, this

noted pharmacist refers to the dispensing

physician as one of the chief troubles of

the druggist, today. Dean Rusby admits

that promiscuous prescribing in drug stores

is much to be deplored; on the other hand,
it is claimed that physicians dispense their

own medicines to the great detriment of

their patients.

From his own viewpoint. Dean Rusby.
quite logically, advises the public to avoid
the dispensing physician and the prescrib-

ing pharmacist, since he holds that one is

just as objectionable as the other and just

as dangerous to the patient. He aims to

give the students in the College of Phar-
macy such a knowledge of medicines »s

will cause them to be afraid to indulge in

prescribing.

However, Dean Rusby admits that, in

some cases, it is necessary for the doctor

to dispense drugs as. for instance, some-
times, in the country where otherwise
patients could not obtain necessary medi-
cines.

Dean Rusby caims that the average
doctor has no means or takes no steps to

find out if the drugs furnished him are

what they are supposed to be. "The phar-

macist, on the other hand, is supposed to

examine all the drugs he buys from the

manufacturer .... He does enough of

it. at any rate, to enable him to judge

whether the supply house is treating him

squarely and furnishing him what he

orders."

The assumption that the druggist is an

educated chemist, capable of undertaking

satisfactory tests of the drugs that he

buys from his supply house, is not based

on fact. Indeed, only a small percentage of

druggists are, even, graduates in pharmacy.

Most druggists have learned just enough

of their profession to fill prescriptions, to

sell perfumery, kodaks, soda water, cigars

and the other thousand and one things

carried in such a store,

\\'e never have known a druggist who
actually made any tests of the purity of the

drugs dispensed by him. As far as we
can tell, the druggist depends for the qual-

ity of his drugs upon the say-so of the

manufacturer.

If we come down to brass tacks, the

dispensing physician in reality is far more
interested, personally, in the purity of his

drugs than, is the druggist, and our knowl-

edge of dispensing physicians, which is

rather wide, justifies the conclusion that,

as a whole, physicians are at least as par-

ticular and careful in this respect as are

druggists.

Health is the golden medium between exertion

nd over-exertion.

—

Dr. V. E. Lawrence.

MERCURIC-CHLORIDE POISONING

Attention has frequently been directed to

the fact that discoveries in medicine, that

are of widespread practical utility, reach

the public only years after their announce-

ment. This is true, especially, regarding

the use of antiseptics, despite the fact that

lay people are unreasonably and unreason-

ingly afraid of "germs" which seem to rep-

resent to them a veritable bogey man.

It is but a very short time ago that the

excessive popularity of, and unconditional

faith in, carbolic acid as an effective anti-

septic was given up. Physicians have long

turned to other and better bactericidal sub-

stances, but, among the laity, the employ-

ment of carbolic acid continued unabated,

probably because it was believed that its

disagreeable odor would frighten away all

undesirable "germs".

Since carbolic acid had been shown to

be relatively but slightly antiseptic, while

it possessed many very undesirable proper-
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ties and great possibilities for harm, the

people have taken up the use of mercuric-

chloride tablets which now are employed
largely for their antiseptic and for other

purposes; this despite the great danger at-

taching to this violent poison.

It seems rather strange that, at the pres-

ent time, corrosive-sublimate solution

should be employed by preference as a

vaginal douche, and it is even more
strange that some women are foolish and
reckless enough to insert the tablets them-
selves into the vagina.

This dangerous procedure has, in many
cases, given rise to serious accidents and it

may be well to call attention to some that

recently came to our notice.

In the Journal of the American Medical
Association for May 1 (pp. 1227 and 1230),

there are two reports of cases in which
either the solid corrosive-sublimate tablets

or .solutions of them had been used with

disastrous results. Attention is called to

these reports and we urge physicians to

educate their patients in this regard, in-

sisting on the danger associated with the

use of mercuric chloride and informing

them of the all but absolute harmlessness

of the newer chlorine-bearing antiseptics

which, moreover, are more effective as bac-

tericides than are, both, corrosive sublimate

and carbolic acid.

The law of sustained health is physical resistance
against the encroachments of disease.—Dr. V. E.
Lawrence.

THE COMMITTEE FOR THE RELIEF
OF THE VIENNA MEDICAL PRO-

FESSION

Ihe editorial on the subject named in the

title of this article (this journal, April, p.

222) brought forth a pleasing response

from a number of our readers who sent us

checks for transmission to the committee.

It has given us great pleasure to pass on
the various sums received, and we are cer-

tain that they will accomplish much good.

We do not acknowledge the individual

donations in this place because we have

done so separately to each physician who
m.ailed us a check. However, we should

like to reproduce a portion of a letter

from one physician received with his con-

tribution. The doctor says

:

"Some forty years ago, I was a member
of the Studenten Krankenverein of the Uni-
versity of Vienna, enjoying the unstinted
services of professors, doctors, dentists, and

summer resorts. A few weeks ago, I seni

to one of my sisters, a deaconess at Gallneu-
kirchen, Austria, two dollars in a letter. For
this grand sum, she obtained 500 crowns in

present Austrian money. So we can get
rich here and in heaven too."

The spirit that moved this contributor to

make some return for benefits enjoyed,

forty years ago, of course, is to be com-

mended. Just as much, though, is the de-

sire of other physicians commendable to

aid their suffering brothers in Vienna. The
collections for this purpose are not yet

closed and any donations that physicians

desire to make will be received gratefully.

We shall be happy to transmit such dona-

tions to the committee.

The best way to get an answer to prayer is, to

work for it.—Gene Stratton Porter.

THE NEED OF THE HOUR

The great need of the times, in order to

relieve the almost desperate conditions fac-

ing the average citizen, is, production. In

every line of industry, both agricultural

and manufacturing, production is the one

thing that can relieve the situation. There

is a great deal of misapprehension as to the

cause of the high prices of everything

from rents to silk shirts. Some intelli-

gent people are too ready to attribute the

trouble to profiteering; it is so much easier

to express our impatience in abuse of some-

body than to use our brains calmly in

thinking out a remedy. There is profiteer-

ing, of course; but, let us not forget that

scarcity is what makes profiteering pos-

sible. When production was normal, be-

fore the Great War, human nature was

just the same as now. Speculators were

just as ready to rob the public as they are

today, but, the abundance of everything

made that impossible.

If the workers would realize that con-

tinual striking, to force wages up, only in-

creases the cost of everything they use,

or, in other words, reduces the buying pow-

er of every dollar they earn, there might

be a prospect of a better future. In some

way or other, the public and, especially,

the working people must come to see that

increased production is the only means of

bringing about a general and permanent

lowering of the cost of living. If they are

not wise enough to learn this fact by

reasoning, they will have to learn it from
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the stern schoolmasters of panic, unem-
ployment and hard times. The worst fea-

ture of the matter is that, if panic and

hard times come, the very classes that have

made the calamity inevitable, will not at-

tribute it to the real cause, namely, lack of

production, but will be easily lead by dema-
gogues and firebrands to believe that

capital is to blame for a condition which

they themselves have brought about.

Take the matter of food, for example

:

Farmers are finding it impossible, for lack

of help, to raise the crops so badly needed

to bring about plenty for all. Workers
are leaving the farm for the city, and

those that remain are so unreasonable in

their demands for big wages and short

hours that, for a long time to come, it

will be impossible to restore food produc-

tion to the normal.

The workers flock to the cities attract-

ed by the short hours and high wages and,

worst of all, by the love of excitement.

When the crash comes, as come it must,

some of these will be disillusioned. If

they could only realize it, farm conditions

at the present day are capable of furnish-

ing more of that which makes life worth
living than are the uncertain and artificial

conditions of city life.

If anything can be accomplished towards
a better state of things, short of the hard
lessons of panic and hard times, it will

be by teaching. In this, every good citi-

zen should do his part. The family physi-

cian enjoys the confidence of the common
people to perhaps a greater degree than
any other professional man and here is his

opportunity to sow good seed. A word in

season from him may help to set many a

workingman to thinking. There are
breakers ahead. Will the people be .wise
enough to see them in time?

What you are, lies with you. If you are lazy,
and accept your lot, you may live in it. If you are
wilhng to work, you can write your name anywhere
you choose.—Gene Stratton Porter.

THE MISTAKE OF SPECIALIZING
TOO EARLY

Very properly and with good cause,

comes the plaint that the young physician
preening himself on his extraordinary fit-

ness, led on by inconsiderate ambition,

athirst for sundry metropolitan pleasures
and urban comforts, turns his back on the

country and, straightway from the lecture-

room, establishes himself in some tall office

building, frequently as a specialist in this

or that department of medicine. For, youth
often is thoughtless. Youth is conceited.

Youth is venturesome.

That is unfortunate. There is a road
that leads legitimately to success in the

specialties, every foot of which, to the

goal, ought to be traveled in patience, for,

as one goes along his way upon this road,

which is neither short nor easy, the wisdom
is acquired that is only to be had upon
contact with life and the sure knowledge
born of experience, the stuff whereof suc-

cess is truly made. To think of gaining

success at a bound, is almost futile; some
few persons perhaps have done it, but, it is

an acrobatic feat beyond -the powers of

most of us. There is no short-cut to suc-

cess that depends upon personal experience.

Nor is the experience had during intern-

ship in the hospital equivalent to that ac-

quired in actual private practice.

It is the same in business. To succeed in

the management of large affairs, requires

more mental equipment than a kitful of

theories or definitions collected at school.

An executive must know basic principles.

The details delegated to underlings must be

familiar to him. He must have studied

men. He must have had a large general

outlook upon life. He must have acquired

strength and wit and poise with the years.

Olympus is not for the unprepared; for

such, the heights are dizzy and untenable.

From the college, our newly-made med-
icos ought to go to the small towns and en-

gage in general and diversified practice

such as only the country afifords; at least

two years, better five or ten, should be

spent in such apprenticeship. The cities

are filled, and many a doctor has a hard

time making both ends meet, while good

locations are available in all sections of

the country where a sufficient income may
be earned almost from the start, besides

the desirable opportunity for clinical ex-

perience, for studying humankind, for de-

veloping one's talents. The means are here

for preparing to attain success, later, in the

city. From the country, the zealous can

proceed to metropolitan fields, stronger of

heart, wiser of head, surer of hand.

In thfe interim, the doctor will have

learned what his forte is; and, rather than

deliberately choosing a specialty, he will
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gravitate into one naturally. In other

words, he becomes a specialist in this line

or that by inclination, because he has found

that he likes some particular work and,

what we like, we always can do best.

This is the way to success. Long and
tedious it may be, but, it is sure. To the

young medico, recently out of school, no
better advice can be given, especially if he

has neither money nor influence back of

him, than this : To the small town first

;

let the city wait ! The small town needs

you and has ready for you a welcome and

a living ; while the city is full and busy, and

careless as to whether you come or not.

When you do come, no warm reception will

await you, nothing will be given you, noth-

ing will be promised. Only the fit survive

there and only the fittest can hope to win.

SOLUBLE LEAD IN THE GLAZE OF
CASSEROLES

In a recent issue of the Experiment Sta-

tion Record, there is abstracted a report

on certain experiments made by H. Mas-
ters, with several types of earthenware cas-

seroles, of French make, glazed only on

the inside ; and which showed that, in some

cases, a considerable amount of lead can

be extracted from the glaze not only by

the action of 4-percent acetic acid but (and

this is important) also by the action of di-

lute solutions of organic acid; namely, 1-

percent acetic, citric or malic acid.

As solutions of organic acids of about

that strength might be used in ordinary

cooking processes, the results of these ex-

periments possess a direct bearing to the

use of casseroles that are glazed on the

inside. It is to be noted that not all of the

soluble lead is completely extracted by the

first treatment but that the glaze con-

tinued to yield lead even after ten or

twelve treatments. It follows, that cas-

seroles of that sort are a potential source

of danger, with respect "to possible ^ead

poisoning, for a variable period of time

after they liave been put to use.

While glazed earthenware of English

make was found to yield an appreciable

amount of lead, this was less than in the

case of French products.

It often happens, clinically, that symp-

toms similar to those of lead poisoning are

observed by the physician without his be-

ins: able to find ariv source from which

lead might have been derived. In the case

of painters, plumbers, printers, and so on,

physicians are quite accustomed to con-

sider the possibility of lead poisoning.

Here, there is an indication that might

point to a definite source of lead in sus-

pected cases of poisoning, even though

these cases do not occur in persons mani-

festly exposed to plumbism.

Whenever new glazed-earthenware cas-

seroles are purchased, they should be treated

with undiluted strong vinegar, which is kept

at boiling temperature for several hours, in

order to extract all the lead that can be

secured from them and, thus, obviate the

danger to those partaking of dishes pre-

pared in these containers.

If you once let the things you own get the upper
hand of you, you're gone. You'll be owned by them,
and you'll spend your life looking after them. The
only way to enjoy things is, to buy them, and use
them, and wear them out and throw them away and
get some more.

IT OCCURS TO US THAT

It is not always well to worship an ideal.

A man we knew did that and, later on,

she ran away with a sewing-machine agent.

The well-known interstitial glands are

"out of print" pro tem. Now, the public

is being made acquainted with its supra-

renals. The Sunday supplements, disre-

garding Holy Writ, assure us that the

Ethiopian can change his skin provided

the adrenals are properly educated. The

whole thing is simplicity itself: in Addi-

son's disease we get bronzing of the skin

;

ergo, if we reverse the condition, we ought

to prevent deposition of pigment entirely;

in other words, we shall have a white

blackamoor.

Now, if we may offer a suggestion, all

that is necessary is, to work on the

sudoriparous glands and give us that most

desirable thing, an odorless coon.

This may still be "the land of the free."

but, we haven't been able to discover any-

thing of that variety for some time; ex-

cepting, of course, numerous individuals

who should be in jail.

John Wanamaker has hit the profiteers

in the solar plexus. By buying "desir-

able merchandise in large quantities and
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for spot cash" he is able to sell everything,

"from pins to pearls," at a reduction of

20 percent from current prices. Now, if

John D. would reduce the price of gaso-

line, we could run to New York and do

our shopping.

when one remarked:

lionaire."

"She married a mil-

Practically everybody is rooting around

after the "root of all evil"; but, a whole

lot of the rooters need rings in their snouts.

Via the Sunday supplement, we learn

that by "injecting purified air into the

brain substance" through the "centricle

which exists in each hemisphere", an "emi-

nent surgeon" has succeeded in locating

and removing otherwise undiscoverable

tumors "which obstruct the flow of cere-

bral fluid and thereby cause insanity." We
assume that this is hot air—purified, of

course, to meet "scientific requirements."

Anyhow, if you have a friend who seems

a little off, recommend that he have his

brain aired. He may be a little light-

headed, thereafter, but, his '*centricles"

will be working, and that's the main thing.

The reason why so many men wear

—

or feel that they will have to wear—over-

alls is, because their women-folk insist

upon wearing filmy, resetted "underalls,"

at from $15.00 to $35.00 a set. Cherchez

la femnie, as usual

!

Love alone is a marvelous thing, but.

when it gets mixed up with esteem, it may
become dangerously dynamic. For ex-

ample, the wife of a prominent New York

attorney sues her husband for divorce and

claims that he "made love so violently that

he fractured her shoulder-blade." To
which he replies: "I may have slapped her

on the knee, but I couldn't make 'violent

love' to a woman I didn't esteem." Had
the lady stood really high in his estima-

tion, he probably would have pulled off

her patellae and disarticulated her cervical

vertebrae. One might be "loved to death"

and not complain but to be "esteemed to

pieces" must be distinctly disagreeable.

"United we stand"—for almost anything.

Government of "the people," by THE
people, has evidently not yet perished from

the earth.

"He married a servant-girl" now is said

in the awed tone of voice heretofore used

"Spuds and spareribs" remain the piece

de resistance on the menu of the horny-

handed. No one else can afford them.

The little speckled hen is on the job

all right, but, so is the specnXzior. As
an "eggstractor," he has Biddy beaten to

a cackle.

Dandelions are said to be nutritious. So
far, at least, they are not controlled by a

trust and, therefore, may be consumed by

ordinary people. Despite the popular

prejudice against handling the flowers, we
may have to send our families "dandelion-

ing." Sharp as the lion's tooth is neces-

sity.

The sporty young bloods who think, and

boast, that they are "seeing life", do not

seem to realize that they are groveling in

the filthy bed of the stream, and that Life

flows on above it, sometimes muddy and

disturbed, but, commonly, clear and even.

While the constant and persistent de-

mand for higher wages "to meet the in-

creased cost of living" can be understood,

it attacks the problem at the wrong end.

The proper thing would be, to lozver the

increased cost of living—by eliminating

the profiteers, by preventing the exporta-

tions of foodstuffs to a degree that leaves

our own requirements poorly provided for,

by assuring sufiicient production.

We are overfond of investigation. No
matter what kick is raised, if only the

howl is sufficiently insistent, committees
of investigations are appointed—by Con-
gress, by the State legislature, l)y the coun-

ties and the municipalities—which pro-

ceed to "Investigate", at the tax payer's

expense. Investigations cost money—and
the investigators get it. Unfortunately,

nothing ever comes from such expenditure

but words and (sometimes) more investi-

gation.
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THAT there has been a great improve-

ment in the practice of regular medi-

cine within the last decade, both as con-

cerns diagnosis and treatment, only the

very ignorant and the very cynical will

deny. But, that there still is room—enor-

mous room—for improvement, even the

most optimistic and the most credulous will

admit. It is not, however, with the natural

limitations of medicine that I wish to deal

in this article, it is not on the mistakes and

failures due to our present state of knowl-

edge—or, rather, ignorance—that I wish to

dwell ; no, I want to devote a few para-

graphs to a more profitable topic; namely,

to mistakes due to carelessness, due to

failure to utilize the knowledge that we do

possess, and, also, to some deplorable re-

sults following too vigorous treatment or

too much treatment ; or to a failure to rec-

ognize the fact that two diseases may co-

exist, and that, having made the diagnosis

of one disease, we have not done our full

duty, because one and the same individual

may suffer from two serious illnesses at the

same time.

I am the last person in the world to

look down with contempt upon the gen-

eral practitioner. I know perfectly well

that none of us is infallible ; I know per-

fectly well that even the specialist is not

immune from mistakes ; and even the man
who has the title of Professor now and

then may make an absurd blunder. I know
all that. But, in this article, I wish to. re-

fer exclusively to mistakes and mistreat-

ment for which, with the utmost charity

and with the best of good will, there is no
excuse. Nor need it be thought that criti-

cal articles pointing out mistakes are o/

little or no value. Quite the contrary. The
report of a mistake in diagnosis or of

wrong treatment is, or should be, of the

greatest benefit to the physician, for, it

puts him on his guard, makes him alert,

and, often, saves him from making the

same mistakes in his own practice.

Crushing of the Vesicles

Case 1. He was 51 years old. Single.

Like so many business men, he delayed

living and getting married until he was
sure that he could support a family in

ease and comfort. He had reached that

position when he was fifty. His hair got

grey in the meantime but that didn't mat-

ter. He took good care of himself and
was well preserved. He began to look

around for a mate and, strange to say, or

perhaps not at all strange, he found a

young lady of about twenty-seven who, he

thought, would be a very suitable mate for

him. But, before he knew it, he was vio-

lently in love with the young lady, in love

to the extent that he felt that he could not

live without her or that, if he could, it

would not be worth while. The young lady
evidently was not violently in love with him,

though she loved him enough to be glad to

marry him. And, from what I understand,

there were no mercenary motives behind

her willingness to marry Mr. A. They be-

came engaged and the courtship days were,

as he said, the happiest days in his life. He
could afford to give her and to have a
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good time. Before the wedding day was

definitely settled upon, the man decided

to undergo a thorough examination at the

hands of a genitourinary specialist Not

that there was anything the matter with

him, but, at the age of twenty he had had

a mild attack of some sort of urethritis

and. while it never gave him the least

trouble and his urine was perfectly clear,

he thought it would be best to be sure. The

principal reason for his examination, how-

ever, was that he wanted to know whether

he was virile enough to have vigorous

-children or to have children at all. That

he was potent, he knew. However, he also

knew enough to know that a man may

be potent and sterile at the same time. He
went to a man who was recommended to

him as a genitourinary specialist. The

doctor gave him a very vigorous and evi-

dently, to judge by the results, a too vigor-

ous prostatic and vesicular massage. The

patient, though robust and not at all hy-

persensitive, nearly fainted. He remembers

that he felt "gone" for a few seconds and

was all covered with a cold perspiration.

The expressate was tinged with blood.

The doctor told him that it didn't amount

to anything as it was only temporary due

to' the vigorous massage and that every-

thing would be all right. But, everything

has not been all right. Since that very

moment, the man has had hemospermia.

He distinctly denies ever having had any-

thing like it before. He had sexual rela-

tions a number of times with condoms

and. if there had been anything peculiar

about his semen, he would have noticed

it. Since that treatment, he has been very

sensitive around the prostatic and vesicular

region and any intercourse or attempt at

massage of the prostate and the vesicles

would bring out a muddy blood-stained

semen. The spermatozoa, when present,

are non-motile or. if motile, soon lose

their motility.

When he came to consult me, I told him
that there was no likelihood of his being

a father of healthy progeny or. of any
progeny at all. The man was in despair.

All that he had Iniilt he saw crumbling

before him. As an honest man. he con-

sidered it his duty to inform his prospective

wife of his condition. And, though she

liked the man and was sorry to lose the

well-established and comfortable position

that marriage with Mr. A. would have as-

sured her, she was too young, with the

maternal instinct too strongly developed,

to sacrifice her future for a comfortable

financial and social position.

And, so, the man is lonely now and will

remain lonely for the rest of his days; all

on account of an over-zealous, perhaps

well-meaning but, nevertheless brutal pro-

cedure on the part of a careless physician.

This is as good place as any to emphasize

to my readers that prostatic massage, while

a very simple procedure and extremely

beneficial if performed with gentleness in

indicated cases, can become very mischiev-

ous and result in disaster if performed

(1) too brutally, that is, too forcibly; (2)

too frequently or (3) in cases in which it

is contraindicated, such as acute and super-

acute prostatitis, tuberculosis of the pros-

tate, acute urethritis, epididymitis. I have

seen and have known of cases where im-

properly performed massage was responsible

for a severe aggravation and an ex-

tension of an inflammation from the anter-

ior into the posterior urethra, for acute

and almost instantly supervening epididy-

mitis, for prostatic abscess, not to mention

such transitory but extremely disagreeable

phenomena, as fainting, falling with or

without injury, chills, and so forth.

For the millionth time it must be re-

peated : Xot too much zeal, not too much
strength ; in medicine, even as in social

intercourse, gentleness will often accom-

plish more than brute force.

Forcing the Urethral Sound

Case 2.—The man had been suffering

from chronic gleet for about two years. It

wasn't much ; still, now and then, the lips

of the meatus would be stuck together and

the urine contained a small number of

small shreds. As the several general prac-

titioners to whom he applied did not suc-

ceed in curing the condition, he went to

a dispensary, more euphoniously called a

clinic. The specialists of that well adver-

tised institution would surely cure him.

he thought. The young assistant, in

charge of the clinic on that day. at once

proceeded to pass a steel sound. The

patient doesn't know exactly what size

sound it was. but, comparing it with our
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sounds, he thinks it was a number 30; it

might have been smaller, it might have

been larger. Of this he is not sure. He
is sure however that the pain was atrocious.

that the doctor had to use great force to

push it through, and that, when he removed

it, there was quite a gush of blood. The

meatus was torn, there was bleeding from

it for nearly three weeks, and the glans

had swelled up enormously ; according to

the patient's statement, to about three or

four times its normal size. Had the condition

improved, he would have been reconciled

more or less to his sufferings, but the

worst of it was that the urethral condi-

tion became very much aggravated. He
had come to me five months after the

brutal manoeuver was performed on him,

and all this time there was a morning dis-

charge—something which he did not have

before ; while the urine was loaded with

heavy shreds. Urinary urgency, which he

did not have before at all, also was present.

There was no doubt that, to the man's

chronic urethritis, was superadded a cys-

titis. The trauma produced by the forcible

passing of the sound furnished favorable

soil for an additional infection.

It is a very common practice, a prac-

tice that cannot be condemned too severely,

for a physician to decide upon the size of

the sound, that he wishes to pass, by the

size of the meatus and, having selected and

sterilized that sound, to insist upon forc-

ing it through. Why? Is the physician

ashamed to confess, so to say, that he had

made a wrong guess ? Or, is he too lazy

to sterilize another sound? Rather change

the size of the sound half a dozen times,

if such a thing should ever be necessary,

than to force a sound through a man's

urethra several sizes or even one size too

large for it. Oh, Urethral Sound, what

sins have been committed in thy name

!

Two Diseases in the Same Patient

Case 3. It is so satisfying to find the

cause of things. In fact, this is one of

the factors that distinguish the thinking

from the non-thinking man: the former

always wants to know the zvJiy of things,

the latter takes things as they are and

does not bother his head with thp why,

wherefore and whither. When a man

comes to a doctor complaining of an ag-

gregation of symptoms and the doctor

finds an underlying disease which accounts

for all or for most of the symptoms, he

feels very pleased. But, he often overlooks

an important fact : that two diseases may
coexist at the same time, that a part of

the symptoms may be caused by one dis-

ease and the other part by the other dis-

ease, and that the same symptoms may be

caused by a number of diseases. Because

a man suffering from gonorrhea gets

severe pain in the joints, it does not fol-

low that he necessarily must have gonor-

rheal arthritis; for, a man with gonorrhea

can get acute articular rheumatism just as

much as a man who has never harbored

the gonococcus of Neisser. A man suffer-

ing from nephritis can get, also, an entirely

independent lumbago. The tubercle bacil-

lus and the spirocheta pallida can have

their habitat in the same organism. It is

an illustration of the latter fact that the

following case presents.

Mr. B. B., 36 years old, has been feel-

ing ill for the past eight months. He has

lost flesh, looks anemic, has a hacking

cough and suffers from terrific headaches.^

Also, his throat is sore and his hair is

coming out. He consults a well-known

and competent general practitioner who

percusses him and auscultates him, find-

ing some dullness in the right apex of the

lung. He tells him that he suspects tuber-

culosis, tells him to bring the sputum; and,

an examination of the sputum discloses

the undoubted presence of numerous tuber-

cle bacilli. The doctor's diagnosis is fully

confirmed. The patient is ordered a gen-

erous diet and a creosote preparation. The

treatment is continued for two months

without any improvement. The doctor then

tells him that there is only one thing for

him to do and that is, to give up business

and go away to a sanatorium in the Adi-

rondacks or in Colorado. Before taking

such a weighty slep, the patient is advised

to consult the present writer. There is

no question about the diagnosis of tuber-

culosis in the initial stage, but, there is

something else the matter with the patient

which the first physician could have dis-

covered as well as the present writer if

the diagnosis of tuberculosis had not com-

pletely satisfied him; so completely that

he did not think it was necessary to look

for any further pauses. Mr, B. B. had
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tuberculosis. He also had syphilis which

he had contracted about a year or so ago.

The history was vague. At first, he

denied any; however, he then recollected

that he did have what looked like a little

pimple. The general adenopathy, however,

the mucous patches in the throat, the

alopecia, and, last but not least, the 4-plus

Wassermann reaction confirmed the diag-

nosis beyond any doubt whatever. The

man is put on specific treatment. The

improvement is immediate and, what is

more, not only immediate as far as the

syphilitic symptoms are concerned, but,

there also is a decided improvement in all

the tuberculous symptoms. Now, if the

patient will change his climate or, even,

without doing so, he stands a good chance

of a virtually complete recovery. Without

the discovery of the lues, the patient un-

doubtedly would have gone from bad to

worse.

This is a point that we never must tire

of iterating and reiterating. The presence

of one disease does not exclude the pres-

ence of another or even a half-dozen other

diseases. A man may have a stone in the

kidney and an ulcer of the stomach at

the same time. He may be suffering from

gall-stones and develop a pleurisy on top

of it. He may have mucous patches in

the throat and develop a quinsy in addi-

tion. He may suffer both from prostatitis

and a stone in the bladder. And so on,

endlessly. And, last but not least, he may
be infected with gonorrhea showing numer-

ous gonococci and develop an endourethral

chancre at the same time.

Treating the Patient Rather Than the
Disease

Case 4. Generally speaking, the phy-

sician of to-day leads an easier and more
comfortable life than did his confrere of

a hundred or fifty years ago, and he also

is much better compensated for his serv-

ices. Furthermore, he has more knowl-

edge and better instruments of precision.

If our predecessors of the beginning or

the middle of the 19th century could pay
us a visit, they probably would envy us.

There is one point, however, regarding

which we all must envy our medical fore-

fathers, and, that is, their lack of doubt

as to the rightness of their treatment, their

n9,ive and simple-minded certainty that

they were on the right track, that they

were doing all that could be done for the

patient. If he did not choose to improve

or to recover, that was his and God's bus-

iness and not the doctor's fault. The cool,

calm way in which he proceeded on his

daily rounds was quite remarkable. He
had studied in his textbook that such and

such a disease required such and such

treatment—and that was enough. If he

only was sure of his diagnosis, he felt

happy. He proceeded to give the patient

the medicines recommended in the text-

books. If the patient got well, he was
pleased and the medicine got the credit; if

the patient refused to improve or if he

got worse or if, inconsiderately, he even

went so far as to die, he, the good doctor,

experienced no scruples of conscience, and

sharp-toothed doubts did not disturb his

sleep. Didn't he give the medicines re-

commended in Prof. X's famous textbook?

If the patient's vis medicatrix naturae

was too weak to pull the patient through,

the patient, and not the doctor, nor the

authority whom the doctor so faithfully

followed, was to blame.

Alas for the physician of today! He
has become analytical. He has become

skeptical. Some of him has really learned

to think, to question and to doubt. If a

patient who is treated according to the

rules of the game does not improve or

if he gets worse, the physician is likely

to get worried, to question the correctness

of his treatment ; while, if the patient dies,

the doctor's nights not infrequently are

disturbed by the uncomfortable thought:

may be, if I had treated the patient dif-

ferently, he still would be among the liv-

ing. A very uncomfortable thought for

an honest, sensitive man. Still, uncom-
fortable as this attitude of mind is for the

physician, it is the patient's only potential

salvation. Eventually, the entire profes-

sion will consist of thinking, doubting,

questioning men, men who will challenge

every dictum of authority, men who will

demand a complete overhauling of our

most respectable and most expensive text-

books, men who will refuse to take any-

thing, any single thing, for granted. How-
ever, that period has not arrived yet. We
still have in our midst the physician who
treats, not the patient, but, the disease,

who has no doubts and no scruples, who
prescribes according to rules, and who
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leaves the results to Providence. This is

such an important point, that it is v^^orth

while devoting to it a few more lines or

even a page or two. Let us take an ex-

ample.

Arsphenamine Not an Exclusive Remedy
Arsphenamine is a remarkable remedy.

Its value in syphilis is beyond question

;

only a fool can doubt it or sneer at it; and,

if Ehrlich had produced nothing else, he

would deserve to be. placed among human-

ity's greatest immortals. And, yet, I re-

peat what I said many times before

:

arsphenamine, or salvarsan, in spite of its

wonderful virtues, has been responsible

also for a great deal of damage. Why?
Because, the physician has found what he

considers a shortcut; and, shortcuts gen-

erally are dangerous.

Syphilis? An injection of salvarsan,

and the doctor's duty is done. We are,

again, brought face to face with the old

evil of treating the disease and not the

patient. The diagnosis of syphilis is

established by the symptoms or by the

Wassermann reaction or both; one or more
salvarsan injections are administered, and

the physician is fully satisfied, particular-

ly if the Wassermann becomes negative

or if the secondaries disappear or are pre-

vented from appearing at all.

Let us illustrate. A. J., forty-five years

old, suddenly develops symptoms of loco-

motor ataxia: ataxic gait, gastric crises,

urinary incontinence, and so on. No defi-

nite luetic history, though the possibility

of infection, fifteen to eighteen years ago,

is not denied. However, the Wassermann
gives four plus. An intensive salvarsan

treatment is decided upon. So far, so good.

A dose of 6 decigrams of arsphenamine

is given weekly, for four weeks in suc-

cession. The patient gets worse; he loses

flesh; he loses his appetite while the

urinary incontinence becomes aggravated.

A more intensive treatment is then decided

upon and two intraspinal injections are

administered. The after-effects of these

injections, however, are so severe that the

patient says he would rather have his dis-

ease, he would rather be dead than under-

go another injection intraspinally. This

being the case, the arsphenamine is again

given intravenously—with still worse re-

sults. The patient has lost 45 pounds

under this treatment and is in every way

worse off than he was before the treat-

ment was instituted. Nevertheless, the

doctor sees no possible connection between

the aggravation of the trouble and the

arsphenamine injections; for, do not the

authorities say that arsphenamine is the

treatment for syphilis? Indeed, he would

have continued with them if the patient

himself had not rebelled and refused fur-

ther treatment. Evidently, some doctors,

incapable of independent thinking, cannot

get the idea into their heads that a drug,

that may be generally good for a certain

disease, may act very badly in certain in-

dividual cases. They seem to forget that

there is such a thing as idiosyncrasy. Even
quinine, which is used as a remedy in

malaria, now and then has very bad re-

sults and there are patients who cannot

stand the smallest dose of it. If this is

true of such a comparatively harmless

drug as quinine, why can it not be true

of such a toxic substance as arsphenamine?

We always must go by results. A remedy

may act most magnificently in the vast

majority of cases, still, if in a certain case

it seems to be inefficient or even injurious,

we must instantly stop. I might add that,

during the entire time that the patient was
given arsphenamine, the doctor gave no

thought to any other treatment. This is

a point which I mentioned several times

in my writings. Syphilis is a weakening,

destructive disease and our whole duty is

not done when we merely give specific

treatment alone. For some patients, speci-

fic treatment alone is sufficient; others

need, in addition, the usual, commonplace,

often reviled, but, nevertheless, frequently

very efficient tonics, such as iron, quinine,

strychnine, the compound syrup of hy-

pophosphites, phosphorus, nuclein, lecithin,

and similar remedies.

It goes without saying that, when the

patient applied to me, I did not continue

the arsphenamine treatment. In fact, for

a time I did not give him any specific

treatment, only tonics. As soon as the

patient had gained several pounds of flesh

and was becoming himself again, I began

to treat him with mercurial injections. In

this case, the mercury acted much better

than the arsphenamine. With the excep-

tion of the ataxic gait, all the other symp-

toms improved. He could retain the urine

much better at night; in fact, after a
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while, he needed no urinal in his bed. His

appetite became voracious; he regained his

normal weight and was in every way a

happier individual.

The Tyrannical Wassermann Test

While I am on this subject, I cannot

refrain from making a few remarks about

the tyranny of the Wassermann test to

which I have referred a number of times

editorially in the Critic and Guide. As
with arsphenamine, so with the Wassermann
reaction. No doubt, the reaction is of great

importance and is of unquestionable value

in the treatment of syphilis, but, there is

no doubt, likewise, that it has caused an

immense amount of damage. If negative,

it has made patients and physicians dis-

continue treatment when treatment was of

the utmost importance, and if positive, it

has made patients and physicians continue

treatment when treatment was not neces-

sary. The Wassermann reaction is merely

a guide which is of value only when con-

sidered in conjunction with all other fac-

tors. It is a guide that is agt to mislead

when considered alone. Also, we must not

leave out of consideration, altogether, the

fact that not all laboratories are reliable

and that a report "negative" or "l-plus" or

'4-plus" is not always to be taken as gospel

truth. In fact, when the result of the

Wassermann is of great importance, it is

best to have two laboratories perform the

test. Only the other day the following

thing occurred

:

A specimen of a patient's blood was
sent to three different laboratories. One
laboratory reported negative, the second

laboratory reported 1 plus, and the

third laboratory reported 4 plus. The same

test was repeated. The samples were sent

to the same laboratories with the identical

results; negative, 1 plus and 4 plus. What
is a patient to do in such a case? A wise

physician knows what to do, but, those who
follow laboratory reports blindly are all

at sea. And the patient is apt to become

fearfully upset, depressed and melancholy

and to lose faith both in his physician and

in scientific medicine. I might add that,

in this case, several tests, afterwards re-

peated at different intervals by one of the

foremost laboratories, proved negative.

[To be continued.]

After Thirty Years—XXII
Notes and Reflections on Life and Work

By WILLIAM RITTENHOUSE, M. D., Chicago, Illinois

A SOJOURN of nearly five months in a

modern hospital affords to the so-

journer opportunity for some interesting

observations. One of the first things to

strike the observer is, the contrast between

the hospital patronage of today as com-

pared with that of twenty years ago. Then,

most hospitals were making efforts, more or

less strenuous, to keep their beds filled;

today, most of them have their beds en-

gaged for days ahead—a waiting list. The
impossibility of getting competent help, at

home, compels numbers of people to go to

a hospital when they are taken ill. The
public, generally, also recognize the fact

that better care and better equipment are

at their disposal in a good hospital than in

any private home.

The Cost
One soon learns, too, that the cost of

being ill has held its own in the race with

the high cost of living. After one's pock-

et-book has come in contact with the hos-

pital book-keeper a few times, one looks at

the people who crowd the wards and rooms

and wonders: "Where do they get it?"

just as one wonders the same in regard to

the buyers of silk shirts and fur-coats and

twenty-dollar shoes. That this thing must

bring up against a stone wall, sooner or

later, seems inevitable ; but, when ?

The Nurses

The scarcity of nurses is something that

gives food for reflection as to the future

prospect for hospitals and sick people in

general. A certain hospital, that normally

ought to have at least 20 probationers, had

one, last December; she became appalled at

the overwork and quit. Later, another one

was found and then a second. Another

hospital, that should have in training a class
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of 100, now has about 20, I am informed.

The result is, that all nurses on duty are

overworked and this fact makes it very

difficult to get probationers. Young women
can command such large salaries in the

commercial world, and get them at once,

that they are not attracted by the prospect

of giving three years of their lives, with-

out pay, to prepare themselves for a labori-

ous profession, which, when they have at-

tained it, is not as well paid as stenogra-

phy. A good many thinking' observers are

coming to the belief that the three-year

course for nurses is a mistake. Any young

woman who cannot be made a good nurse

in two years, is not likely to in three.

If she lacks the traits of character neces-

sary to make a good nurse, she is pretty

certain to lack them after any amount of

training. A course of training will not

change human nature.

Not All Trained Nurses Are Efficient

During the past few months, I have had
the opportunity of observing, at close range,

the work of about a dozen three-year grad-

uate nurses—all holding the degree of R.

N. About half of them could truthfully

be called efficient ; the remainder were in-

efficient—constitutionally so—from various

causes, such as lack of brains, conceit over

a little knowledge, lack of conscience, care-

lessness and so on. Some of them had no

scruples about substituting their own views

in place of the doctor's orders. One of

them expressed herself regarding the doc-

tor's opinion in a matter of surgical pro-

cedure in these words : "I don't agree with

him !" She had graduated a month pre-

viously. One of them would, in nine cases

out of ten, inject a bubble of air with a

hypodermic of morphine. When her at-

tention was called to the fact, she dismissed

the matter lightly with the assertion that it

did not do harm.

Of course, when the supply of nurses is

normal, such individuals are gradually

eliminated because no doctor will employ

one of them the second time; but, at pres-

ent, the scarcity of nurses of any kind,

good, bad or indifferent, is so great that we
have to do as housekeepers do with their

help (when they can get any), namely, look

pleasant and put up with shortcomings. I

have quoted the instances mentioned, to

show that a three years' course of training

will not make good nurses out of poor ma-

terial

It is difficult to imagine what hospitals

are going to do in a couple of years from

now when their present classes have grad-

uated and gone.

The Registered-Nurses' Association has

some of the undesirable features of labor

unions. The incompetent nurse gets the

same pay as the efficient one. Membership

is no guaranty of efficiency. Of course, an

examination is required, but, an examina-

tion is a very imperfect test. I saw a prool

of this fact a short time ago. A nurse

who had been in the war and who was com-

petent and experienced, failed in the exami-

nation because she had been too busy to

study much. Another nurse who had just

graduated and who had a greatly exag-

gerated idea of her own knowledge, passed.

The latter was the one mentioned who "did

not agree" with the experienced surgeon.

Six Weeks' Training Course Not Enough

The plan of giving a six-weeks' course

in nursing to a promiscuous lot of women
and then allowing them to call themselves

nurses and charge all that the traffic will

bear, will not solve the nursing problem,

either from the standpoint of the patient's

welfare or from that of justice to the edu-

cated nurse. These would-be nurses know

that few people will ask to see their di-

plomas and many of them are posing as

graduates; they do not say of what.

Two or Three Years of Training

An increasing number of physicians are

of the opinion that it would be the part of

wisdom for all hospitals to cut down the

course of training for nurses to two years,

and then refuse diplomas to those who do

not show positive evidence of being com-

petent, with special reference to the practi-

cal care of patients. This would work no

hardship if they were warned, from the

beginning of their training, that efficiency

would be absolutely required as a condition

of graduation. In other words, the pos-

session of a diploma and the right to use

the degree of R. N. ought to mean some-

thing reliable; at present, they do not.

The Problem of Waste.

One of the things that strike an observer

in most hospitals is, the waste of good food

and other supplies. A well-loaded tray is

carried to each patient; often, the food is
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scarcely touched and it goes to the garbage

can. When we think how many hungry

people there are in the world today, and

even in our own city, it does seem as if hu-

man ingenuity ought to be able to devise

some plan of utilizing this wasted food.

Waste of dressings and other supplies is

due to the indifference of nurses and in-

ternes. It is human nature not to care

about expenses that do not come out of our

own pockets. It is not an easy matter to

awaken the conscience of the average nurse

in regard to using two or three times the

amount of dressing or alcohol needed. I

watched a nurse applying an oil which,

she informed me, cost six dollars an ounce.

She applied it so lavishly that three-fourths

of it was wasted, but, it did not seem to

occur to her that some one was paying for

her wastefulness. Continued insistence, in

the lectures, upon reasonable economy and

watchful supervision ought to have some

educational result.

Zones of Quiet

The ordinance establishing zones of quiet

around hospitals is a joke. It seems as if

the chauffeurs of motor trucks take espe-

cial pleasure in showing their contempt for

the law by opening their mufflers and pro-

ducing the most deafening noises in passing

a hospital. It is the old story—pass a law

and then expect it to enforce itself. One
hospital is located a stone's throw from a

police station. The police ambulance and

the patrol auto never fail to give a very

noisy account of themselves when arriving

or departing. When the police are such

serious offenders, themselves, it is no won-
der that they do not try to check other

offenders. The hospital authorities say

that they have frequently complained at the

police station, but, without result.

A hospital is rather a noisy place in any

case. There are many noises, that seem
unavoidable, originating within the institu-

tion—the ringing of bells, the noise of ele-

vators and dumb-waiters, the groans of

those in pain or of those partially under
anesthesia. The helpers who do the menial

work of the institution are not always as

careful about noise as they might be. They
do not submit readily to discipline because

they know their power and do not scruple

to use it. The scarcity of unskilled labor

in this as in all other lines makes it neces-

sary for employers to overlook a good deal.

On the whole, the lot of the hospital super-

intendent today is not a happy one.

Bed Sores

This form of ulcer is due to pressure

necrosis produced by a patient lying too

long in one position. Other factors are,

emaciation and a depraved condition of the

tissues due to anemia or tuberculosis. The
failure to change position may be due to

neglect or it may be unavoidable owing
to the nature of the illness or surgical

lesion. There are many locations on the

body where bed sores may develop. A
fairly complete list would be as follows:

The heels, the external malleoli, the heads

of the fibulae, the internal condyles of the

femurs, the great trochanters, the crests of

the ilia, the sacrum, the shoulders, the

condyles of the humeri, the olecranon pro-

cesses and, rarely, the ears. This totals

more than a score of places that need

watching in a bad case. Lately, I saw a

boy with a tuberculous spine who had de-

veloped 13 bed sores while in a charity

hospital. An unlucky number for him,

truly.

There are precautions that will go far

towards preventing the development of

these troublesome lesions, and any one who
has ever experienced the excruciating suf-

fering they are capable of producing will

appreciate the assertion that any amount of

time and trouble is worth while in trying

to prevent their development.

The chief consideration in the way of

prevention is, frequent change of position,

if this is possible. Next in importance is,

bathing the threatened point several times

a day, with alcohol. This cools the in-

flamed tissues and hardens the epithelium.

If the skin becomes too hard and dry, a

little zinc-oxide ointment can be applied

after each bathing with alcohol. Much
rubbing should be avoided, as it removes

the epithelium.

Soft pads of cotton [Not, absorbent cot-

ton, however, but cotton batting; which is

more elastic.

—

Ed.] placed around the

threatened area are much used, although

there is danger of simply transferring the

trouble to a new place. A soft mattress

or a large, thick, soft pad to lie on have

given me better results than padding around

the lesion. Air cushions and water beds

have not proven very satisfactory in my
experience. A favorite plan with some sur-
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geons is, to cover the threatened area with

flexible collodion. It has not proven sat-

isfactory where I have seen it used. On a

similar principle is the plan of covering

the spot with adhesive plaster (zinc oxide

preferred). This is more readily removed
for inspection than the collodion. In re-

moving it, care must be taken to loosen it

with gasoline. Pulling it off may bring

away the epithelium with it, which is just

what we want to avoid. Many a threatened

ulcer has, in this way, been converted into

an actual one. In using gasoline, care

must be taken not to be near a gas flame

or lamp. Electricity or daylight provide

the only safe illumination.

When the skin has actually broken down,

forming an ulcer, there are two indications

for treatment; namely, to relieve pain and

remove pressure. For the relief of pain,

there is nothing better than balsam of Peru

applied freely, although, if used long, it

macerates the tissues too much ; hence, it

should be alternated with ointment of zinc

oxide. The latter answers very well in

all stages of the ulcer, except in case of

severe pain. It is best applied on oiled

paper.

To relieve pressure on the ulcer, we rnay

apply several layers of zinc adhesive plas-

ter to the skin, around the wound, leaving

the sore itself exposed for observation and
treatment.

Questions Answered
Several Readers.—Please give the pro-

nunciation of the word viiamine.

Ans.—One of the editors of the "Stand-

ard Dictionary" informs me that the pre-

ferred pronunciation is: vi'-ta-mine—i as

in pine, a as in final, i as in machine.

Second choice : vi-tam'-ine—i as in pine,

a as in ham, i as in pin.

"E. K. W." asks: "I do not find the to-

mato in your list of foods rich in vita-

mines, in the December issue. Is the omis-

sion intentional?"

Ans.—The omission was accidental. But,

a few lines further back, where I speak of

canned tomatoes being lacking* in vita-

mines, I also say that the fresh tomato is

an excellent antiscorbutic.

"G. S." writes: "Will not the heat of

baking destroy the vitamines in whole

wheat or bran bread?"

Ans.—Probably, to a small extent; but,

enough' will be left to have a beneficial

efifect on the system. Experiment has

shown that boiling does not decompose the

vitamines to any marked extent; while the

superheated steam used in canning toma-
toes has too high a temperature for them
to endure.

2920 Warren Avenue.

The Family Doctor
Specialists, Drug and Alcohol Legislation Tend to Force Him

Into Oblivion

By MALFORD W. THEWLIS, M. D., New York City

OLD Doctor K., who lives in the coun-

try, has a practice that spreads over

fifteen miles of territory. He travels day
and night, over hill and down dale, in wind
and snow, never refusing a call for help,

the thought of recompense never entering

his mind. The spirit of service is upper-

most in this man's work and he is called

upon to treat every possible kind of ailment,

since there is not another physician to be

found in a radius of several miles.

Doctor K. has practiced in that locality

for thirty years. Although he is looked

upon as old-fashioned, his results are good
and he has fewer fatal cases than many
city doctors I know.. He prepares and dis-

penses his own remedies, for, there is not
a druggist within ten miles to put up a pre-

scription, and he must, therefore, have a
large stock of medicines, including nar-

cotics (morphine, codeine, cocaine, heroin)
in order to relieve suffering or because they
enter into the preparation of many rem-
edies that he is called upon to use. He re-

quires alcohol to prepare his medicines;

also, whisky and brandy, for some cases,

as his years of experience at the bedside

have taught him that, in certain diseases,

they are indispensable.

There is another type of family doctor

who lives in a small town and has a coun-
try practice. He, also, gets his experience
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from hard rubs at the bedside, while the

lack of suitable material to work with fre-

quently tests his ingenuity and self-reliance

to the utmost. He prescribes his own med-

icines, from necessity; for, it is not con-

venient for country people to go a long

distance to have a prescription filled. Above

all, at night, his own medicines are neces-

sary because the drug stores are closed.

There is a tj^pe of family doctor that is

well equipped with modern apparatus for

diagnosis, such as, x-ray, laboratory equip-

ment, electrotherapeutic machines, and who
is able to diagnose his own cases. He
knows where to get things done that he

cannot do himself. A large part of the

world's medical work is done by such men
as he. They care for us before the spe-

cialist gets us and after he gets through

with us. Some of the specialist's reputation

for quick and easy recoveries is really due

to him. Often, he makes it unnecessary

to go to a specialist at all. He is good at

diagnosis, and his lifelong familiarity with

us, our families and our children gives

him aid of a kind and degree that no spe-

cialist can fall back upon. He may fail,

sometimes, to diagnose a rare disease that

proves to be incurable, but, he adds a touch

of kindness, from his knowledge of the

weaknesses of our human make-up, to en-

able us to live in more mental comfort,

and, if I may say so, to die comforted by

the tender care he gives us.

Doctors and Commercialism
The practice of medicme is a fascination

to a physician of this type, and its study

gives him as much enjoyment as art, liter-

ature or poetry give to others. He is the

least commercial of all doctors. As a rule,

commercialism defeats science and the

great scientific achievements have come

from men who would not consider the

commercial side of their work.

Pasteur made many practical discoveries,

such as, a perfected system for filtering

water, for instance ; but, he gave his results

to the public, being willing to die in poverty

rather than to commercialize science.

Berthelot, the famous French scientist,

would not sell his discoveries or be re-

warded for them.

I assert that the old country' doctor, who
goes day and night to everyone that calls

him, possesses the true spirit of life, name-

ly, to. help a neighbor in distress. Indeed,

the world is the richer for his living in it.

There are family physicians, in country and

in towns, who will compare favorably with

most city physicians. They are well edu-

cated and well equipped, while their post-

graduate studies keep them in touch with

the newer ideas in medicine. They do lit-

tle surgery as they do not believe in the

'occasional" surgeon. However, they know
when it is necessary' to send a patient to a

specialist and they realize their own lim-

itations.

Throughout the country, there are physi-

cians who are described as family physi-

cians. There is quite as much need of

physicians in small towns as there is in

larger cities; more so, perhaps, because in

the latter there are hospitals where patients

can go, while in the country a sick man
must seek relief from his family doctor

—

there are no clinics available there.

Specialists Versus General Practitioners

Young Doctor X. sits in his office in New
York and writes an article for some med-
ical journal in which he expresses the opin-

ion that the family doctor has no place in

medicine. "The country doctor is passing

into oblivion," according to him, and he
triumphantly assures himself that it is the

age of the specialist. Then, again, we have

our plan of group medicine, the latest and

most popular fad, where there are various

specialists in one office building. You are

sent from one to the other and each one

adds a bit to your diagnosis and not a little

to the bill. The human side of the practice

of medicine does not interest these men.

You walk into the office and your name is

put down on an index in order to identify

you at a subsequent visit. You are a cold,

business proposition ; a disease, if you wish,

but, not, a human being. Your troubled

mind is not relieved, as these men give you

little faith or hope in medicine. They may
not do much to relieve you; however, you

have the satisfaction of knowing that you

have a disease with a long and scientific

name. Also, you may be quite certain of

receiving strictly "scientific" treatment.

The specialists would have us believe

that there is no place for the country doc-

tor, and, yet, a short study of prevailing

conditions clearly indicates that there is a

great need of general practitioners. It is a

recognized fact that the good specialist is

one who has spent several years in general

practice. An ophthalmologist must be able

to recognize kidney diseases and many
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other organic disturbances in order to do
satisfactory work.

Surgeons operate upon patients and dis-.

charge them from the hospitals writing

"uneventful recovery" on the records.

Surely, the patient goes home much im-

proved and, as the surgeon does not see

him again, he assumes that his patient is

progressing well. Soon after the patient

reaches his home, though, he may develop

a postoperative nervous condition and the

family doctor is the one who has to bear

the burden for, often, it takes a year to

cure this extreme postoperative nervous-

ness.

The specialist is greatly mistaken in his

estimation of the old country doctor and
there will be a reaction in favor of the

latter. In fact, the family doctor's position

will become much stronger than it is today,

as there are now too many specialists and

they make fully as many mistakes as the

general practitioner.

Efficient and Inefficient Country Doctors

There is no place in medicine for the in-

efficient country doctor [or city physician,

for that matter !

—

Ed.] who does not equip

himself with modern methods or study.

His work is crude and a disgrace to the

profession. While there are many of this

type, and they deserve condemnation, the

efficient family doctor should be encour-

aged. The specialist is short-sighted in his

unfavorable criticism since, the more able

the general practitioners, the more work
they send to the surgeons and specialists

because they know their own limitations

and are too conscientious to undertake the

treatment of cases requiring special knowl-

edge and training.

The good type of family doctor should

never go. His many years of practice and
observation at the bedside make him a val-

uable man. He has faith in therapeutics

because, he knows that certain remedies

will relieve suffering. He uses the rem-

edies employed by old doctors and the com-
bination of these with the latest methods,

obtained in postgraduate work, gives him
an armamentarium which is difficult to

equal. He does not consider himself a

clearing station to direct patients in this or

that direction as the disease may indicate.

He does not shift the responsibility of his

cases to others but is willing to follow them

along to see the results of treatment. His

fees are not high, therefore, he sees his

patients frequently and, in this way, has a

much better opportunity of studying the

outcome of his methods of treatment.

The Lack of Country Doctors

Often and unfavorably do we hear of the

socalled "old fa.shioned" doctors, for, the

physician who graduates from medical col-

lege today is filled with ideas of specialism

and an ambition to practice in the cities.

He is led to believe that it is undesirable to

be a general practitioner in a country town.

As a result, there will be, and is now, a

shortage of medical practitioners for coun-

try districts. There are many towns in the

United States that do not have enough doc-

tors; in consequence, many sick persons

lie ill in their country homes unable to get

medical attention. In a few years, there is

])Ound to be a serious shortage of doctors

in the country.

Doctors of Sixty Years Ago
Another thing, the young doctor is taught

that medicines are of little value and that

the only valuable things, in medicine, are

those which come fresh from the pen. The
work of old doctors is overlooked by these

theorists; yet, I know of several new medi-

cal books that have been bagged outright

from old volumes forgotten by most of us.

Some people are fond of comparing doc-

tors of sixty years ago with those of today,

speaking disparagingly of the old clinicians.

Nevertheless, leaving aside certain ad-

vances in medicine, I prefer the works of

Trousseau, • the famous French clinician,

which were written in the sixties of the

last century, to most of our newer publica-

tions on clinical medicine. Trousseau's in-

fluence on French medicine is strongly felt

to this day in the clinics of the Hotel-Dieu,

in Paris, where his work was carried on

by Professor Dieulafoy and is now contin-

ued by Prof. A. Gilbert. Although these

professors grant to laboratory methods their

proper place, they do not permit them to

supersede clinical observation. These men's

power of observation at the bedside made
them great clinicians while our newer meth-

ods tend to make us clinically lazy and are

prone to make us depend too much upon
laboratory findings.

Mental Influence of the Physician

A peculiar law of human nature is that,

when a man, no matter how well educated,
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becomes ill, he is weak to the extent that

he wishes to be comforted and, the more

highly developed his mentality, the more

susceptible he is to encouragement. If doc-

tors do not give him hope, he seeks it else-

where. The present wave of nihilism in

therapeutics, which has swept the medical

profession, discourages the patient and,

often, drives him to consult osteopaths,

chiropractors, "new-thought" teachers, or

any cult that gives him hope. The thera-

peutic pessimism of medical men has, in

fact, given these socalled sciences a chance

to thrive.

The surgeon would have us believe that

surgery is the only means of cure. I

would not depreciate the work of our great

surgeons, as some of the greatest advances

in medicine have been made by surgeons

and we must not overlook them. But, the

ambitious "occasional" surgeon, who sees

in everyone a misplacement, tipping, warp-

ing or wandering of some innocent organ

from its habitat, and an urgent indication

for a major operation, is decidedly detri-

mental to mankind. Must we believe that

God made us all imperfect, requiring cut-

ting by a mediocre surgeon to perfect our

organs?

Doctors and Druggists

There is one factor that is, indirectly,

making it difficult for the general practi-

tioner to carry on his work. The fact is,

that druggists do not wish to have physi-

cians dispense medicines and the associa-

tions of druggists have tried in every con-

ceivable way to prevent them from han-

dling their own remedies. Of course, it

would be better (for the druggists) if the

doctor gave everyone a prescription. How-
ever, there are thousands of towns in the

country where it is a necessity for the phy-

sicians to dispense their own remedies.

The Harrison narcotic act is a great step

towards ridding the country of opium-eat-

ers and habitues of all kinds, and it has

been a Godsend in most respects. Yet, I

have heard that it was not inspired entirely

by a spirit of moral reform, but, in reality,

directed against physicians, in order to pre-

vent them from dispensing their own rem-

edies. To be sure, it has made it hard to

dispense, since many remedies contain nar-

cotics which are difficult to obtain and, now,

a doctor must record each dose of medicine

containing a narcotic which he gives to a

patient, requiring considerable time to keep

his record in order.

The Effects of Prohibition

The present prohibition law, with all its

good, has brought many hardships on the

country doctor. It nearly has compelled

him to give up dispensing his own reme-

dies, as it is difficult for a physician to ob-

tain alcohol for his medicines. Its price

is prohibitive, not to speak of the difficulties

accompanying its purchase, and, thus, the

physician is constrained to go without many
desirable remedies. This piece of legisla-

tion has deprived physicians of one of their

most valuable weapons against certain dis-

eases, particularly many maladies inci-

dental to old age.

Advocates of prohibition tell us that al-

cohol is not a necessity and that doctors can

get all they require for their patients. The-

oretically, they can ; but, practically, any

one who has attempted to do so knows
what a difficult process it is. First, a doctor

must be bonded and it requires, in some
cases, about two months to obtain a permit

from the internal-revenue office. Besides,

a special permit is required to prescribe in-

toxicating liquors. Personally, I have been

waiting for this permit for two months.

There are cases where alcohol is all but a

necessity; yet, after practising medicine for

several years with a free hand, I cannot,

now, prescribe whisky for a patient who
needs it, in my opinion. Recently, I had a

ten-year-old boy seriously ill and it ap-

peared to me that he had but a few hours

to live; experience had taught me that, in

such cases as his, whisky pushed to its full

physiological effect often relieves; but, as

I happened to be waiting for my permit, I

was then unable to prescribe that drug.

The family finally obtained two ounces of

whisky and, a few hours after its adminis-

tration, the boy was very much better and

has continued to improve. I cannot help

but feel that it saved his life.

Alcohol is a therapeutic weapon of which

doctors should not be deprived. I know of

no one whose observations are more relia-

ble than those of the late Dr. Abraham Ja-

cobi. He was one of our few therapeutic

optimists and one of the first clinicians

to advocate alcohol in its full physiological

action. Alcohol is indispensable in the

treatment of many diseases of old age. A
little whisky or brandy in the house often
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will be of great value in cases of emergency

before a doctor can be found. Pessimists

may say that it onty comforts the mind
and, therefore, is unnecessary. However,
if it does comfort the mind in illness, is

that not what human beings are looking

for? Is not religion a comfort to the

mind ? Rob medicine of faith and hope, and

you have taken from it two of its greatest

assets. Doctors who do not disseminate

faith and hope are infidels in their pro-

fession just as is the man who has no

faith in religion.

It is not my purpose to write for or

against prohibition. What I wish to point

out is, that physicians should not be pre-

vented from using. every possible means to

relieve suffering and that the needs of the

country doctor must not be forgotten. The
prohibition law will work well with doctors

who are supplied with their needs with

promptness. If country doctors have to

deal with opposition by specialists, and, in

addition, with legislation that makes gen-

eral practice difficult, uncomfortable and

almost impossible, we shall soon find our

country towns to be without medical prac-

titioners.

Those who have seen small towns in

Franqe deprived of doctors since their

physicians were killed in the war, know the

pathetic side of the situation. There is

much suffering there at times and people

die who could, in all probability, have been

saved if proper medical attendance could

have been secured.

Sir James Mackenzie on the General
Practitioner

One of the greatest living contributors

to medical science, Sir James Mackenzie,

says: "The progress of medicine will be

hampered and delayed until the general

practitioner becomes an investigator." The
feeling has been developing in recent years

that the general practitioner and the family

physician had outlived their usefulness, that

they are merely social workers among the

sick leading patients from one specialist

to another. Now, our eminent English

colleague says, "Friend, go higher" ; more-

over, he gives the family doctor the place

in the front ranks of the fighters against

disease.

Doctor Mackenzie's contentions are,

that the general practitioner has the oppor-

tunity to study the early stages of disease,

at a period before the specialists or hospital

internes see the patients and at a time when
an accurate interpretation of the early phy-

sical signs can prevent the development of a

dangerous illness. The general practitioner

can follow, more than any other, the de-

velopment of disease through all its stages,

extending over many years, and, by careful

observations and notes, complete records

which cover many gaps in our knowledge.

This experience, gained by long and accu-

rate study, gives a high degree of skill in

determining prognosis. In his recent ar-

ticle on "The Future of Medicine," Doctor
Mackenzie reiterates this view and states

his belief that, not in the laboratory nor in

the hospital ward, but, in the domain of

private practice and in the outpatient clinic,

lies the hope of the most rapid medical ad-

vance.

The general practitioner has been humili-

ated and made to feel that his work is un-

important. Medical journals are filled

with elaborate treatises and technics that

frighten the general practitioner because

he cannot employ these methods. The spe-

cialist protects himself with elaborate

piethods and the general practitioner feels

that he could not do this work. He has lit-

tle encouragement in his practice and has

little time to write or make himself known.
However, he has an opportunity of study-

ing disease that is rarely found even in in-

stitutions. When he goes to medical so-

cieties, he listens to the "latest" and feels

that he is not able to compete with the city

specialists.

The Need for Independent Thinking

Nevertheless, almost everything in medi-

cine is very simple if summed up and it can

be simplified by a man who does his own
thinking. The trouble comes in the fact

that most practitioners do not do their own
thinking, do not dare to deviate from the

course of therapeutics as prescribed by

books, and depend upon associations to

think for them. I do not speak disparagingly

of these great associations which have fos-

tered excellent advances in medical science,

but, I claim that doctors should do their

independent thinking and study their own
observations more carefully than most of

them are now doing.

Radium specialists advocate huge doses

of radium which, they know, other men
will not or can not purchase. Antitoxin

manufacturers, who have journals that as-
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sist in their advertising, advocate large

doses of antitoxins as that increases their

sales. Salvarsan has been administered

with such elaborate technic that the gen-

eral practitioner is afraid to use it. It

may be possible that salvarsan could be

made for administration by mouth but, if

it were, it probably would not be sold at

such high prices as it is today. Roentgen-

ologists use complex methods which baffle

general practitioners, but, if worked to its

simplicity, the work could be done by the

average man.

The fad in medicine, now, is laboratory

work and complex methods of examination.

Very little credit is given to a man's ob-

servations of years in bedside work. In

order to demand a place in medical science,

however, the family doctor must equip him-
self with new apparatus and call into action

every possible means for the study and
relief of disease. With a good training,

supplemented by postgraduate work and a

good idea of the methods of specialists,

with accurate observations at the bedside,

studying and recording each case with

great care ; following his cases, noting

every development and the effects of every

therapeutic measure, he has a great oppor-

tunity for studying and writing and there

is no one who has more material, for use-

ful books to be written, than the man who
spends his life at the bedside, in general

practice.

Pyorrhea Ah eolaris

If Nobody Else Knows What's the Matter With You,

Why Not See a Dentist?

By FREDRICK K. REAM, M. D., D. D. S., New York City

ONLY a short time ago, one of the most

effective young "vamps", that ever

slithered across a tiger-skin rug, found her-

self lacking in that famous "punch" that

used to daze the kind-hearted but thick-

headed heroes of the films. Instead of in-

jecting into her work that sense of seeth-

ing surge, that impression of devilish

dynamism which she had brought to within

a few degrees of the perfection point, she

took to lolling around the studio like a cat

full of fish, on a sofa-pillow, defiantly mil-

itant.

• She complained of a feeling of chronic

exhaustion—an overpowering sense of las-

situde, which no amount of sleep, rest, or

fresh air seemed to benefit materially. And,
she spent money like an inebriated sailor

on all sorts of expensive specialists and
medicines—new, old, and middle-aged.

Finally, some bright medico, who had
been reading about the work of Dr. Frank
Billings and Dr. E. C. Rosenow of Chicago,
and a lot of other doctors, and dentists,

who were looking into apparently sound
teeth—and finding some horribly unsound
conditions present—suggested that she
have her teeth x-rayed.

This was done by the writer of this com-
munication.

Two great abscesses were found at the

apex of the roots of the first lower molar

on the right side and the adjoining bicuspid

tooth. From these abscesses, pus was con-

stantly being absorbed into this girl's sys-

tem. Germs by the million were being

carried into her circulation, there to de-

velop their toxins—toxins similar to those

that the Orinoco Indians produce from

putrefying meat for the poisoned barbs of

their blow-pipe darts.

The abscessed teeth were removed, an

artificial bridge being planned to take their

place. Inside of a week, all the old symp-

toms of torpor and lassitude cleared up,

and the "vamp" once more was restored

to her normal conditions of "vampirish-

ness". She grew years 3'ounger in feeling

and in appearance. Her complexion once

more became fresh and ruddy ; she felt and

acted like a woman in the pink of physical

condition—which she was.

Pyorrhea Widely Distributed

There are literally thousands ot such

cases in every part of the country, espe-

cially since crowns, bridge-work and im-

properly-filled root canals became epidemic.

These are associated with, and the actual

cause of, some of the gravest systemic con-

ditions. For, rheumatism, diabetes, dis-
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eases of the gall-bladder and the respira-

tory passages have been traced directly to

the foci of infection at the roots, in the

root canals, or around the gum margins
of decaying teeth and pyorrheic gums.
You yourself or some member of your

family may, at this very moment, be suf-

fering from some obscure condition of

nervous exhaustion, debility, or some grave
structural changes in the vital organs of

the body, from this very cause.

According to Dr. Frank Billings, it is

even probable that appendicitis may be

caused by a strain of the streptococcus

group of germs from a mouth or a dis-

eased-tonsil focus, acting as a sort of cul-

ture tube for improving the strain of bugs
by cross-breeding, as it were. For, these

organisms are capable of being transformed
into germs of an entirely different strain

or into some intermediate form of virulent

hybrid; which intermediate forms have a

strange and special affinity for particular

tissues in which they can best thrive.

It has been estimated that there may be

three billion bacteria in a neglected mouth
.—and almost sixty different varieties of

these ! In a mouth like this, it wouldn't

matter much whether pure food were pure,

or not. For. no kind of adulterated or dis-

organized food could be any worse than

the stuff the individual owning such a

mouth will finally swallow, after properly

mixing it with tooth-pus and a few mil-

lions of his favorite bacteria.

Also, decayed teeth may develop diseases

of the eyes and the ears, purulent condi-

tions in the accessory sinuses, ulceration of

the tonsils, enlargement of the glands of

the neck.

Mouth Infection Productive of Numerous
Ills

Even "heart disease," produced by the

formation of scar-tissue on the valves of

the heart or by inflammation of its lining

membrane, has been traced to infection

arising in the mouth ; while almost every

other disease of a generally infectious

nature has been demonstrated to have its

source in some process of decay originating

in the oral cavity.

Dr. William FitzGerald contends that, in

an experience of hundreds of cases, he
never yet has seen a case of goitre in which
there was not originally some infection

from a necrotic tooth pulp, or from the

pus-pockets of gums affected by Riggs'

disease ; while there is, now, no doubt

about it that innumerable cases of epilepsy

have been traced to nerve-irritation, either

stimulated or excited by the presence of

carious teeth.

The tendency toward recurring attacks

of coughs and colds is invariably aggra-

vated and, frequently, developed by septic

mouth conditions. Also, thousands of

dyspeptics are made so and Jcept so by noth-

ing more or less unesthetic and inexcusable

than the constant swallowing of pus from
decaying teeth and gums ; taken into the

stomach with every mouthful of food and
drink.

This, in turn, leads to anemia, malnutri-

tion, arteriosclerosis and diseases of the

blood-vessels, also to the lowering of vital

resistance which increases our vulnerability

to all forms of infections. And there is

no doubt but that many of the lesser ills of

the body—taking the form of soreness of

the joints, tissues, muscles and nerves

—

may frequently find their origin in some in-

fection within the oral cavities.

Influencing the Mentality

Also, the classical experiments of Dr.

Henry A. Cotton, Medical Director of the

New-Jersey State Hospital, at Trenton,

have proved, beyond the shadow of a doubt,

the destructive influences of focal infection

upon brain-functioning. For, by recogniz-

ing the fact that mental disease may be the

result of infections and of the toxins due

to focal infections, Doctor Cotton and his

associates have been able to discharge 87

percent of patients admitted to the New-
Jersey State Hospital during a period of

nine months; whereas, during a period of

ten years previously, the proportion of dis-

charges to admissions was only 43 percent.

In other words, the recognition of the

role played by focal infection, and the

elimination of these focal points, by appro-

priate treatment, has doubled the number
of patients saved from life-long crippling

of their reason. What this would mean,
were the same ratio of improvement to fol-

low the systematic removal of focal infec-

tions in every patient now confined in an
asylum, could be readily computed in terms

of the actual number of patients helped.

But, the real results, that is to say, the

definite restoration to mental health of the

one out of every two of mental derelicts
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now drifting inexorably toward the Black

Gulf could be computed only by some bright

angel with a heart full of love for broken

humanity and a brain to comprehend the

meaning of this restoration.

These are the sober, scientific conclusions

of men recognized the world over for their

conservatism and competency. They are

not fancy-born theories of medical alarm-

ists seeking the bubble reputation in the

minds of a gullible public.

They have the endorsement of the Life-

Extension Institute and of men who are de-

voting time and energy to research work.

So, if nobody else knows what is the mat-

ter with you, if you have sought vainly in

numberless other directions for relief, see

a dentist. Have him x-ray your teeth. In

this x-ray, you may find the causes of the

obscure conditions that are active in re-

ducing your efficiency, crippling your body,

and shortening your life. It is the only

method that can determine with mathe-

matical accuracy just what is the matter

with you, and why.

Myringotomy and the General

Practitioner*

By J. A. STUCKY, Lexington, Kentucky

A few days ago, a general practitioner

asked me to write for the Journal

what I had demonstrated to him as to when
and how to do a myringotomy and tonsil-

lectomy, emphasizing the statement that

there were times when he could not get an

otologist and laryngologist, however ur-

gent the case and however much he de-

sired to have one. This is especially true

regarding myringotomy in acute otitis

media. At his earnest solicitation, I shall

try to describe, in writing, what I told him
and demonstrated to him.

For years, I have contended, in my ar-

ticles on the mastoid operation, that it was
as much the duty of the family doctor, liv-

ing some distance from an otologist, to be
zh\e to recognize an acute otitis media and
mastoiditis as it is his duty to recognize an
acute appendicitis. More than this, I have
endeavored to emphasize the fact that,

what the appendix is to the abdominal cav-
ity the mastoid antrum and cells are to the
cranial cavity, the point of least resistance
when infected, and safest to relieve by sur-
gical treatment.

It is better by far to prevent pus forma-
tion by several (if need be) incisions

properly made in the drum-membrane than
to allow the infected serum to become
purulent and the pain and sepsis to continue

T r^^Pji'i*^'^ ^'°'" *^^ Kentucky Medical Journal
July, 1919.

until an opening is made by disentegra-

tion of, and pressure against, the mem-
brane. The latter heals with a cicatrix

and impaired healing; while the properly

made incision (myringotomy) heals either

without a cicatrix or with one in which

impaired hearing and ankylosis of the os-

sicles rarely is detected. Not only this, but,

a properly-done myringotomy, when indi-

cated and with free drainage established,

diminishes the danger of mastoid-cells in-

fection.

Myringotomy is not an easy and simple

operation. Indeed, I know of no surgical

operation that can be done as quickly but

that requires more accurate knowledge of

the parts, than this. The operation is in-

dicated if there is a persistent pain in the

ear and the drum-membrane is bulging

from the pressure of serum or pus in the

middle-ear cavity.

Preparing for Operation

Before attempting the operation, be

sure that you have refreshed your mem-
ory as to the anatomical topography of the

normal drum membrane. A good light,

kerosene lamp or electric, is necessary, as

are several ear specula. Be sure to use a

speculum neither too large nor too small

but one that will enable you, after the ex-

ternal ear is pulled up, out and back suf-

ficiently to straighten the membranous
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canal, to see every part of the drum. A
head mirror is required, properly adjusted

to reflect sufficient light to thoroughly il-

luminate the part; and, lastly, a sharp

myringotomy knife. It is not needful

to emphasize the necessity of thorough

aseptic or antiseptic precautions; this goes

without saying.

I place special emphasis on the differ-

ence between myringotomy and paracen-

tesis—the former is an incision, the latter

a puncture.

The Operation

The illustration used (Fig. 1) was made
for me by Dr. George McKenzie, and a

careful study of it will enable one to do

the operation so as to get the best re-

sults. Unless the operator be very dex-

terous, the operation is best done under

general anesthesia, but, painting the parts

with equal parts of phenol, camphor and
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glycerine, renders the operation almost

painless. The incision should be made up-

ward in the posterior inferior quadrant. I

quote from Doctor McKenzie's discussion

of a recent paper on this subject which I

read at Huntington, West Virginia:

"The reason why the incision, made up-

ward instead of downward, is preferred is,

because the upper posterior portion of the

tympanic membrane is directly continu-

ous with the upper posterior wall of the

canal (which, of course, is a curved line),

which makes the membrane naturally

slant considerably, on the average of 45°

or more. The upper posterior edge of

the membrane, therefore, is much nearer

to the operator than the lower anterior

edge. In introducing the knife through

the membrane to make an incision down-

ward, there is a great liability of the knife

point coming out of the tympanic cavity

into the external canal with the result that

merely a puncture has been made. Further-

more, in making an incision downward, the

blood and secretion through the middle

ear are likely to get into the field and ob-

scure it, all of which is overcome by mak-

ing an incision from below upward."

After doing the operation, no further

treatment is required except placing small

pieces of absorbent cot-

ton in the external canal,

changing them as often

as they become moist

with the discharge. Ir-

rigation of the canal

should rarely be used,

and never except under

strict surgical precau-

tions, lest a new infec-

tion be caused. If the

canal becomes filled with

thick pus, I have irri-

gated with a medicine

dropper filled with 1-

3000 bichloride of mer-

cury in 25-percent alco-

hol. If the incision closes and the middle

ear fills with fluid, it should be opened as

before.

This procedure, though academically

described, as my friend requested, not only

relieves the intolerable pain of earache

immediately, but, I am sure, prevents many
scarred drums, much impaired hearing and

many cases of destructive mastoiditis.
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The Rising Cost of Medicines

By HENRY B. HOLLEN, M. D., Chicago, Illinois

EDITORIAL COMMENT.—The business phase of the physician's work is assuming in-

creasingly great importance. We are planning a series or articles dealing with this aspect of
the physician's work, one of these articles appearing in the following.. Remember, please,

that the subject is open for discussion and that any physicians desirous of taking part in it

zvill be given an opportunity to express their views.

LIKE other people, and, in comparison,

even more than others because his

fees have not generally increased apace, the

doctor in almost every community is ex-

periencing daily diflficulties in the face of

the rising costs of commodities. His office

rent has been raised, not only once in these

eighteen months or so but. it is likely, twice

or oftener. His essential equipment costs

more to install or replace. If he dispenses,

it costs him more than formerly to replen-

ish his stock of drugs and remedies, the

prices for which have, necessarily, in-

creased in consequence of the abnormal

market conditions prevailing during and

since the great military cataclysm from
which the world has just emerged. Even
the billheads that the doctor uses to collect

his earnings have risen in price coincident

with the mounting cost of paper.

So. as things are and may be for some
time to come, there will be need to con-

sider more carefully the economic side of

medical practice, the need to keep ex-

penses down to a mark at least level with

income, which is quite possible by forego-

ing some of the needless disbursements of

former years. Not without reason is the

doctor reputed to be easy of approach for

all sorts of schemers, a prospect for sell-

ers of worthless securities, a willing buyer
upon whom many heartlessly impose.

American-Made Remedies

Before the war, as we know, he was an
inexhaustible source of profit for numer-
ous Teutonic pharmaceutists who held pat-

ent rights for the marketing, in this coun-
try, of certain widely-advertised proprieta-

ries and who sold them at tremendous prof-

its. A hypnotic that everyone knows by
name was one of these ; also, an analgesic

that, in recent years, has attained the front

rank and A'ery largely displaced phenace-

tin and the other coaltar derivatives. But.

the end of the war brought a change—for-

tunately; the patent rights were terminated

by the federal authorities, and alien inter-

ests disposed of to home people. The anal-

gesic is now produced on this side of the

water by our own chemists, under the chem-
ical name of acetylsalicylic acid, and sold

at a reasonable price to the practitioner

;

which is true also of the hypnotic referred

to, which is known as sodium-diethylbarbi-

turate and generally listed under the new-
ly coined name of barbital.

This beginning of a chemical industry in

our own country means much to the doc-

tor; from now on. he will be able to pro-

cure at a reasonable price more and more
of those medicinals that heretofore, have

been imported from Europe, either as crude

materials or as finished products. Nor will

he lose anything on the therapeutic side,

for. the medicinal chemicals so far pro-,

duced are every whit as efficient and to the

last atom as pure as any brought from

abroad. Obviously, the doctor and the pub-

lic at large will be the gainers as the re-

sult of home production along this line

which, assuredly, will continue to grow,

and will encompass many a medicinal

chemical, dye, flavoring agent and the like,

for which we have had to depend on other

countries in pre-war days.

Careful Buying

But, there are circumstances within his

own power to control, if the physician is

disposed to do so, and under which he can

steer to a more lucrative goal. I refer to

the bu3'ing of supplies for the office and
dispensary, in which greater economy is

possible without sacrificing anything in the

way of results or in any wise penalizing

his patient. Consider, for example, the

choice of antiseptics for daily professional

needs. Prejudicial to himself, many a doc-

tor has been buying ready-prepared solu-

tions by the pint or gallon, at exorbitant

prices, when he . might better have pur-

chased the antiseptic agent in the dry form

and made up his solutions. Water, as it
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comes from the faucet, costs virtually noth-

ing and even distilled water is cheap; col-

oring tablets, either red, yellow, green, or

brown, are to be had in many places at

something like twenty-five cents a hun-

dred. Why pay so dearly for water and

mere color, as one does who seizes avidly

and thoughtlessly, the fluid antiseptics that

glut the market ? The ignorant laity might

be pardoned for it, but, hardly the doctor

who not only spends recklessly but often

loses along with his patient in the matter

of efficiency.

Enterprising chemists, striving as all

good people ought in their work for nerfec-

tion. are the fecund source of innovations,

some of these may disappoint but others are

full of merit and by no means to be missed

;

nor will they be missed by the alert practi-

tioner with an eye always open for better-

ment ; nor by the open-minded doctor who
realizes that being too sweepingly skepti-

cal may cost him dearly.

The New Antiseptics Are Superior
There really is no excuse in this day for

such an ill choice of an antiseptic as car-

bolic acid or the bichloride of mercury.

They belong to the past and by right should

be obsolete ; nor ought any physician today

be using the old carmine-colored alkaline

antiseptic, of questionable formula, that is

sold under many elusive titles, and at a cost

sometimes as high as a dollar a pint. Not,

when such efficient germicides as the chlo-

rine-carrying antiseptics are available ! The
efficiency of these agents, which is due di-

rectly to the chlorine that they carry and

liberate, is very high. Chlorazene, for in-

stance, is nearly fifty times more active,

germicidally. then phenol. It dissolves

readily in water. One tablet containing 4.6

grains, in which form it is available to the

doctor, yields from one to four ounces of

solution. It is also to be had in powder
coml)ination with eucalyptol and sodium bi-

carbonate and in this aromatized alkalin-

ized form is especially suitable for appli-

cation to the upper air-passages as a spray,

wash or gargle. A teaspoonful dissolved in

a glass of water makes an antiseptic solu-

tion as strong as a 5 percent solution of

phenol ; and an ounce of the powder suf-

fices for at least two quarts of solution for

douching and similar purposes. Such solu-

tions, furthermore, are neither poisonous

nor irritating to skin or mucous surfaces.

The user of active principles, rather than

fluid galenicals, is wisely on the side of

economy. The granules are compact and

free from the indefiniteness and encum-

brances of fluid extracts, tinctures and in-

fusions. With them, there is little or no

waste or spoilage; they present a form of

medication that will not readily deteriorate.

In one small medicine case, the physician

can carry about with him on his rounds the

equivalent of many shelves of ordinary ga-

lenicals. To use them is, to conserve

money, time and effort, with correspond-

ing benefits to the patient as well, both pe-

cuniary and otherwise.

The foregoing will serve for an illus-

tration. I could go on, at great length, to

show how, by better selecting his supplies,

the doctor is able, if he will, to reduce his

expenditures and, at the same time, equip

himself with more useful and result-pro-

ducing agencies. But, T claim no exclu-

siveness as regards such knowledge. There

are doctors aplenty who keep abreast of th'i

times, who know the good things in medi-

cine, and who profit accordingly.

Scarlatina

By HYMAN I. GOLDSTEIN, M. D., Camden, New Jersey

iContinucd from May issue, p. 326.]

Other Complications

Scarlatinal synovitis is comparatively

common. (1) Serous (simple) synovitis

is more common; and. (2) purulent arthri-

tis may occur, but is not frequently seen.

Synovitis occurs in about 7 percent of the

cases, is usually transient, and nearly al-

ways appears from the fourth to the tenth

day. In 72 percent of the cases, it affects

the wrists, according to Marsden. In 533
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cases, Carslow found synovitis in 60. It

is most frequent in children past 5 years

of age.

Phlebitis is very rare.

Bronchopneumonia and, even, true croup-

ous pneumonia (in nephritis cases) oc-

curs more frequently than we believe.

Differential Diagnosis
The differential diagnosis must be made

from measles, Duke's (fourth) disease;

drug eruptions due to quinine, belladonna,

antipyrine, opium, chloral, potassium bro-

mide, potassium iodide, mercury and anti-

toxic sera; rubella (German measles);

toxic transient erythema, which is, some-

times, seen in diphtheria ; erythema scarla-

tiniforme, erythema scarlatiniforme des-

quamativum, and simple er\^themas with

or without tonsillitis (streptococcic). How-
ever, suffice it to say that, in the large ma-
jority of cases, the short incubation period

(2 to 7 days), the very short prodromal

stage (24 hours or less), the early vomiting,

the early sore throat, the characteristic

punctate, fierj^-red eruption ; the very rapid

pulse (140 to 165), out of all proportion to

the temperature and the general condition

of the patient, Pastia's sign (an intense

continuous linear exanthem in the skin-

folds at the bend of the elbow), the Rum-
pel-Leede phenomenon, the presence of

"inclusion bodies" in the polynuclear cells

of the blood prior to the sixth day, true

leukocytosis (an absolute and relative in-

crease of the polymorphonuclears), the

rapidly growing cultures, from throat

swabs, of the Class cocci, and the "straw-

berry" tongue—several or collectively will

aid in making the diagnosis of scarlatina.

In measles, we have a leukopenia, Kop-
lik spots, the peculiar rash and the catar-

rhal symptoms; while the marked conta-

giousness of the disease renders valuable

aid in diagnosis. Measles is likely to be

mistaken for scarlatina only in special

cases. In scarlatina, we get tenderness

about the neck, with pain on palpating the

submaxillary glands, which are often swol-
len. In scarlatina, too, the congestive dis-

turbance of the mucous membranes is

mainly confined to the pharynx, tonsils and
larynx. There is much more photophobia
in measles than in scarlatina. In measles,
too, there is a much more general catarrhal
condition of the upper air passages, with
coryza and the characteristic dry, croupy,
hoarse, barking cough. The buccal mucous
membrane, in scarlatina, as a rule, is of a

bright-reddish tint and the uvula is very

much injected. In measles, we get a more
pale-bluish tint, with a coated tongue

(whitish fur), with a few scattered, en-

larged, reddened papillae; the rash in mea-
sles does not appear until the fourth day,

while, as stated above, the prodromal stage

in scarlatina does not last longer than

twenty-four hours. The dark-red maculae

and papules of measles, with the slightly

cyanotic features, certainly differ from the

bright-red punctate rash of scarlatina. The
first lesions in measles appear on the upper

part of the forehead, on the temples, be-

hind the ears, and on the sides of the neck.

Later, the rash appears about the eyes,

mouth, and on the chin. In scarlatina, the

rash first appears on the upper thorax and
neck. Diarrhea is often seen in measles,

it is rare in scarlatina, although it does

occur at times early in the disease.

Bolognini's "pathognomonic" sign of

measles consists of a fine peritoneal crepi-

tation or friction, as if two bottles were
rubbed together, when the pulps of the

fingers are applied with gentle pressure to

the relaxed abdomen, while the legs are

flexed. However, this sign is present in

other affections and not of much diagnostic

significance.

In rubella (German measles) the rash ap-

pears first on the face and is very evanes-

cent ; it is never entirely confluent, being

always "measly" or "spotty" in appearance.

Constitutional symptoms, otitis, severe

pharyngeal involvement, and albuminuria,

are almost unknown in rubella. This is a

most benign, short and mildly infectious dis-

ease. The onset even is mild and slow and
insidious, while in scarlatina it always is

sudden. In a report of 150 cases, Griffith

found some congestion of the upper por-

tion of the anterior pillars of the fauces,

with some swelling of the tonsils, in rubel-

la, and Forchheimer described his small,

discrete, dark red (not dusky) papules on

the soft palate remaining only about 12

to 15 hours and appearing simultaneously

with the exanthem, in rubella. Rehn also

observed similar lesions on the soft pal-

ate and in the conjunctivae. In rubella, too,

we have adenopathy in 96 to 98 percent of

all cases, the superficial or postcervical and
the maxillary glands being most frequently

involved. The occipital, and the anterior

and posterior auricular nodes are fre-

quently palpably enlarged. Finally, in ru-
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bella, there are the pinkish macules and

papules, very often discrete, but frequent-

ly becoming confluent in a few hours

;

first seen on the face and scalp and next

the neck and upper chest ; without any ten-

dency to form groups, crescents or clus-

ters (as in measles). Most important of

all, the prominence of the eruption varies

in different parts of the body; thus, the

eruption has already begun to fade on the

face before it is fully developed on the

trunk, and it is usually nearly gone on the

face before it begins to fade on the trunk;

also, it is usually nearly gone on the trunk

before the legs are involved. This char-

acteristic appearance, of the eruption, on
various parts of the body helps to differen-

tiate this disease from scarlet fever and
measles.

Erythema Scarlatiniforme Desquamatium
(Erythema Scarlatiniforme, Erythema

Scarlatinoides)

There are several grades of this condi-

tion, mild and severe. The rash is often

almost continuous over the entire surface.

In some cases, the rash is of a morbilli-

form type and, in others, of a scarlatinous

form which, at times, is even punctiform

in appearance, at first, then becoming a un-

iform bright pink or fiery-red or sluggish

livid-red color. Usually, the attack is ush-

ered in with mild or more severe febrile

symptoms. Often, the constitutional symp-
toms abate when the erythematous blush

appears. In other cases, the general symp-
toms continue for several days after the

eruption appears. The rash begins to sub-

side in two, three, or four days with des-

quamation. Recurrences are frequently

seen. The later attacks are usually mild.

The rash is not usually quite so general as

in scarlatina. The course usually runs

from ten days to three weeks. Typical

"strawberry" tongue and adenopathy are

commonly absent. The anginal symptoms
are very slight or entirely absent, and the

disease is non-contagious.

Case Report

Charles S., attorney, 24 j^ears of age,

male, white. Had scarlet fever when 6

years old. Had attacks of red rash, some
itching and swelling and puffiness of head
and face, with a trace of albumin in the

urine, with some sore throat, in 1917 and
1918; the attacks lasting about ten days.

With this diffuse, uniform, red rash, he

would also get urticaria, large wheals ap-

pearing over various parts of the body.

Later, there followed some desquamation.

The third attack began early in December,

1919, with itching and burning, swelling of

the entire face and scalp, numerous large

wheals appearing all over the trunk, back

of neck and thighs, with some fever and

sore throat. Shortly afterward, a uniform,

fiery scarlatinoid (punctate) rash appeared

all over the body, particularly marked over

the abdomen, neck, and back. The throat

was considerably congested, and soreness

was complained of. Typical "strawberry"

tongue was absent. Throat cultures showed,

at first, only streptococci, later, also staphy-

lococci. The rash began to fade after the

fifth or sixth day. There was still some
eruption over the abdomen and back on the

seventh and eighth days of the attack. The
urine showed a trace of albumin, spec,

grav., 1.013; few red blood cells; squa-

mous, renal epithelia; few pus cells; am-
monium urates; total solids 30.3 Gms. per

liter; urea 1.3 percent; no acetone, no in-

dican, no sugar, no casts.

Desquamation was a prominent feature

of the case, but, it was scarcely noticeable

on the hands and feet. At first, the case

certainly strongly suggested scarlatina,

and this would, therefore, be a fourth at-

tack, if the patient is correct in his descrip-

tion of the attacks of 1917 and 1918 and if

the history of true scarlatina (?) at six

years of age, had reference also to a sim-

ilar attack of recurrent erythema.

In my opinion, this was a case of ery-

thema scarlatiniforme desquamativum

(erythema scarlatinoides recidivans, or re-

current exfoliative erythema). Carter de-

scribes and reports a similar case in a

young woman, age 20, who had four at-

tacks. This was Dr. Corlett's patient and

shows the difficulty of establishing a di-

agnosis without reference to the history,

and the importance of remembering that

the appearance of a characteristic desqua-

mation is by no means always an infallible

sign of recent scarlatina. In my case, al-

buminuria, even, with headache, sore

throat, fever, extensive eruption, and

marked desquamation occurred in three at-

tacks in 1917, 1918, and 1919. Whether
the attack in childhood was indeed scarlet

fever or the first attack of scarlatinoid ery-

thema resembling the others, I do not, of

course, know. The typical changes seen on
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the tongue, from the third to the sixth

days, in true scarlatina, were absent in my
case, although the edges and tip of his

tongue were "rawlike'' and congested. Des-

quamation, in this case, continued for only

a few days; when it ceased. In true scar-

let fever, the desquamation usually lasts

for two to six weeks before it stops.

Recurrent attacks of scarlatina are, as

stated, ver}^ rare. Holt has never yet seen

an undoubted instance of a second attack

in the same patient. Kinnicutt reported, in

a boy of five years, two attacks within

eight months. Pritchard reported a case

having three attacks within two years. He-
noch only knew of one authentic case of a

second attack of scarlatina. Statements by
physicians that they have seen two and
three attacks of scarlatina in the same pa-

tient should be accepted with some doubt
because of possible errors in diagnosis and
mistakes in the history of the cases.

Most Important to Remember

1. At present, there is no certain test for

scarlatina, just as there is no certain test

for influenza and a few of the other very
common infectious diseases.

2. ]\Iany patients are not even sick

enough to have a physician, and have only
a very faint, unnoticeable eruption, later

followed, however, by desquamation. This
latter is the best sign we have.

3. If a child has a desquamation of the

skin, two or three weeks after a slight at-

tack of illness with slight fever, it usually

is safe to say that the child had scarlet

fever.

4. The causative organisms of scarla-

tina are found in the discharges of the

,
nose and mouth, and are not found in the

skin, nor in the scales, even during des-

quamation. The organisms may be present

in the discharges from the ear abscesses.

5. The mild cases, the unrecognized
cases (with discharges from the nose,

throat, ears-abscesses) are the "carriers"

that cause most of our scarlatina cases.

_6._ Scarlatina is transmitted by contact

with fresh discharges of active cases or

with the discharges of "carriers". The or-

ganisms produce the disease in from two
to seven days after infection (exposure).
Therefore, if a child has been exposed to

infection and does not become ill within
a week, it may safely be allowed to mingle

with other children.

7. One attack of scarlatina usually con-

fers lifelong immunity.

Carriers working in dairies or in milk

establishments may contaminate the milk

and, so, may help to spread the disease

through infected milk.

Prophylaxis

1. Early discovery of existing cases is

an important factor in the prevention of

the spread of this disease. We know that

every case of scarlatina comes from a pre-

vious case. Unrecognized cases, missed

cases, '24-hour" cases, and atypical cases,

are the ones that may be caught if the phy-

sicians, health officials, school doctors,

school nurses and school teachers will

make more thorough and complete exami-

nations. The suspected individuals should

all be completely stripped and^ examined.

2. Prompt isolation.

3. Proper disposal of all discharges and

excretions.

4. Protection of school children.

5. Proper treatment at home or in a

contagious disease hospital.

6. Public health propaganda.

7. Proper attention to personal clean-

liness, and suitable precautions taken by

the attendants and those coming in contact

with the cases, including the physician.

8. Proper attention to toilet articles,

dishes, milk bottles, doorknobs and any

other article that may have been contami-

nated with the fresh discharges.

Disinfection or fumigation after recov-

ery is unimportant. Desquamation is un-

important, except, of course, for the possi-

bility that the skin may be contaminated

by the infected or organism-bearing dis-

charges from the nose, throat, and ears.

The infective material, in scarlet fever, is

found in the discharges from the nose,

throat and ears and in the urine and feces.

Proper attention to these should be given.

It has been shown that ordinary cleanli-

ness is sufficient to render articles free

from scarlatina germs and that these germs
are not long-lived but are readily killed.

Children who live in a house where there

exists an active scarlet-fever case must not

be allowed to attend school or play with

other children, because they may come in

contact with the sick child in the house
unbeknown to anyone.

[To be concluded.]



THE "IRRITABLE HEART" OR THE
"EFFORT SYNDROME"

As long ago as 1871, the late Professor

Da Costa described an affection that he

called "The Irritable Heart of Soldiers,"

and in which palpitation of the heart, car-

diac pain, rapidity of heart rate, shortness

of breath and nervous disorders such as,

headache, giddiness and disturbed sleep,

were the dominant complaints. This symp-
tom complex had been recorded by medical

officers of the Union Army as occurring

with considerable frequency among its sol-

diers. Similar affections were described by
medical officers elsewhere and the problem
associated with the "irritable heart of

soldiers" assumed decided importance
early in the recent war. British medical

officers spoke of "disordered action of the

heart" ("D.A.H."). or of "valvular dis-

eases of the heart" ("V.D.H."), and it

was soon found necessary to devote particu-

lar study to the soldiers presenting the

symptoms under consideration, which was
done mainly by Dr. Thomas Lewis, with

the advice of a committee consisting of

Sir Clifford Albutt, Sir James Mackenzie

and Sir William Osier. In the course of

his investigations. Doctor Lewis came to

the conclusion that, of the various explana-

tions offered for the affection, that ascrib-

ing it to fatigue is the most plausible one,

and, in consequence, he coined the clinical

designation, "effort syndrome," which has

been adopted almost generally, even though

it has come to be explained and defined

somewhat differently by different authors.

Numerous publications have appeared

dealing with the soldier's heart, or effort

svndrome, among which the little book bv
Doctor Lewis himself ("reviewed in this

iniu'nal, November, 1919. page 808) and

"The Nervous Heart," by Wilson and Car-

roll (reviewed in this journal, March, 1920,

page. 211) have already been discussed.

Tn TJie America)! Journal of the Medical

Sciences, Dr. Alfred E. Cohn, of the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical Research,

l)resented a highly instructive article, en-

titled "The Cardiac Phase of the War
Neuroses," in which he reviewed the his-

tory of investigations concerning the ir-

ritable heart of soldiers and, also, the vari-

ous explanations that have been given for

it. Doctor Cohn points out the lesson that

the studies, in this respect, of soldiers have

for the civilian practitioner, as there are

many patients, who consult the physician,

showing evidences, more or less complete,

of the effort syndrome.

THE TREATMENT OF THE EFFORT
SYNDROME

As for the management of this affec-

tion, that, often, is very distressing, it

so far is very largely tentative. While

DaCosta put his patients to bed and gave

them digitalis, aconite and atropine, the

good effect of drugs has been denied by

other men. Graduated exercise was em-
ployed, with satisfactory results, and the

view adopted by medical officers of the

United States Expeditionary Forces, that

the irritable heart of soldiers was the ex-

pression of a neurosis, led to a plan of

treatment consisting mainly in placing the

soldiers under favorable hygienic condi-

tions, and occupying and amusing them,

or, rather, teaching them to occupy and

amuse themselves. Setting-up exercises,

marches with the band, round games, ten-

nis, golf, cricket, lectures, picture shows

—

all sorts of entertainments were resorted

to in the attempt to cheer up the mental

depression usually existing, and to enable

the patient to "find himself" again.

Wilson and Carroll come to the conclu-

sion, on the strength of their clinical ob-

servations, that the best tonic in functional

heart disease is, thyroid extract. This, by

the wav, controverts the theory that had

been advanced at one time, and according

to which the irritable heart of soldiers
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had been viewed as an expression of hy-

perthyroidism. They have found that the

tachycardia associated with the affection

usually is markedly slowed by thyroid feed-

ing.

While atropine also may be used, the

effects are not so good as when thyroid is

employed. This use of atropine seems

rather peculiar, if it is remembered that

the characteristic effect of this drug upon

the circulation in man is, a great increase

in the rate of the pulse and also an eleva-

tion of the blood pressure.

In this connection, a communication by

Weaver, Sturgis and Tompkins, to The
American Journal of the Medical Sciences,

for October, 1919, deserves mention. These

authors studied the effects of the injection

of atropine on pulse-rate, blood-pressure

and basal metabolism in cases of effort

syndrome. In normal men. there occurred,

first of all, an immediate drop in the pulse-

rate, which, however. was followed

promptly by the characteristic rise, vary-

ing from six to thirty beats per minute.

As to the blood-pressure, most of the nor-

mal subjects showed an increase in the

diastolic blood-pressure, while the systolic

pressure was so lowered that there occurred

a diminution in the pulse-rate.

Strangely enough, there was little dif-

ference in the response to atropine injec-

tions in the men affected with "effort

syndrome." However, they showed espe-

cially a greater increase in the pulse-rate

as compared with that in the normal men
examined. Moreover, this increase in the

pulse-rate made its appearance sooner than

it did in the normal subjects. The changes

in blood-pressure were about the same in

the effort-syndrome patients and in the

normal controls.

It seems to us that, under the circum-

stances, atropine is hardly of clearly es-

tablished value in cases of irritable heart

or of functional heart disturbances. We
have not had an opportunity to verify

the assertion of Wilson and Carroll that

thyroid is suitable for the purpose, although

in one case in which the present writer

employed this drug, the effect appeared to

be whollv satisfactory.

by Dr. Elmer H. Funk, on the subject of

pulmonary syphilis. In recent years, it has

been realized that pulmonary syphilis must

be thought of in cases presenting the clini-

cal symptoms of pulmonary consumption

but in which the persistent search for tu-

bercle bacilli is unsuccessful, and, in ac-

cordance with this view, Funk declares that,

in his opinion, late syphilis of the lungs oc-

curs clinically more often than is generally

taught. The diagnosis is difficult and judg-

ment may have to be suspended until lues

has been controlled by treatment, when
"apical rales" will clear up with the asso-

ciated bronchitis, if these signs are due to

syphilis. The author reports, in detail,

three cases of what he believes were in-

stances of pulmonary syphilis that have

come under his own observation. In arriv-

ing at a diagnosis, the following points are

important: (1) the history; (2) signs of

syphilis in other organs; (3) the location of

the lesion (syphilis usually involves the hi-

lum areas of the bases), in usually rare lo-

cations for primary tuberculous lesions;

(4) the persistent absence of tubercle ba-

cilli when signs of advanced pulmonary

disease are evident; (5) a positive Was-
sermann reaction when all tests for tuber-

culosis are negative; (6) certain roentgeno-

graphic features which the author gives in

detail; and (7) the response to antisyphi-

litic treatment.

BOTULISM OUTBREAKS IN THE
UNITED STATES

PULMONARY SYPHILIS

In The American Review of Tuherctdo-

sis, for February, there appears an article

The authors of the article referred to

in the next abstract (p. 405) present a

review of the literature on botulism in the

United States. This trouble is caused by the

bacillus botulinus which is present, at times,

in improperly canned vegetables and fruits.

Some of the information given is repro-

duced in the following

:

Dickson states that, up to October, 1918.

there had been thirty reported outbreaks

of botulism in the United States, with 104

cases and seventy-three deaths. Besides

these, he mentions four unreported out-

breaks, with a total of twelve cases and

two deaths. There have been at least

forty recognized outbreaks of botulism in

the United States, with 150 cases and

ninety-seven deaths.

Burke has demonstrated that bacillus

botulinus occurs in nature under conditions
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that are ideal for the contamination of

foods such as are canned for human con-

sumption. In certain regions, she has re-

covered the organism from moldy and

bird-picked cherries, pole-bean leaves,

spiders taken from bean plants, and moldy
hay. The spores are more resistant to heat

than has previously been supposed, some of

them surviving a temperature of 100°C.

for from fifteen minutes to two hours, and

steam under 15-pounds pressure for ten

minutes.

Dickson, Burke and Ward have investi-

gated the efficiency of certain of the

methods for sterilization of home-canned
vegetables. They found that the organism

survived when the can was placed in boil-

ing water for two hours, and when frac-

tional sterilization, of fifteen minutes, for

three successive days was employed.

Fractional sterilization, of one hour, for

three successive days (providing the cans

were tightly sealed during the interval)

was successful in sterilizing the food, as

was the method of adding over 2 percent

of lemon juice to the food and exposing

the cans to boiling water for one hour.

The toxin is destroyed by light and air,

but maintains its virulence for more than

six months if it is sealed and in a dark

place. It is not destroyed by the gastric

juice. It is destroyed by a temperature

of 80°C. for half an hour and by boiling.

AN OUTBREAK OF BOTULISM

A report of eight cases of poisoning due

to the bacillus botulinus, caused by eating

ripe olives, is given in The Journal of the

American Medical Association (Jan. 10,

1920). It occurred at Grosse Pointe, a

residential suburb of Detroit.

The olives were served at a formal din-

ner, October 18th, 1919, and there were
present, the host, hostess and six guests.

Of these, one escaped entirely, two were
slightly affected and five died.

Difficulty of vision was the first symptom
in five cases and vomiting in two. The
symptoms began within twelve hours in

one case, twenty-four hours in one case,

sixty hours in one case, and seventy hours

in four cases.

The gastrointestinal symptoms consisted

in vomiting and moderate general abdomi-

nal pain. Death occurred much more
quickly in patients showing gastric symp-

toms. They had eaten more of the

poisoned food than the patients showing
only neurologic symptoms.

The third, the fourth and the sixth

nerves were involved early in every case.

There was ptosis of one or both eyelids,

diplopia and paralysis of one of the ocular

muscles and, in two cases, the right ex-

ternal rectus was involved. The paralyses

involving the ninth and tenth nerves were
the most distressing features and occurred

in every case. The difficulty in swallowing

appeared shortly after the disturbances of

vision, and, sooner or later, complete

paralysis ensued. Strangling generally

followed attempts to swallow. There was
an annoying accumulation of mucus in the

pharnyx and larnyx which the patient could

not expel.

Treatment : 42 mils of antibotulinus

serum was administered in one case, forty-

eight hours after the initial symptoms. It

did not affect the disease. Another patient

received 10 mils of antiserum intravenous-

ly, forty-eight hours after the initial symp-

toms, and, twelve hours later, 12 mils was
given subcutaneously. Her illness was

very mild and it cannot be stated that the

serum had any influence on her recovery.

To be of any value, the serum must be

administered very early. Gastric lavage,

free catharsis by castor oil and enemas,

sedatives, supportive measures, and, in the

subacute cases, feeding by the stomach-

tube, are indicated.

DO MOVIES HURT THE EYES?

Ever since the movie fan "growed",

ophthalmologists and others have accused

the movie habit as being responsible, first,

for eyestrain and, indirectly, for various

other discomforts and ailments that stand

in relation more or less closely to eye-

strain.

While it is true that some people experi-

ence a certain amount of eyestrain at a

motion picture, in these cases, the trouble

appears to be due to an ocular defect

rather than to the motion picture. Such

persons should, therefore, have their eyes

examined by a competent eye specialist, for,

it is quite certain that the same person

would find even more discomfort in the

same period of concentrated reading.

In this connection, it may be pointed out,

declares a "Health-News" letter, issued by
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the U. S. Public-Health Service, that em-

ployes of motion-picture playhouses, who
spend a large part of the day looking at

the pictures, do not seem to be troubled

with their eyes any more than the average

individual. This is largely a personal ob-

servation since no extensive investigations

have been made of the eyes of motion-pic-

ture-theatre employes.

It is safe to say that a person may wit-

ness a picture play lasting about an hour

and a half each day without straining the

eyes or experiencing any discomfort, pro-

vided the eyes are good and there are no

hidden defects to the vision. Indeed, it is

not unlikely that a motion-picture show

might be the means of advising one of a

faulty vision.

In case of eye trouble coming on after

concentrating the eyes on the printed pages

of a book for a long period, one does not

blame the book, but thinks at once of the

eyes and the probable need of glasses.

Eye discomfort in the movies should there-

fore be regarded as a danger signal and

should lead the sufferer to the doctor's

office for an examination.

ENDOCRINES IN GYNECOLOGY

Bandler (N. Y. Med. Jour., Feb. 7, 1920)

impresses the fact that the endocrine glands

are interdependent; that all have more or

less a bearing on the generative functions

of woman. The ovary is not alone, nor

supreme, in its influence. For instance,

amenorrhea occurs physiologically during

lactation ; in this instance, it is due largely

to the inhibitory action of the mammary
secretion. The pituitary has its effect also

and hyperactivity may be the cause of dys-

menorrhea and of frequent miscarriages in

the female whose endocrine chain is vul-

nerable at certain points; as well as of

fibromyoma. One must realize this fact

in order to prescribe the glandular extracts

intelligently.

Physical health is conditional on the in-

tegrity of the whole chain of endocrine

.structures. The several glands are corre-

lated and. to an extent, opposed one to

the other, each acting as a check on the

activity of its copartner. Disease or ex-

tirpation of any one of the chain, result-

ing in lack of secretion on its part, ex-

poses the organism to the full unimpeded
effect of another glandular secretion

(toxemia) ; the removal of the check ob-

viously results in a relative hyperactivity

of the opposing gland. The author traces

perversion, alcoholism and other morbid

states and tendencies to a faulty endocrine

system, either inherited or acquired. Alco-

holism thus becomes a symptom of ab-

normality. Hyperactivity of the gonadal

glands may result in exaggeration of

the sex impulses, whereas, on the other

hand, a rather low trophic stimula-

tion of the genitalia, or a dominance in

the endocrine chain of such glands as in-

hibit stimulation, will, therefore, have the

opposite effect, ending in frigidity.

Pregnancy has a tonic effect on many
women. Still,, it puts a great strain on

the endocrine chain, and postpartum

asthenia may be one of the consequences;

the proper therapy in such a case neces-

sitates support for the associated glands,

but, most of all. it is the whole suprarenal

extract that is of value here, with anterior

pituitary as an addition.

In many patients with hysteronervous

symptoms, the cause is likely to be, hyper-

activity of the thyroid. Or, when there

is minus thyrodism, or underactivity of

the gland, we may have depression, melan-

cholia and asthenia. Thus, pluriglandular

involvement always must be borne in mind

as a possibility.

A person is as good as his endocrine re-

lation and the task for the physician is,

to put it in order if possible. Some are

born with so stable an endocrine relation

that nothing can change it; others are

born with endocrines so unstable, or de-

ficient, that nothing can elevate them to

normal. Most persons, though, have a more

or less stable system capable of being af-

fected for better or worse. The therapy

consists fl) in giving those extracts of

which the body is producing too little

;

(2) if the body is producing too much
of any one extract, in giving others that

will inhibit their action.



Scientific Food Preparation

1. Introduction

COOKING always has been regarded as

an art to be learned by practice, an art

in which Mrs. Newlywed often was amus-
ingly unskilled, sometimes seriously so, but,

in which mother was delightfully adept.

Schools of cooking there were thar,

sometimes, offered as much as a week's

instruction in the art, and cookbooks

(they could hardly be called textbooks.

since they were devoted merely to telling

how to make up "dainty dishes") sometimes

attained large proportions as their com-

ponent elements increased to "fifty-seven

varieties," never, though, because of con-

sideration of any of the underlying prin-

ciples of nutrition or of the chemistry that

are basic for scientific food preparation

That an art should flourish so long,

should be recognized as almost indispensa-

ble, as suggested in the familiar saying that

"Man can live without books but not with-

out cooks," without even the beginning of

a science, this is not at all strange when we
consider that, even today, the average per-

son (including the average physician, it

may as well be admitted) gives very little

thought to the wholesomeness of the food

he eats.

But, now that the highest medical author-

ity has decided that cancer (cancer of the

stomach, at least) is due to bad food prepa-

ration, as The American Medical Associa-

tion did, at its San Francisco meeting, in

1915, following the announcement of Dr.

William Mayo, as President of the Ameri-

can Surgical Association, to that effect, and

the report of the distinguished statistician,

Bertillon, to the French government
("Something in the diet"), the time seemed

ripe for the establishment of a science of

food preparation—a term of much larger

scope, by the way, than "cooking."

That some knowledge of the chemistry of

cooking is as important for the cook as a

knowledge of antisepsis is for the surgeon,

is seriously hinted at in a dispatch from
Paris, May 17th, 1919, reporting that Doc-
tor Chantemesse, medical expert on poisons,

and commissioned by the government to

investigate the case of poisoning of thirty-

eight guests at a wedding supper at Cholet,

ten of whom died within two days, says

that custards, as ordinarily prepared, are

"extremely dangerous" and that he has ob-

served seven hundred cases of death from
poisoning from custards within six years.

Acute indigestion, often terminating in

heart failure, frequently is due to poisoning

from food prepared without reference to

chemical principles or to the principles of

combination of foods.

During the recent epidemic of influenza,

it was determined, as reported in the Bos-
ton Medical and Surgical Journal, that the

largest factor of communication of the dis-

ease, in the camps, was the mess kit. Yet,

the average hotel kitchen and dining room
are conducted without any regard to the

likelihood of communicating disease.

The professional French cook recognizes

the importance of a certain order of

courses, chiefly on account of the influence

of the different foods upon the digestive

secretions. A knowledge of the principles

of food combination is essential for the best

results, in the feeding of the sick, especially.

Unscientific cooking, which ignores the

effects of high temperature in producing

chemical changes in food, and the incon-

siderate mixing of such incompatibles as

bread and sour milk, beans and tomatoes,

fleshmeat and milk at the same meal, is a

serious handicap in the treatment of the

sick. These principles have been demon-
strated so fully that no reasonable person
fails to accept them after due consideration

of the evidence that will be presented.

In a recently published interview, telling

how he keeps fit for his work as the head
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of the largest periodical-publishing house

in America, C. K. Curtis says: "Certain

foods, good in themselves, play havoc with

the driving parts of the human machine

when mixed." If it is necessary to con-

serve vitality for industrial work, it is

doubly necessary to conserve the vitality of

the sick by avoiding undue waste from bad

food preparation and bad food combination.

In the next instalment, some interesting

and valuable suggestions will be given on

"Some Good and Bad Effects of Conven-

tional Practices in Food Preparation."

2. Good and Bad Cooking

"I have come to the conclusion," said a

young doctor to his father, in whose pro-

fessional footsteps he had been following

for a short time, "that half the ailments we
are called upon to treat are due to bad

cooking," "And," replied the veteran, "I

think you will discover, in time, that the

other half is due to good cooking."

A good cook generally has been under-

stood to be one who could make food pala-

table, like the good salesman, according to

the proverbial methods of the Jewish mer-

chants, who could sell you what you didn't

need.

Palatability, attractiveness to eye and

taste, are important requirements of scien-

tific food preparation; but, its prime re-

quirement is wholesomeness.

Often, spoiled food is made seductive, in

appearance and taste, by garnishing and

spicing and seasoning ;^
while a large part of

the good food is more or less spoiled by

the conventional methods of preparation,

which disregard almost entirely the de-

mands of health and efficiency except that

of making the food attractive.

Charles Lamb tells us that cooking was
discovered accidentally by a Chinaman who
happened to taste the flesh of a pig that

had been roasted in his hut while this was
burning down. Too much firing of food is

being done and, especially, too much roast-

ing with fats.

Most of us who have spent much time in

the investigation of diet, including the one-

hundred experts of the Life-Extension In-

stitute (with whom, however, we can not

wholly agree), advocate the use of a large

proportion of uncooked food; yet, seldom
can any food be safely used without some
preparation. Fruit, for example, is best

eaten uncooked; although, under certain

conditions, baked apple is to be preferred to

the uncooked. Yet, hardly any fruit, ex-

cepting oranges and bananas, is fit to eat

raw (that is, unprepared) ; while cabbage,

lettuce and some other green vegetables, al-

though they are best uncooked, seldom are

safe to use unprepared.

The most serious error in the preparation

of food is, however, the preparation of

made dishes without any reference what-

ever to principles of food combination, an

error almost as serious as would be the

compounding of drugs without reference to

the dangers of incompatibility as will be

readily admitted, the writer believes, after

an explanation of the principles of food

combination, with an adequate description

of how he has developed these principles

during the past twenty years.

A striking example of the superiority of

scientifically-prepared food is seen in the

superiority of buttermilk, made from the

whole milk and rennet, which is valuable in

many cases where the raw milk would not

be tolerated, the reasons for which will be

explained when we come to consider the

care and preparation of milk.

A rudimentary knowledge of the princi-

ples of scientific food preparation should

eiiable any one to determine the question

that was strenuously debated in London, in

Chicago and other cities, a few years ago;

namely, whether milk is better for being

pasteurized. Still, many able physicians

were opposed to it; and, that, not without

good reason.

Cereals must be the largest element of

our food, for centuries to come, perhaps

;

yet, in the preparation of this class of

foods, there is much depreciation of nutri-

tive value, as will be clearly explained in

due time.

Thomas J. Allen.

Eureka Springs, Ark.

TO SHAVE OR NOT TO SHAVE

In my medical course, I remember hear-

ing a European specialist say in regard to

shaving : "Gentlemen, if you interfere with

nature, you pay for it." But, I am un-

able to find any scientific investigations of

the question. I am seeking, therefore,

facts and opinions from physicians. Will

your readers kindly answer, as soon as pos-

sible, the questions below? In my report,

I may refer to you by name, but, only with
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your permission. Kindly let me know your
wishes in the matter.

1. What are the principal injuries to

the skin that come from shaving; and the

main reasons therefor ?

2. What are the general advantages in

growing a beard; and the main reasons

therefor ?

3. To what extent are the beard and
moustache a protection to the face, nose
and throat from the incidence of disease

in these organs; and the main reasons

therefor?

4. Does the habit of shaving increase

the chances of neuralgic and other troubles

of the face; and the chief reasons there-

for?

If you prefer, the reasons can be given

briefly, but, I should be glad to have you
write as fully as you can. Also, please

mention any pertinent facts and opinions

not covered by the questions. I thank, in

advance, all those who will kindly assist

me in this inquiry.

Arthur MacDonald.
Washington, D. C,

100 E. Capitol Street.

[Doctor MacDonald has some remark-

able anthropological studies and publica-

tions to his credit and is a scientist of note.

The question whether to shave or not to

shave may have to be solved in accordance

with the results of the inquiry that he has

inaugurated. We trust that all those of

our readers, who may have definite data

on the question, will communicate them

to our correspondent.

—

Ed.]

PILOCARPINE AS A GALACTAGOG

I used to be worried greatly when the

mothers of newly born infants "hadn't

enough milk" for their babies or when
"the milk left them" when they got up.

It necessitated putting the baby on the bot-

tle and that meant a month or two of

worry and anxiety, child not doing well,

increased susceptibility to infection, and

similar worries; as well as the nuisance of

scalding bottles and teats and hitting the

proper mixture for the child.

Now, I have no more worry. If the

mother has not enough milk, I simply put

1 grain of pilocarpine nitrate in an 8-ounce

bottle, a little coloring (cochineal or cara-

mel), fill up with water, and give a table-

spoonful of this, 3 times daily, after meals.

Later on, half-doses may be enough. I

also insist on it that the mother, herself,

drink enough milk or buttermilk and that

she rest as much as possible—reclining

on a couch whenever she can and as long

as she can. Now, I have no bother at all

and my young mothers almost all make
the joke that they are thinking of starting

a dairy.

Insufficient secretion of milk is a very

common trouble with civilized women and

the treatment with pilocarpine is of the

simplest ; moreover, as far as I know, it

is absolutely harmless.

Lots of doctors must be annoyed with

this feature of obstetric practice. Let them

try pilocarpine and their troubles will be

at an end.

In obstetrics, I try to make no vaginal

examination. With the stethoscope, I

locate the heart. If I am not sure, I give

an enema and make a rectal examination.

I wear no rubber gloves but dip my fingers

in tincture of iodine—after a thorough

scrubbing up, of course. I paint the um-
bilical cord with iodine and wrap it up

in cotton wool, dry.

I do not have the baby washed in water,

telling them to keep the baby away from

soap and water for at least two weeks.

Use warm olive oil. It's far better.

By the way, I have just bought a

jewelers' alcohol lamp. It's a dandy for

urine testing. Beats the ordinary spirit

lamp with its very fragile glass top.

Robert W. Auld.

Claresholm, Alberta.

[Doctor Auld's success in the use of

pilocarpine as a galactagog is interesting,

in view of the fact that, while jaborandi

and its active principle, pilocarpine, appears

to have a remarkably stimulating influence

upon the secreting glands, almost through-

out the whole body, this action does not

appear to include the mammary glands.

At least, Cushny, among others, asserts

that the secretion of the milk is not in-

creased by pilocarpine. On the other hand,

Shaller ("Guide to Alkaloidal Medica-

tion") says: "As this remedy increases the

glandular secretions, it may be used to ad-

vantage in cases of suppression of milk,

or even where the secretion is scanty. Four
granules [gr. 1/64 each.

—

Ed.] given every

three hours will frequently restore the
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flow of milk, or, in cases where the supply

is insufficient, the quantity will be aug-
mented. In these cases, in conjunction with
the administration of pilocarpine, the

patient should be given the best nitroge-

nous diet possible, as, meat, milk and eggs."

This is in keeping with the finding of

Kobert, according to whom pilocarpine

stimulates the peripheral nerve endings
and, probably, the cells of almost all true

glands.

Whether the refraining from making
vaginal examination during labor is wise
or not, is a question concerning which
opinions vary. Personally, we should dis-

like to take the responsibility of conduct-
ing a case of labor without ascertaining
how the "land lies". However, to make
a rectal examination without wearing rub-
ber gloves, even though the fingers are
dipped in tincture of iodine, seems to us
taking unnecessary risks. The tincture of
iodine, while a very good surface anti-
septic, still does not act with that lightning
rapiditv that seems to be associated with
it in the minds of some physicians. How-
ever, if the doctor will but study this mat-
ter carefully, we venture to say that he
will be convinced. Let him make a rectal
examination according to his custom ; then,
scrub his fingers and hands carefullv. also
according to custom; then, dip them into
tincture of iodine, and. after a suitable
period of exposure, take scrapings from
the fingers and especially from beneath the
finger nails, and culture them. We are
reasonably certain that he will find at least
colon bacilli and probably various other
facultative pathoeenic germs grow. If we
are correct in this, the making of rectal
exammations. without wearing rubber
gloves, is risky, to sav the least.—Ed ]

GOOD LOCATIONS FOR PHYSICIANS
Dr. J. S. Foster Seligman. Mo., has a goodlocation for a wide-awake physician, afhewishes to retire on account of age
beligman ,s at a junction of two railroads

;has about five hundred inhabitants. A physi-

.rJ°n"n^
^^^'^ ''^"J° "^ht into a practice

of_ $2,o00 a year. The country roads are
tairly good, suitable for automobile riding the
year round. Doctor Foster will sell his
house and office for $3,500.

Dr. George H. Richards, Clear Lake, S D
IS leaving a good location which can be had
at a reasonable price. He, himself, is locat-
ing in the city. His practice yields $8,000

per annum. Clear Lake being a county seat,
with population of one thousand. The office,

with apparatus and fixtures, invoices at $3,000.

and is for sale. There also is a modern nine-
room residence, the purchase of which is

optional.

Dr. E. M. Ripley, P. O. Box 369, Union-
ville. Conn., desires to retire from active

practice which he built up in that place since

18~6. Unionville is pleasantly situated in

Farmington, County of Hartford, and has

trolley service, electric lights, water, good
roads. The practice yields over $4,000 a year.

"A live man. of alkaloidal bend and a fair

surgeon. . could easily secure a six- or eight-

thousand dollar practice with no other effort

than attention to business." Office fixtures

are insured for $1,200. Doctor Ripley will

turn over office and contents with good will

and introduction, to a good man, for $2,000

in cash.

The town has about two thousand popula-

tion, and a good surrounding country of well-

to-do farmers. There is only one competitor.

Dr. A. Howard Young, Dubois, Idaho, has

been in his present location for three years.

Except for one other physician, there are

none within forty miles.

Dubois is a railroad division ; one thousand
population ; county seat. Irrigation, to be es-

tablished soon, will bring large stretches of
land under good cultivation. Roads are good.
Doctor Young desires to get out of practice

and wishes to correspond with some good
man who wants a good country practice.

Dr. Philip A. Kennicott, Woodbine. Kans.,
has a drug store and practice for sale. The
town has about three hundred inhabitants ; on
a railroad, with wealthy farming district.

Plenty of business, also churches and good
schools. Electric light.

The drug store has a good business ; the
stock invoiced at $2,600 the first of the year.
Building, fixtures and stock are held for $3, .500.

The practice, which goes with the store, had
a net income, last year, of about $3,000. Col-
lections, ninety-nine percent. There is no
other drug store within ten miles. One other
phy?ician in the town gives a competition that
is "just right." The owner wishes to retire
and is willing to make easy terms.

The Reverend Walter E. Lanphear, at
Chaplin, Conn., asks physicians looking for
a -country location to correspond with him.
He says that there is a large territory on the
trunk-line state road from New York to Bos-
ton, and he will be glad to give particulars
to inquiring physicians.

Dr. L. E. Bratt informs us that a good
location for general practice in Roanoke, 111.,

is for sale. He may be addressed now at
Room 22A, Nolting Block, Elgin, 111.

Dr. O. M. Chapman, Hampo, La., writes
that Mamou, Evangeline Parish, La., is in
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need of physicians. It is a town of twelve
hundred people, located in the center of the
Parish. There are good roads, the country
being level ; the climate that of southern
Louisiana, wet in winter and spring. The
nearest competitors are twelve and fifteen

miles distant, except that there is one other
physician in the town which could easily sup-
port three or four. The people are largely
French. They are rice farmers and cattle

growers with large land holdings. Doctor
Chapman is convinced that a good man, who
can do things and doesn't mind work, could
do well.

Dr. R. E. Wilson, Davidson, Okla., knows
of a good location at Elmer, Jackson County,
Okla. Up to one year ago, there were two
physicians there. Now there are non^. Elmer
is a small town of five or six hundred popu-
lation ; a good school ; desirable citizenship

;

on the railroad. The people are desirous of
getting a good, hustling physician. A paying
practice is assured from the start.

Dr. Chas. E. Davis, Hotel Goodwin, Cassop-
olis, Mich., will sell his completely furnished

home and office, at Eureka Springs, Ark., at

a good bargain. His place is beautifully lo-

cated for a small hotel or hospital, and the

doctor knows of no better location than that

vicinity for a large institution like that of

the Brothers Mayo, or for a sanatorium.

We are glad, indeed, to give this exchange
service to our readers, and hope that these

localities in which physicians are wanted may
soon be supplied. These and the locations

referred to in May (p. 339) comprise those

on our list. However, it will give us pleas-

ure to receive information of other openings

and, also, we will try to put physicians look-

ing for locations in touch with suitable oppor-

tunities.

REMARKABLE SURGICAL EX-
PERIENCE

A surgeon friend, in far away Texas,

related to us, in a personal letter, the his-

tory of a case that was so unusual that

we take the liberty of reproducing- it here.

The doctor says that he had a patient

who had a gunshot wound that went into

the abdomen, the bullet entering an inch

to the left and just below the ensiform

cartilage, penetrating the left lobe of the

liver and the base of the diaphragm, then

passing through the thoracic aorta and

lodging in the muscles of the back. The
man lived forty-one days, although he was

under this doctor's observation only dur-

ing the last two days.

This was a murder case, in New Mexico.

A physician had wantonly shot his brother-

in-law for the life insurance and prop-
erty, a will having been made in favor
of the victim's sister, who was the doctor's

wife.

There was not much manifest hemor-
rhage, but, the home physician thought
that he ought to extract the bullet that

was lying just beneath the skin, to the
left and slightly below the twelfth dorsal

vertebra. This ill-judged and meddling
bit of surgical intervention infected the
clot, with the result that it disorganized
and the patient commenced to bleed.

Thereupon, he was shipped to the Texas
physician, by train, a distance of two
hundred miles. The result of this strenuous
railroad transportation was inevitable.

The wounded man died two days after ar-

riving at the hospital.

On postmortem examination, there was
found an opening through the thoracic

aorta, still patulous, about the size of the

little finger, both in front and behind. The
muscular ligamentary structure of the

diaphragm undoubtedly valved it in front

so that there was no leakage there. A
circumscribed, organized clot occluded it

behind, and trouble did not occur until

the infection had set in.

The posterior orifice in the aorta had

broken down, with the result that hemor-

rhage occurred into the thoracic cavity.

The remarkable point in this report is,

that there was a double puncture in the

aorta, a very serious injury, indeed, and

that, despite this grave trauma, the patient

lived forty-one days. We are justified in

speculating as to how long his life might

have been prolonged if it had not been

for the sepsis following the extraction of

the bullet.

SWEET OIL—COTTONSEED OIL

During the last few weeks, one of the

departments of Armour and Company, Chi-

cago, noticed that large quantities of their

salad oil were being purchased by drug-

gists throughout the country to a large

extent. On investigation, it was found that

the oil was being used for dispensing as

sweet cil; also in the making of creams,

lotions, and similar preparations.

'Salad oil" is one of the purest prod-

ucts made, being manufactured entirely

from cottonseed and highly refined. It
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has a mild, sweet flavor. Perhaps, the in-

creased cost of olive oil may have had

something to do with the more general

adoption of cottonseed oil.

This salad oil is now refined by a process

vastly superior to the methods adopted

some years ago.

We understand

that this oil is

smokeless at a

temperature of

510 degrees,

and that, during

one of the final

tests, one of

these vials was
buried in crack-

ed ice and salt

for five hours,

and, when re-

moved, was ab-

solutely clear.

It is quite

probable that
the expense of

linseed oil,

olive oil, and

other oils may
cause successful experiments with cotton-

seed oil in industries, arts and sciences.

Of course, there can be no earthly ob-

jection to the use of cottonseed oil

under the name of "salad oil", as a vehicle

for creams, lotions, and so forth, or as an

article of food, providing only that it be not

sold or labeled as "olive oil," and that no

suggestion be made that it is olive oil.

Clinical tests, made some years ago,

showed that cottonseed oil possesses con-

siderable food value as a vegetable fat, and

the more extensive employment of it in

recent years indicates that the results of

those investigations were correct. Any-

way, the findings of Armour and Company
are interesting and may well be kept in

mind.

Hospital that possesses considerable inter-

est, and we take pleasure in reproducing

it herewith. The Pathfinder says:

"Very few people realize what good health

is until it is gone. Then they feel that, if

only they could call it back, they would be

THE VALDEZ HOSPITAL

A few weeks ago. Dr. Joseph A. Silver-

man, of Valdez, Alaska, sent us a copy of

The Pathfinder, which is a monthly publi-

cation "devoted to the welfare of the Pio-

neers of Alaska."

In the February issue of this publication.

there is a brief article about the Valdez

willing to give up all else of their earthly

possessions.

"So it is with a good physician and sur-

geon with a hospital equipped to treat any
kind of ailments that the human flesh is heir

to. Valdez has been unfortunate in many
things but, still, it has one of the most effi-

cient physicians in all Alaska, with a hospi-

tal fully equipped with every modern appli-

ance for surgery and the care of patients.

The people of Valdez should appreciate that,

for, they will miss it if they ever lose it.

"Here is given a picture of the interior of
the hospital—not so large and magnificent as

some, 'tis true
;

yet, it is complete in every
respect. The operating room is equipped with
all the appliances necessary for almost any
surgical procedure required. It has the latest

x-ray machine used by the profession, with
ultra-violet ray apparatus, and a complete lab-
oratory equipment. Rooms for convalescents
are furnished in every way for the comfort of
the patients, the chief aim always being for
the very best sanitary conditions. The pa-
tient is made to feel at home, for, the nurses
live in the hospital and the superintendent
has his home there. The food of the patient
is carefully prepared in the building and ad-
ministered in such a way that no evil accidents
may occur to retard a speedy recovery of the
patient.

"The structure itself was built especially

for use as a hospital. It is a two-story build-

ing, has pressed steel walls underlaid with
asbestos, making it absolutely fire-proof.
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There are five rooms for patients, cold and
hot water, bathrooms, elaborate culinary de-
partment, each and all of which arc as sani-

tary as science can make them.
"Doctor Silverman's efficiency as a sur-

geon needs no mention here. His seventeen
years of practice in Alaska, especially during
the great Katmai crisis, and his distinguished
services in the Army Medical Corps convinced,
not only the Government, but the people of
Alaska as well, that there are few equal to him
in efficiency and courage. He is a graduate of
the very best medical schools in the country
and has kept fully abreast of the times by
taking postgraduate courses at Heidelberg,
Paris, London and Vienna.

[This appreciative "write-up" of Doctor
Silverman's hospital is as well merited as

it must be pleasing to our good friend.

Practice in far-away Alaska naturally en-

tails many hardships and deprivations. Yet,

the knowledge that his services are valued,

that he enjoys the confidence and the af-

fection of the community makes up to the

true physician for all that he has to miss

even at the edge of civilization. By the

way, we hope that the good doctor soon

may find time to write an article for Clini-
cal Medicine regarding his work out

there.

—

Ed.]

EUREKA SPRINGS, ARKANSAS

Recent issues of Clinical Medicine

contained requests for information as to

suitable or desirable openings for doctors,

also, extra good localities where they could

spend two or more weeks of vacation, hav-

ing good roads and hotels at reasonable

rates. I can assure you that you cannot

find all these conditions together better,

if as good, anywhere than at Eureka
Springs, Arkansas, on the through auto-

road from Winnipeg to New Orleans, known
as the Jefiferson Highway. You could go via

St. Louis and hit the highway anywhere be-

tween Kansas City and Joplin or Mosho.

I have, often, thought and believe from

my thirty-five years' experience there

that, had Doctor Waugh (and others)

heeded the "hot air" I wasted there and

gone to the springs, and stayed there most

of his time, we should now be having

the benefit of his nvedical genius with

years of usefulness still ahead. Chicago's

climate and business are all right during

one's prime, but, after Osier's "chloroform

age", men stay at their hazard and usually

lose out. The change to Florida, Texas,
and the Gulf States involves too great a
difference of climate for aged constitutions

to stand the transplanting.

Doctor Lanphear is only one of several

I knew, who made that mistake. I always
have regretted the untimely death of Dr.

W. H. Byford and others, back there,

whom I knew when I was in practice there,

from '74 to '8L Most of them died pre-

maturely under strain, and, there are

hundreds now following directly in their

road.

As to an opening at the springs, there is

a slight boom on, I hear, and the place is

rapidly coming into her own. Personally,
I have retired from practice, principally

owing to the condition of my wife's health.
We came up here, in January, 1919, for a
6 weeks' visit.

She was taken too ill at this hotel to

be moved home again and she gradually
failed, from pernicious anemia, and ex-
pired on the 7th of April, over 7Z years
old, leaving me "in the air" as to plans
but with a completely furnished home and
office at Eureka Springs, any or all of
which I will sell at a great bargain as I

cannot bear to go back and live in it. The
house is finely located for a small hotel or
hospital and I know of no better location
than that vicinity for a large sanatorium
after the style of the Mayos.

All natural conditions are ideal while
location and patronage cannot be excelled
anywhere.

I gave up my ambition for a sanatorium,
years ago, and sold my interest in the
large tract of land, feeling that I had
earned a rest. I should, however, be
greatly pleased to see that place utilized
for what it is so signally fitted. If any
physician is at all interested, a postal card
to the Commercial Club at the Springs will
bring up-to-date literature.

Chas E. Davis.

Cassopolis, Mich.

[We sympathize with Doctor Davis in

his great loss, and wish we might be able

to say something that would help to com-
fort him.

As to the location, at Eureka Springs,

Arkansas, the Doctor's description is at-
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tractive. Possibly it may be just what

some reader of Clinical Medicine is look-

ing for. If so, we. wish him every success.

—Ed.]

HOW THE GENERAL PRACTITIONER
CAN TREBLE HIS INCOME

The present is an unjust social system.

It teems with injustice, inequality, hypoc-

risy and crime. It is the creation of man
and bears the stamp of imperfection on

every hand. For stealing a railroad, we

send a man to Congress; for championing

the rights of the masses, we kick him out of

it. For organizing a fake corporation and

defrauding the public, we house him in

palaces fit for princes; for walking the

straight and narrow path, we reward him

with a measly wage, salary, or income and

an early death or disgraceful old age.

These things seem inherent in the con-

stitution of the present social system. But,

what is worse, is that we learn to think

they are right because they seem plausible

and "natural." We grew up in the midst

of these things and knew no other ; also,

both church and state sanction the arrange-

ment as right and legal.

These things are wrong, terribly wrong.

No man in the world should receive $500.00

a day as long as there is a useful man in

the world receiving five. No such differ-

ence exists among men either in brains,

power or genius, although it is often as-

sumed, and, therefore, no such reward

should be permitted. There is many a sec-

tion hand on the railway that has more
native ability than many a railroad presi-

dent.. Many a backwoods country practi-

tioner is more capable, and more useful,

and a good deal less harmful than many a

surgical highbrow that I have seen do

bungling surgery in metropolitan hospitals.

We as a profession, or the hod-carriers

of the profession, that is, the general prac-

titioners who constitute the majority of the

profession, cannot change the social sys-

tem; but, we can change, to a considerable

degree, the conditions relative to our work
that will enable us to share more equitably

the fruits of our own labor with the privi-

leged class, namely, the specialists. The
general practitioner nowadays gets his

board and keep and so does the wage-work-
er, the hod carrier. Both do the hard work,

the disagreeable work and the long hours

of work. On the other hand, the surgeon.

be he general or special, does the easy

work, the agreeable work and the least

amount of work and obtains an income suf-

ficient for kings and princes.

We are to blame for this state of affairs.

We have educated the people to put a big

value on the services of the man that styles

himself "specialist" and a ridiculous esti-

mate on the services of the man who does

the real work for the people—the general

practitioner. The former does four or five

operations a day in as many hours for

instance, possibly some of them unneces-

sary and some even criminal, and gets per-

haps $500.00 and the gratitude of the vic-

tims; the latter goes on duty for 24 hours

a day for an average sum that a mechanic

or a good farmer will not accept. A hod-

carrier class of practitioners receiving

wages on the one hand, and a privileged

specialist class enjoying fabulous income,

on the other hand, both within the same
profession

!

In the industrial world, such conditions

obtain by virtue of the private ownership

of productive property by a privileged class

enabling the latter to exploit the property-

less class. That may be easily understood.

But, it is not quite so plain why a socalled

class of specialists, exhibiting nothing but

a suite of rooms, a good automobile, and a

starched shirt, many of whom do not even

own the tools they work with, should exact

so exorbitant a share of the general in-

come of the profession? All of these men
are made of the same timber and have the

same feet of clay as the general practi-

tioner; in fact, nearly all of them have
been general practitioners which in itself

proves that a sudden change of front is no
excuse for such wide variation in income.

The remedy. For the present, the rem-
edy is plain. Let the general practitioner

do the work the specialist does and do it for

half the usual fee, and his income will

treble. Cease to be a sign post pointing the

way to dififerent specialists. No, I do not

mean that you should pose as a specialist

but, simply, that you do your own surgery,

or most of it, both general and special. Do
not let the long array of specialties frighten

you. The fright is mostly in the name, not
in the work. You have learned asepsis, you
have learned anatomy, and you have
learned how to check hemorrhage. Well,

that is the foundation of surgery. You can
amputate a pile, enucleate a tonsil, remove
a turbinate, deliver a cataract, repair a
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perineum and exterminate an appendix, a

gall bladder, a tube, an ovary. An office girl

can do most of the refraction work and that

is the greater portion of the work done by

an opthalmologist. If you cannot do these

things, go and learn how to do them. It

is not necessary that you begin with gas-

troenterostomy. That is never really nec-

essary except in those rare cases of actual

obstruction. Do not do a decompression

operation till you have developed skill and

self confidence. Let the specialist do these

and other operations; that is his legitimate

field. It is your legitimate field to do the

major portion of the work he is now doing

for you and, thereby, to share with him
his income.

This will sound like heresy to the self-

styled specialist. He has lived on his spe-

cial privileges so long that he has almost

come to believe them a divine right. As
long as he believed that it was only a spe-

cial privilege conferred on him by the gen-

eral profession, he was tolerant and would
meet the medical hod-carrier half way, rec-

ognizing him as a brother practitioner.

But, as soon as he prospered in his privi-

lege, and grew fat and sleek, he became
like his capitalist brother in the industrial

world, autocratic and greedy. And, like

his prototype in the industrial world, his

greed is about to lose him his special privi-

leges.—Russia is a good example.

M. Shadid.

Carter, Oklahoma.

[Doctor Shadid informs us that he is

looking for a partner. He can ofifer

splendid chances for gaining experience

to a bright and industrious young physi-

cian.

—

Ed.]

VENEREAL PROPHYLAXIS

I was much interested in Doctor Bur-

rows' article on venereal prophylaxis in

this month's issue (May, page 335).

I spent twenty-seven months in the serv-

ice, here and in France. I am not a physi-

cian, but, the army's methods in the preven-

tion and treatment of venereal cases struck

me as at once crude and criminal. Why
the army clings to its outdated and benight-

ed prophylactic methods, I do not pretend

to understand. The idea back of it apparent-

ly was, to wait until the individual became

infected and, then, treat him. Why it could

not impart the simple instruction of the

application of a soap solution, as suggested

by Doctor Burrows and found efficacious

l)y others, and which must have been known
to them, is a mystery to me. It would have

saved thousands of men from infection, it

would have saved expense, it would have

kept these men on duty instead of in hos-

pitals, and it would have reduced venereal

cases in the army to an absurd minimum.

As Doctor Burrows points out, the ad-

ministration of prophylaxis, in the army,

was in many cases too late to save the in-

fected soldier when he did apply for it.

But, thousands of men who exposed them-

selves to infection never did apply for ii

because the application of the preventive

treatment was, in a great number of cases,

a joke and an insult. I know of instances

where the men intrusted with the work
deliberately, for their amusement, made the

injection so strong that men would faint

upon taking the treatment. This is only

one of many instances of like inefhciency

and incompetency. [Call it criminal brutal-

ity that should be punished severely.

—

Ed.]

And, the result was, that thousands of men,
who could have been saved from infection,

if the Army's medical corps had been alive

to its responsibility, suffered the humilia-

tion of becoming infected. The army was
the loser in the end.

William Lobdell.

Chicago, Illinois.

CALCIUM SULPHIDE*

As a Preventive of Sea-Sickness

What is the cause of sea-sickness? In

his work "The Prophylaxis and Treatment

of Internal Diseases", Forchheimer says:

"While it may be accepted that psychical

influences may have much effect in causing

this trouble, I think the fact that no one is

immune must be accepted as proving that

this is not its primary cause." Again, he

says : "The prime cause lies in the motion

of the vessel which causes improper affer-

ent impulses from the muscles of the stom-

ach, the eyes and, occasionally, in other

ways
;
yet, whatever view we may take of

the contributory causes, the essential thing

*Read before The Clarkdale and Six Counties'
Medical Society.
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is, to see to it that a trip upon the water

is undertaken by the individual in the best-

possible condition as to his gastrointestinal

tract."

We all know that lime and sulphur are

among the oldest and best disinfectants we

have. I am a strong believer in intestinal

antisepsis; hence, I believe that, if one has.

the system in good condition, an intestinal

antiseptic will help to keep it in that con-

dition. Accepting Forchheimer's theory as

to sea-sickness, I hold that, if people will

get their system, especially the whole intes-

tinal tract, in a good condition and then

take an intestinal antiseptic, they will es-

cape most diseases, among others, sea-sick-

ness.

I have had an opportunity of trying cal-

cium sulphide as a preventive of sea-sick-

ness on four persons, and, with the very

best results. The first was a man about

sixty years of age whose business called

him to the Island of Santo Domingo, which

is a teri days' ocean voyage from New York

City. This man never had taken an ocean

voyage at any time. I instructed him as

follows; thirty-six hours before sailing, to

take a thorough purge of calomel and po-

dophyllin, that is, "clean up and clean out"

the entire intestinal tract; twenty-four

hours before sailing, to take a 1-grain cal-

cium-sulphide tablet every four hours dur-

ing the day and continue this until after the

third day of his voyage. He made the trip

without a symptom of sea-sickness. On his

return, several months later, he followed

the same course with the same good results.

In January of this year, three ladies, a

mother and her two grown daughters, were

preparing to make the trip from New York
to Santo Domingo and they asked me to

give them something to prevent sea-sick-

ness; as the youngest daughter suffered

with car-sickness whenever she was on a

train for ten or twelve hours, I had seri-

ous doubts that the remedy would benefit

her. However, I gave them a supply of 1-

grain calcium-sulphide tablets with the

same instructions as those given in the

first case mentioned. I received letters

from them, after their arrival in Santo Do-

mingo City, in which they said that they

were not sick in the least at any time, in

fact, they did not miss a meal during the

ten days' voyage. The one who is subject

to car-sickness wrote me that, whenever

she felt as though she might become sick,

she took one of my "little pills". While it

is possible that all these individuals would

have escaped the disease without taking the

remedy, I hardly think it probable, and I

am of the opinion that these cases will jus-

tify further trial of this remedy as a pre-

ventive of this disease.

H. C. Buck.

Friars Point, Miss.

[Since writing this report, Doctor Buck

informs us that the three ladies recently

returned to New York without a symptom
of sea sickness, although they encountered

a severe storm while at sea. They followed

directions, as to treatment, implicitly.

Doctor Buck's experience with calcium

sulphide as a preventive of sea-sickness is

a good deal like driving out the devil with

Beelzebub. For, there are few remedies

quite as nauseating as are the sulphides.

Certainly, the treatment seems to comply

with the law of similars. Doctor Buck's

report is so positive, however, that the

method undoubtedly is worth trying, both

in sea-sickness and in car-sickness. His

explanation regarding the necessity of

cleaning out the intestinal tract, and estab-

lishing intestinal antisepsis is, of course,

reasonable and correct as far as it goes.

Only, we are afraid that it doesn't go quite

far enough.

The present writer has given little vials

of cactin granules (1-64 gr.) to a number

of patients who carry them in their purses

whenever they have occasion to take a

street car. While, in at least three in-

stances, car-sickness makes its appearance

with deadly certainty unless prevented by

this means, it does not develop whenever

the cactin has been taken. Two of the pa-

tients were enabled also to undertake ocean

voyages without suffering from sea-sick-

ness, simply by Jaking cactin, while on for-

mer occasions they always had been made

miserable by this distressing malady.

Several years ago, the present writer,

during a trip abroad, accompanied the

ship's doctor on his rounds through the

steerage. The doctor had dismissed all pa-

tients with the exception of one poor wom-
an who was so ill that she could not raise

her head. All attempts of the doctor had

been in vain. He declared that the case

was beyond him. He was given, for his
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patient, several tablets of the hyoscine,

morphine, cactin combination with caffeine

and pilocarpine. The first dose was vomit-

ed. After the second dose, one hour later,

the woman rested easy ; and, the next morn-

ing, she was on deck enjoying the beautiful

weather. We are not prepared to say that

the other constituents of the little tablets

contributed greatly to this recovery, al-

though it is probable. Certain it is, in our

opinion, that the cactin equalized the dis-

turbed circulation in such a manner that

the nausea was relieved.

—

Ed.]

LABORATORY AND CLINICAL
TEACHING

Your two editorials in the April issue

of Clinical Medicine are admirable, as

indeed, are most of your editorials.

However, I should like to add a few
words, which, I trust, may be useful. There

are some misapprehensions, today, among
not a few of our younger physicians and

surgeons, which it is well to correct, if

possible. They forget that those who have

preceded them knew, in their day and
generation, relatively as much as is now
known. Further, they had been instructed

by example and experience which, to them,

was personal, and they should simply "car-

ry on," so to speak, the fruit of this knowl-

edge and hope that the younger men might

profit fully by it. In my long hospital

experience, those internes who were most

acceptable to me were most considerate

and attentive ; also, they were the brainiest

ones. They knew, of course, that, practi-

cally, I was not an expert in the latest

laboratory findings and in the technical ap-

plication of the newest, most approved in-

struments made use of in the wards. But,

they knew also that I could tell them

things from my practice that it was desir-

able for them to know. The proof, later,

was that these internes reached the top

of the ladder, professionally. The others,

frequently, fell far short of it. The older

physicians will not be at the top for

many years. Their places will be taken by

others. Then, these physicians will further

appreciate what I am trying now to incul-

cate. It is not essential for one to be an

adept in newest staining processes, methods

of development, manner of making serums

or vaccines, in order to appreciate and es-

timate their curative value in disease. Be-

sides, the clinical observer knows and

recognizes the many errors and mistakes

that are discovered with time and oppor-

tunity and, solely, in this manner.

Are x-ray pictures often interpreted very

wrongly? Are the results of Wassermann
tests to be accepted implicitly? Is blood

pressure, as revealed with the newest in-

struments, always to be relied upon, as in-

dicating the health-outlook of the patient?

I might continue and give multiplied ex-

amples. I purposely refrain.

Another consideration—and a most im-

portant one : Does the prominent special-

ist seek for guidance from the family prac-

titioner? Not much. He thinks that he

knows it all or, if not, that, what he doesn't

know, has little or no value. Hence, he

goes his own road, unassisted and indiffer-

ent. Who is the sufferer? The patient,

alas ! in mind, body and estate. Often, he
is made unduly anxious about what, really,

is trifling disease. Again, he is told to do
things that are, in reality, bad practice and
lead to woeful results. Further, in the end,

he has a bill to pay, that is, time and again,

beyond his resources.

Let it be understood, that the all-around,

careful and conscientious practitioner, can
and will always make proper use of the

specialist's better knowledge about a few
things. But, he desires, and rightly so, that

his patient shall not be deprived wilfully

of what is far more important, as a rule,

to his ultimate welfare; namely, the in-

sight and knowledge that his family's and
his own medical adviser alone can, and

does, have of his personal habits and idio-

syncracies. I take it that every intelligent

man or woman is obliged, at some time, to

select the physician whom he or she will

call upon in time of need and by whom
they will be guided as to the relief of their

ailments, whatever these may be.

Let them then proceed as they probably

would do in regard to financial or business

matters or legal affairs. In these cases,

one selects a man of known integrity, of

experience, of common sense and of hu-

manity in the best sense ; one that will give

the best counsel, or advice, without regard

to personal emolument of any sort—simply

giving the best he knows.

Personally, I believe that it would be to

the great advantage of suffering humanity,
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if ever}' general practitioner had an inde-

pendent income and were not in any sense

influenced by pecuniary returns for his

services. He should, of course, be willing,

and thankful, to accept whatever honora-

rium were accorded to him, but, no bill

should be sent and, provided his patient

were considerate of his time, of his devo-

tion and of the requirements of others

—

he would be thoroughly satisfied. Will you

say Utopia? I trust, not, because it is

truth and, to it, I pin my faith and belief,

after many years of observation and prac-

tice. If anyone gainsays my affirmation,

please, let him answer.

The physician, like the clergyman, should

be above reproach and, unquestionably,

above all thought of worldly advantage or

anything over and beyond that of duty

well done.

Beverley Robixson.

New York City.

[Doctor Robinson's faith in the general

practitioner is the result of his own signal

success in that work. Trained by the prom-

inent clinical teachers of a generation ago,

in Paris, in Philadelphia, in New York, he

has faithfully adhered to the best tradi-

tions of the "craft." His admonitions merit

consideration, just as his example should

be taken to heart and followed by the

younger physicians.

The idea that the physician should be in-

dependent of the monetary returns of his

practice is beautiful. Would that it could

become truth. We can imagine no more

satisfying work, no more joyful occupation,

and vocation, than that of the general prac-

titioner w^ho is free from money worries;

and, this, despite the many unpleasant ex-

periences that even the best of us are not

spared.

Let the general practitioner take heart.

We are convinced that, in time, he will

once more come into his own ; that he will

again be recognized at his full value and

that he will resume the place that is his by

right ; namely the position of the actual

medical advisor, the "teacher" and guar-

dian in health matters. Time will bring it

about that the work of the surgeon, the

eye-, ear-, nose-, and throat man, and of

all the other specialists, however important

it niav be, will be subordinated to that of

the general practitioner who, really, should

stand supreme.

—

Ed.]

THE A. M. A. AND THE ALCOHOL-
AND NARCOTIC-DRUGS PROB-

LEMS

For the first time in many years, a con-

vention of the American Medical Associa-

tion has not received the publicity usually

accorded to the proceedings of this body.

It should be important, however, for the

public to know that, at the session just held

at New Orleans, this body refused to pass

a resolution condemning the use of alcohol

in the treatment of influenza. Neverthe-

less, this fact has been recorded only in the

local journals reporting these proceedings,

although the previous action of the Amer-
ican Medical Association, a few years ago,

in pronouncing alcohol to be of no med-
icinal value whatever and only of use in

the arts, was wudely proclaimed throughout

the country, if not throughout the world.

Likewise, the unanimous condemnation of

compulsory health insurance was a fact of

the greatest importance to the whole med-
ical profession, which has hitherto opposed

this measure although it was fathered and
nurtured by the most powerful influences

in the American Medical Association. This

news should be welcome to the medical pro-

fession of England already under a polit-

ically imposed form of State Medical
Service, and to the English people now
threatened with bone-dry prohibition.

The fact that the Legislature of New
York has just rejected the plan for the

compulsory hospitalization or institutional-

ization of drug addicts, to the exclusion of

every other form of treatment, though fully

presented to the American Medical Asso-
ciation, had no apparent weight with this

body. By condemning the ambulatory

treatment of drug addiction, it, thereby, ap-

proved this plan in its entirety which was
presented to it by the same sponsors whose
recommendations and limitations the New
York Legislature refused to apply to the

fifteen thousand physicians of this State.

How this action will be received, when
known by the 150,000 physicians of the

country, remains to be seen.

In effect, this recommendation implies

the inability of the medical profession or of

the police power of the States to deal with
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the problem of drug addiction without in-

voking the aid of the National Government.

American physicians and surgeons have

heretofore contributed their full share to

the general fund of medical achievement

to the benefit of mankind and to the credit

of their profession. Must it now be admit-

ted that, in the treatment of drug addiction,

the medical profession of this country is so

incompetent or so untrustworthy that the

control and supervision of the importation,

manufacture, distribution and prescribing

of opium and its derivatives must be the

function solely of the United States Gov-

ernment as recommended in the findings

of the Narcotic Committee of the Amer-
ican Medical Association? This commit-

tee has studied this subject only for one

year. It was appointed at the suggestion

and according to the plans laid down by

Dr. Alexander Lambert, of New York, then

just elected President of the American
Medical Association. With the exception

of the author of this plan, none of those

recommending it have had any previous

knowledge whatever of the disease of drug
addiction or any experience in its treat-

ment, either institutional or otherwise.

John P. Davin.

New York City.

THE VALUE OF MILITARY SURGERY
IN CIVILIAN PRACTICE—RE-
SULTS OF ANOCIATION IN
REDUCING MORTALITY

In addressing the 73rd annual meeting of

the Ohio State Medical Association (Jour-

nal O. S. M. A., Sept., 1919, p. 541) George

W. Crile, of Cleveland, emphasized the

value of anociation in reducing operative

mortality.

"The Interallied Surgical Conference,"

said Doctor Crile, "adopted as one of its

conclusions that, in the treatment of

wounded soldiers, the anesthetic of choice

is nitrous-oxide-oxygen combined with lo-

cal anesthesia. Among the evidence offered

in support of this tenet, Surgeon-General

Sir Anthony Bowlby presented the work of

one of the most noted British military

surgeons. Captain Douglas C. Taylor, and
the work of the chief of the anesthetic

service of the British Army, Captain Greg-

ory Marshall. The experience of Captain

Taylor, I am privileged to quote. He has

summed it up as follows: 'Until the sum-
mer of 1917, my colleague, Captain G.

Marshall, invariably gave ether for my lap-

arotomies for gun-shot wounds of the ab-

domen. No series of 100 consecutive cases

showed a recovery rate of much over 50

percent.

" 'During the summer and autumn of

1917, I did 101 laparotomies for abdominal

wounds, and nearly half of them were done

under nitrous oxide and oxygen combined

with infiltration of the abdominal wall with

eucain and novocain. The more serious

cases, that is, those with rapid pulse and

low pressure, were nearly all done by this

method.
" 'Of this series, 27 patients died at the

Casualty Clearing Station, and 74 were

evacuated to the Base. Among the latter,

there have been only two deaths, both from

secondary hemorrhage—one from the kid-

ney and the other from the rectum and but-

tock.'
"

.That means, by the employment of ano-

ciation, Captain Taylor's mortality rate

was reduced from approximately 50 per-

cent to 29 percent.

Captain Marshall has demonstrated that

patients may apparently do well during

ether anesthesia but do badly afterward,

while they do well both during and after

nitrous-oxide-oxygen anesthesia.

The experience, on a large scale, of the

resuscitation teams from the Lakeside Unit,

which served continuously throughout Field

Marshal Haig's great offensives in Flan-

ders, in 1917, during which there were over

800,000 casualties, showed that somewhat

better results were obtained in abdominal

operations if, before the beginning of the

operation, sulificient blood were transfused

to permit a safe performance of the opera-

tion ; and if, again, at the completion of the

operation, an ample amount of blood, up to

750 mils, were given. Furthermore, if a

let-down appeared later, the transfusion

might be repeated. Meanwhile, the ad-

vantages of comfort, rest, warmth, mor-

phine and fluids were added.

The advantages of the nerve-blocking

are further emphasized by Colonel Cabot's

series of 180 amputations of the thigh, one-

half under ether, and one-half under spinal

anesthesia, with a reduction of mortality,

by the use of spinal anesthesia, of 50 per-

cent; while Captain Taylor, by the use of
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nitrous-oxid-oxygen, reduced his mortality

rate for thigh amputations more than 200

percent.

F. H. McMechan.
Avon Lake, Ohio.

LETTERS FROM FRANCE—XXI

The American Fund for French Wounded
has decided to give, as a permanent me-

morial of its work in France during the

four years of war, a completely equipped

endowed hospital to the city of Rheims.

This hospital will have a capacity of 100

beds. The initial cost will be $100,000.

At present, a temporary hospital is being

operated at Rheims, in the Rue Chanzy,

near the cathedral, in conjunction with the

women's Overseas Hospital, for the bene-

fit of returning refugees. The site of the

permanent hospital will be donated by the

Municipality of Rheims.

The city of Rheims was recently visited

by a number of Irish delegates, includ-

ing Ex-Governor Dunn, of Illinois; Mr.

Michael J. Ryan, of Philadelphia, and Mr.

Charles Gavan Duffy. The delegates were

welcomed by Doctor Langlet, the mayor,

and M. Charbonneaux, the deputy-mayor,

with whom they viewed the ruins of the

city and the municipal hospital. Cardinal

LuQon, Archbishop of Rheims, accompanied

them on a visit to the battered cathedral.

Mr. Dunn mentioned that the citizens of

Chicago have formed a committee whose
purpose is, to ensure the restoration of

Rheims, adding that, on his return, he

would acquaint his fellow citizens with the

extent of the devastation wrought there.

At Treves, Evacuation Hospital No. 12

has been closed and the patients have been

transferred to No. 19, while No. 13, in the

City of Luxembourg, is now packing its

stores and equipment ready for return to

the S. O. S. before June 15. [1919.—Ed.]

The Director-General of the League of

Red Cross Societies, Sir David Henderson,

announces the appointment of Colonel Rich-

ard P. Strong, Ikledical Corps, U. S. A., as

Acting Director of the Bureau of Hygiene
and Public Health of the League. During
the war. Colonel Strong served in Serbia,

*It is to be kept in mind that this letter was
written several months ago.—Ed.

in 1915, as Director of the American Red
Cross and International Sanitary Commis-
sions, in connection with the suppression of

typhus. As a member of the American Ex-
peditionary Forces, he was associated with

the Department of Infectious Diseases,

Chief-Surgeon's Office. He is a member of

the Inter-Allied Sanitary Commission and

has directed the American Commission's

research-investigation on trench-fever. The
Director-General also announces the ap-

pointment of Mr. W. Frank Persons, Di-

rector of Development, as Acting Assistant

to the Director-General. Mr. Persons was
formerly Director of the Department of

Home Service at the national headquarters

of the American Red Cross in Washington.

Eight nurses of the American Red Cross

were decorated recently by King Alexander

of Greece with the medal of Military Merit,

for their work in fighting the typhus-epi-

demic in IMacedonia. These eight nurses

are : Miss Sara Addison, of Baltimore, Md.

;

Miss Marie Glauber, of Chicago, 111. ; Miss

Alma Harts, of Davenport, Iowa; Miss

Isabelle Martin, of San Francisco, Calif.;

Miss Emily Porter, of Bridgeport, Conn.;

Miss Clarissa Blakeslee, of Drexel Hill,

Pa.; Miss Edith Glenn, of Bristol, Pa.;

Miss Florence Stone, of Plainfield, N. J.

One of the nurses, Miss Blakeslee, was,

herself, stricken with typhus during the epi-

demic, but, is entirely recovered. In mak-
ing the presentation. King Alexander spoke

of the ravages of typhus in Macedonia and

registered his gratitude to his American
Allies for their work in combating it. Ad-
dressing the nurses and the general staff

of the American Red Cross Balkan Mis-

sion, the King said:

"I want to thank you all for what you

have done for Greece and for humanity in

your work in Macedonia. First, you saved

from starvation tens of thousands of

Greeks that were repatriated from Bulgaria

after the armistice. Then your doctors and

nurses extinguished the typhus-epidemic,

which was threatening Greece and all the

Near East, from the Greek Islands of the

Aegean. You fed and clothed thousands;

you stamped out typhus and other diseases

among thousands of Greek refugees from

Asia Minor. I shall always remember with

gratitude what the American people have

done through you in our hour of need. I
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bid you today, on your departure for Rou-
mania, goodbye and good luck."

After the ceremony, the American Min-
ister presented to the King two members of

the Red Cross Mission, Major Burke C.

Hamihon, of Goshen, N. Y., and Major
Robert Bruce Wallace, of Cleveland, Ohio.

Lieut. Harry C. Bates, chairman of the

Sorbonne scholarship finance-committee,

has addressed the following open letter to

American army students in Paris.

"At a recent conference of representa-

tives of American Army students at all

French universities, the plan already for-

mulated by our student council, to offer

scholarships for French students in Ameri-
can universities for the scholastic year

1919-1920, as a memorial of our stay in

France, was enthusiastically adopted and
extended to cover a joint effort by alll

American students in France.

"The aim is, to raise among the 5,800

students a French scholarship-fund. This

sum," reads the report of the conference,

"will be turned over to the French Minis-

ter of Education, who will dispose of it in

the form of fourteen scholarships for the

year 1919-1920. These scholarships are to

go, so far as practicable, to one representa-

tive from each French university that have
been attended by American Army students.

These representatives will be men, and, so

far as practicable, men that have served in

the great war or sons of such men and
are in need of financial assistance. Any
American university may be selected by the

winners of these scholarships."

The support of every student is necessary

to the success of this plan. You probably

believe that we should leave a memorial

of our stay in France
;
you wish to show

your appreciation of French hospitality;

you wish to help to promote the mutual

exchange of students between France and
the United States. If all or any of these

objects appeal to you or if you simply wish

to see this project successfully carried

through, then obey that impulse and sub-

scribe."

The Vilgrain booths have done a certain

amount of useful work in lowering food-

prices in Paris. Unfortunately, the enter-

prise, which is a government venture, is not

of a nature to insure a permanent drop in

prices. The Paris Municipal Council, fore-

seeing that a general rise is inevitable, un-

less something radical is done to check
this tendency, purposes to try a scheme in-

volving the institution of a Central Muni-
cipal Purchasing Office. A report on the

project has been submitted by the Prefect

of the Seine Department. The food thus

purchased would be retailed at cost-price.

It is not suggested that the scheme shall be

a permanent one, but, that it be kept in oper-

ation as long as necessary. The Union of

Wineshop- and Eating-House-Keepers has

already protested against the Municipality's

proposal. It was scarcely necessary to in-

dicate in this way those who profit by the

present inflated prices.

Major-General John F. O'Ryan, on be-

half of the members of the 27th Division,

bestowed a gold metal on Elsie Janis, the

actress, at a special performance at the

Globe Theater, on Wednesday night. The
medal is a laurel-leaf surmounted by a Mal-

tese Cross, with the words: "To Captain

Elsie Janis, in loving and grateful apprecia-

tion from the New York boys of the

A. E. F." Miss Janis tried hard not to

cry, but, was unsuccessful, and said through

tears : "It's all wrong my getting a medal
for having enjoyed the best time in my
life."

RED CROSS NOTES

Poland Op^ns Seven New Bacteriologi-

cal Laboratories.—At the beginning of the

war, all of Poland's bacteriologists were

conscripted into military service by the

nations to whom their particular parts of

Poland happened to belong. For five years,

these men were required to do medical or

surgical work for their hated masters and

were forced to neglect their laboratory

pursuits. But, at last, they are back in

the service of their own country and are

working in their chosen field of scientific

endeavor. Seven diagnostic laboratories,

with such equipment and supplies as it is

not possible to obtain in Poland, have been

turned over to them by the American Red
Cross and, in the fight against typhus and
other epidemic diseases which is now being

carried on in that country, their return

home is of the utmost importance.

When these men first returned, Poland

—

at last a free nation—was without labora-

tories and without bacteriologists. Those
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who returned had lost step with the times,

they had fallen behind in their five years

of military service. So, their government

invited them to the "reviewing school" at

the University of Lwow, or Lemberg.

where they got back on familiar grounds,

regained their old skill of eye and hand,

and absorbed all the new things that the

scientific world had evolved since the clos-

ing of their shops. Now, with American

autoclaves, microscopes, centrifuges, stills,

dyeing ovens and test tubes they are once

more at work in the service of their coun-

try, in the laboratories, which have been

set up for refugee work at Pinsk, Lwow,

'

Wladiwice, Wilno, Kielce, Lublin and

Minsk.

Chlorinated Highballs for Polish Sol-

diers.—The beverage with which the A.

E. F. was long familiar, the "chlorinated

highball," will soon be extensively drunk

by the Polish troops under Generals Pil-

sudski and Haller. But it isn't as intoxi-

cating as it sounds, for, it doesn't come out

of a cask or a bottle or even a little stoae

jug. It comes out of a waterproof fabric

bag with faucets around the bottom, known
to the soldiers as the doughboy's lifesaver

and to medical men as the Lyster bag.

Slow evaporation through the canvas, when
the bag is hung out of doors, keeps the

water cool, and a tube of calcium hypoch^.o-

rite broken into it makes it safe for drink-

ing.

Last summer, the Polish army called

upon the American Red Cross for assistance

in improving health conditions in its camps
and militarj' centers. Purification of drink-

ing water is something that has never

before been practiced in the Polish army.

The troops were dependent upon whatever

natural water supply was at hand and were

thus exposed to infection. As a first step

in starting health improvements, the Red
Cross pointed out the advantages of the

Lyster bag and, following this suggestion.

Polish chemists made tests of its action

and indorsed it highly.

As a result, the Minister of Health or-

dered 20,000 of these bags, together with

the necessary ampules, for use in army
camps, and at civilian refugee centers.

The American Red Cross recently an-

nounced the appointment of five American

delegates to the first meeting of the Gen-
eral Council, League of Red Cross Socie-

ties, at Geneva, Switzerland.

The delegates are : Willoughby G. Wall-

ing of Chicago, vice-chairman of the Cen-
tral Committee of the American Red Cross;

Otis H. Cutler of New York, formerly

manager of the Insular and Foreign Di-

vision ; Mrs. William K. Draper of New
York, vice-chairman of the New York
County chapter and formerly chairman of

the Woman's Advisory Committee ; Sam-
uel Mather, Cleveland, former member of

the Central Committee; and Eliot Wads-
worth of Boston, member of the Central

Committee.

Henry P. Davison, formerly chairman of

the War Council of the American Red
Cross and now chairman of the Board of

Governors of the World League, is accom-

panying the delegates.

To Promote Public Health.—The meet-
ing was to open in Geneva on March 2, to

continue one week, and is expected to

prove of far-reaching importance in in-

ternational health promotion. World
problems concerning improvement of

health and prevention of disease, means of

increasing the membership, resources and
effectiveness of National Red Cross Soci-

eties and methods of organizing and using

these for peacetime service are to be dis-

cussed. Twenty-nine other powers have
been invited to send delegates from their

national Red Cross societies. All these are

members of the League and, besides the

United States, include Argentina, Austra-

lia, Belgium, Brazil, Canada, Czecho-Slo-

vakia, China, Cuba, Denmark, England,

France, Greece, Holland, India, Italy, Ja-

pan, New Zealand, Norway, Peru, Poland,

Portugal, Rumania, Serbia, South Africa,

Spain, Switzerland, Sweden, Uruguay, and
Venezuela.

The creation of the League of Red Cross

Societies was the direct result of the uni-

versal desire to preserve for the benefit

of all mankind the spirit and effectiveness

developed by the Red Cross during the

World War. Upon the initiative of the

United States, Great Britain, France, Italy

and Japan, leading health experts from the

various countries were called together at

Cannes last April. Investigation showed

the health-need to be an imperative one,

and accordingly the League was organized
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at Paris, May 5, 1919, and Geneva was
named as the seat of the League.

American Society Foremost.—The Amer-
ican Red Cross is recognized as the leader

of the League of Red Cross Societies, as

evidenced by the selection of Henry P.

Davison as chairman of the Board of Gov-

ernors and the appointment of nine other

Americans to important posts.

Poland was the first scene of the League's

activity and the report of the commission

sent there showed that the blight of typhus

which was ravaging Poland might reach

Western Europe, England and even Ameri-

ca unless effective measures to combat it

were taken.

Five national Red Cross societiec acted

at once. The American Red Cross, which

was already maintaining a large relief com-

mission in Poland, enlarged and accelerat-

ed its campaign against typhus. The
French, Spanish, Portuguese and Ruma-
nian Red Cross societies brought the recom-

mendations of the mission to the attention

of their governments for action and con-

tributed considerable sums of money and

supplies toward the fight against the dis-

ease.

The American Red Cross has been pre-

paring information regarding its peace-

time program at home and overseas for

presentation at the March meeting of the

General Council.

MATERNAL IMPRESSION AGAIN

In Clinical Medicine for February,

page 120, appears an article from Dr. W.
S. Cline, of Woodstock, Va., on maternal

impressions.

Seventy-five years ago, wells were sunk

through rock, by hand-drills in which ordi-

nary blasting powder was used as an ex-

plosive. At a point several feet below the

surface, a charge did not explode. When
the digger attempted to remove the tamp-

ing, an explosion occurred which tore off

the integument of his entire left breast,

leaving an unusual wound, more than a

foot square, of jagged, blackened shreds

of flesh.

A bystander, and neighbor, assisted in

rendering first aid. On his return home,

he related the horrible circumstances to

his wife, who was supposed to be three

months pregnant. His story produced a

profound shock from which she fainted.

In due time, her baby was born and, on

its left breast, there was an exact replica

of the wound on the well-digger, as large

as a man's hand. The child survived and,

at the age of thirty-five the writer deliv-

ered her of a perfectly well-formed babe.

Her first inquiry was, "Is the child all

right ?" Being answered in the afifirma-

time, she related these circumstances and

permitted an examination of her breast

which still bore the marks of her birth in

a knotted, blackened condition of her left

breast.

This lady is still living and the condi-

tion is still apparent.

Do you call this chance?

U. V. Williams,

Frankfort, Ky,

A FIVE WEEKS' BATTLE WITH THE
FLU WITHOUT A SCRATCH

The influenza visited this locality last

winter with a prevalence and severity here-

tofore little thought of by our people. In

a short time, nearly our entire rural popu-

lation was attacked. Working night and

day, for five weeks, with little time to

eat or sleep, each doctor made a supreme

effort to take care of his regular patrons:

others generally applied in vain.

Practically all types of the disease oc-

curred, but, the respiratory and gastrointes-

tinal forms were most common. Uncom-
plicated cases of the ordinary, or respira-

tory, form, often with a temperature of

104°, responded quickly to treatment. Re-

lapses of the gastrointestinal type, either

alone or associated with pneumonia, fre-

quently sent the temperature up to 105°,

or over, and, when associated with uncon-

trolled pneumonia, they were very danger-

ous.

Albuminuria complicated many of these

cases and the clinical picture resembled

that of typhoid; indeed, they constituted,

probably the socalled typhoidal form of the

disease.

My treatment of the respiratory affection

consisted of calomel-laxative and coaltar

combinations and acetylsalicylic acid; in the

gastrointestinal form, calomel laxatives, the

sulphocarbolates (Abbott's) and bismuth.

In severe cases of this kind, enemas were

given every two to four hours, and turpen-
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tine stupes were applied to the abdomen if

the kidneys were not disturbed. Strych-

nine was given, as necessary, to maintain

the tonicity of the myocardium in virtu-

ally all forms and combinations of the dis-

ease.

Pneumonia was treated with calomel

laxatives and combinations containing the

coaltars which I have used successfully

for more than a quarter of a century.

Not one of my patients died from influenza

or its complications.

I have not yet given the profession the

formulas of my coaltar combinations, for

the reason that the coaltars have been dis-

carded and condemned by virtually all

authors, and I feared that they would not

be given a fair trial. Therefore. I believed

it to be in the interest of scientific medicine

that they be tried out thoroughly in my
own hands -first, and. for this purpose, I

would gladly go quietly to any hospital in

the United States.

If a practical, scientific and successful

treatment could be given an official and

authoritative status, it might become gener-

allv used, and, in that case, would result

in saving many lives annually. Like most

of its predecessors, Doctor DaCosta's

1919 "Handbook of Medical Treatment",

offers no active and controlling medication

for this disease. This certainly seems as-

tounding to a doctor who expects hh
medicine to control the incipient pneumonic

process within twenty-four hours. Ob-

viously, a hepatized lung cannot be cleaned

up quickly with medicine, but, fortunately

(for my patients, at least), there is a pre-

hepatization stage of several hours' dura-

tion.

My treatment seems to have a beneficial

effect, even if it be given during the first

stage of hepatization. This treatment had

an accidental, though crude, beginning

nearly thirty years ago, and was perfected

during the following twenty years, but,

for ten years, it has not been materially

changed.

I use the cotton-batting jacket, which is.

in my opinion, the best all-around local

application in use. It is simple, safe and
efficient, inexpensive and convenient.

I never hear of a man dying of pneumonia
without feeling that, could I have man-
aged his case at the beginning, he would

still be performing his social functions

here instead of "over there."

B. Clyne.

Yale, Michigan.

[Doctor Clyne is what every practitioner

should be, a confident and able therapeu-

tist. Evidently, he has found that he can

accomplish certain things by means of

drugs in the direction of correcting per-

verted physiological processes (usually

called "pathological") ; that he can, thus,

aid nature in her attempt to right physical

wrongs; in short, that he can practice

medicine.

We confess our desire to learn the for-

mulas of those coaltar combinations that

Doctor Clyne has employed to advantage

for so many years. We ourselves dis-

pense—though hardly ever prescribe—ace-

tanilid, usually in combination, and, many
times, we were struck with the prompt
action that we secured from this so

severely condemned remedy.

We do not share in the uncritical habit

of many physicians who unconditionally

oppose coaltar products. Many of them
are of distinct value—as we have said re-

peatedly. Rightly used, they aid in con-

trolling fever and pain, two serious symp-

toms that are the very ones causing the

patients to consult us. We are not writ-

ing an apology for coaltar products and

can not here enter into particulars. How-
ever, we are convinced from our own per-

sonal experience that Doctor Clyne is justi-

fied in employing these remedies.

—

Ed.]

THE FAITH OF A GRAIN OF
MUSTARD SEED

Some doctors are of the opinion that

pneumonia is a self-limited disease and that

little can be done for it. Just a word as

to its appearance to me.

Some ten years ago, when it was proper

to use 50 to 60-grain doses of quinine, in

pneumonia, I tried that, associated with

much counterirritation over the chest, hot

drinks and a good cathartic, followed by

an expectorant, and. my patients got along

nicely. Then, I tried 10-grain doses of

Dover's powder, with the rest of the treat-

ment as described, and that worked very

well. I have tried the defervescent combi-

nation with the free catharsis, hot appli-

cations to chest and expectorants, and that
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works nicely. In babies, the use of cam-
phorated oil or something similar, rubbed

into the chest wall until the skin is red, be-

ing repeated every two hours, together with

a cathartic and iodized lime, works nicely.

/ conclude that heat, counterirritation of
chest wall, profuse sweating, and free ca-

tharsis, shortened the disease; the tempera-

ture dropping by lysis. I have the faith of

a grain of mustard seed that I can help

and, so can you.

I have just seen a man of 61. On April

7, he had a chill, with temperature at 103

degrees. Pain in left side posteriorly. Pipe-

stem arteries. On April 8, there was con-

solidation of the left lower lobe posteriorly,

with much prune-juice expectoration. April

9, the temperature was normal. April 10,

with the pulse at 60, no dullness could be

found on percussion. The treatment had
been, free sweating, application of ground
mustard paste, free catharsis and an ex-

pectorant. For stimulation, strychnine.

An easy case ? Try this. On January
of this year, I was called to see a man of

62, who had been ailing a year. The systolic

blood pressure was 100; the diastolic, 60.

There was swelling of legs and feet. This

man had influenza with purulent bronchitis.

Four weeks after, I was called at 8 a. m.

There had been severe pain, since 2 a. m.,

in the left side; pleuropneumonia. The
wife started using hot plates at once—the

faith of a grain of mustard seed. I rein-

forced her treatment with full-strength

mustard paste, hot drinks with whisky, and

enough morphine to control the severe

pain. Also, I made him sweat freely and
stimulated with strychnine. The room
temperature was kept at 75 degrees or

thereabouts, with warm fresh air. I don't

believe that you can sweat a person in a

cold room to advantage. This patient re-

covered so that he is walking around.

Still easy? Try this. During the epi-

demic of 1918, I was called to see a young
man of 25 who had had influenza for one

week and developed lobar pneumonia a

day or two before. The temperature was
104.5 degrees F., the bowels were distend-

ed. Treatment : physiological-saline en-

emas each hour until a bowel movement
was secured. Thorough sweat. In 12

hours, the fever temperature broke to 102

degrees F. and did not again go above that

for the rest of the illness. Hot applications

were made to the chest. This patient was

delirious for ten days. The temperature

came down by lysis. He received mild ex-

pectorants and stimulation by means of

whisky and strychnine. Of course, I kept

the rooms warm. Anything hard about

that treatment?

Moral. When you find pneumonia, don't

throw up your hands and surrender; just

fight and have the faith of a grain of mus-
tard seed that you can and will win. You
will surprise yourself as I was pleasantly

surprised this morning.

F. B. Spengler.

Baldwinsville, N. Y.

THE ORIGIN OF IODIZED CALCIUM

In an article on pneumonia, in the April

number of Clinical Medicine, T. C.

Estes has this to say: "When Abbott origi-

nated iodized calcium, he accomplished one

of the greatest acts in his life." Now, the

fact is, Abbott did not originate iodized

calcium. Some fifty odd years ago, when

I was a young practitioner, I took the

Boston Journal of Chemistry, published by

James R. Nichols, a manufacturing chem-

ist of Boston, and, I will say in passing,

that this was an excellent publication and

was a great help to me. I bought many
goods of Mr. Nichols, and, among other

thiings, I bought iodiized calcium. Mr.

Nichols took pains to explain in his jour-

nal just what iodized calcium was and that

it was not to be confounded with iodide of

calcium. This was the first I ever heard of

iodized calcium and I believe that- Mr.

Nichols was its originator. This was be-

fore Abbott's time. Abbott has done much
to popularize a very excellent remedy, but

I hardly think he would claim to be its

originator.

H. P. Vosburgh.

Halsey Valley, N. Y.

[This interesting historical information

is quite correct. "Nichols' iodized cal-

cium" was in use a generation ago, as

Doctor Vosburgh says. It was manufac-

iured by Billings, Clapp and Company, of

Boston, Massachusetts, under the name
"brown iodide of lime," which was sharply

distinguished, of course, from the iodide of

calcium of the U. S. Dispensatory.

The first mention of Doctor Abbott's

connection with this remedy, we find in The
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Alkaloidal Clinic, for 1897 (May, p. 264),

in which there is an article by Dr. Zophar

Case, of Warrensburg, Missouri, who had

depended upon this meritorious remedy for

a long time, and for whom The Abbott Al-

kaloidal Company had prepared tablets of

the "brown iodide of lime," containing 1/3

grain each.

The 1897 price list of The Abbott Al-

kaloidal Company does not list the rem-

edy. However, it is referred to in the

colored insert listing recent additions. At

first, it was called iodized lime. The desig-

nation "calcidin." which is a trade name,

was not adopted until later, first reference

to it being found in the price list of The
Abbott Alkaloidal Company for 1904. and

in The Alkaloidal Clinic for the same
year. However, in the preceding volume of

The Clinic, numerous articles had been

published commenting upon the splendid re-

sults obtained from the free use of "iod-

ized calcium," or, the "brown iodide of

lime," by many physicians.

While, thus. Doctor Abbott can not, and

does not, lay claim to having originated

iodized calcium, it certainly was through

his agency that this remarkable remedy

was called to the attention of physicians

far more widely than had been the case

before. Furthermore, there is no doubt

about it that many children, whom their

attending physicians succeeded, with the aid

of iodized calcium, to carry happily

through an attack of croup, would have

succumbed to that terrible enemy of child-

hood, if it had not been for this remedy
which, while not originated, was intro-

duced by Doctor Abbott.

—

Ed.]

CALCIUM SULPHIDE IN DIPH-
THERIA

In your Journal, for April, there is an

article entitled "Calcium Sulphide and Iod-

ized Calcium," in which Doctor Gray is

highly complimented for using calcium sul-

phide in smallpox. For the past twelve

years, I have used this remedy successfully

in preventing and aborting smallpox and.

also, measles; further, in one family, I

used it successfully in preventing and
aborting diphtheria. In a Negro family,

where there were three children and two
of whom had the disease, the membrane
disappeared and convalescence set in

twenty-four hours after I began adminis-

tering the remedy, while the third child did

not have a symptom of the disease, not-

withstanding the fact that they were all

in a one-room Negro house with very bad
sanitary conditions.

H. C. Buck.

Friars Point, Miss.

[Doctor Buck's success with calcium sul-

phide in the treatment of diphtheria is in

full agreement with that of the French

physicians who introduced that drug in

therapeutics. While as long ago as 1830.

Doctor Messerschmidt had employed cal-

cium sulphide in the treatment of diph-

theria, it was not until 1873 that Doctor

Nerat, of Paris, had granules of this rem-

edy prepared by M. Charles Chanteaud.

According to the "Textbook of Alkaloid-

al Therapeutics," by Doctors Waugh and

Abbott, (second edition, 1907, p. 123), the

remarkable power exerted over diphtheria

by calcium sulphide is a discovery which

the world owes to Fontaine, of Bar-sur-

Seine, whose first communication on the

subject appeared in 1875.

We have before us two French pamph-

lets on the subject of calcium sulphide,

one by Dr. Albert Salivas, published in

1898, and the other by Dr. Gabriel Viaud,

published in 1900, both of which report

upon experimental and clinical investiga-

tions concerning the antiseptic and antibac-

terial action of calcium sulphide which

was used with success in diphtheria, mem-
branous croup, croup, whooping cough,

scrofula, tuberculosis, typhoid fever and

many other bacterial diseases.

It is interesting, at times, to look back

upon the history of valuable remedies, and

we hope that this brief historical note may
prove acceptable to our readers.

—

Ed.]

;o]E
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A DEPARTMENT OF GOOD MEDICINE AND GOOD CHEER FOR THE WAYFARING DOCTOR

Conducted by GEORGE F. BUTLER. A. M.. M. D.

The Art of Right Living
Common-Sense Comments on Health, Happiness and Longevity

3. Play

ONE of the most important, as it is

one of the hardest, lessons for the

busy man to learn is, to play. "All work

and no play makes Jack a dull boy." More

men have been killed by the negative in-

fluence of lack of play than by the positive

effect of excessive M^ork. Of all things, the

busy man should give up the senseless and

wearing habit of revolving in his mind, in

the evening and during his spare time,

the matters that have occupied him during

the day. A certain brand of tobacco used

to be advertised with the epigrammatic

advice, "If smoking such and such tobacco

interferes with your business, quit your

business." Of course, the admonition is

absurdly overdrawn, yet, it has a grain of

sound philosophy in it, too, which is, that

it is just as important that business should

not be allowed to interfere with play as

that play should not be allowed to interfere

with business.

Play is a form of rest—if properly in-

dulged. If improperly indulged, it becomes

labor, poisonous exertion, drudgery, doing

harm rather than good. It is as bad for

the body or any of its members to be over-

strained in play as in work ; in the excite-

ment of rivalry of play, the line of demark-

ation between benefit and injury is, very

often overleaped. The basic definition of

play is, "To engage in some exercise for the

sake of amusement." Here, the word would
seem to mean what is does not mean, for

"amusement" is that which amuses or pleas-

urably engages the mind. So, "play" has

come to mean many different things, from
music to gambling. Whenever, however, in

any amusement, you are interested, chiefly

in some advantage to be won, you have
passed from the amusement of play to the

amusement of work. In playing, it is not

necessary that it be purposeful. One should

let himself "go" now and then and just

frolic. All that is necessary to learn about

play is, to understand that all play is good
if indulged in moderation and at reasonable

times. Work, play, rest, should balance.

Rowing, running, golf, tennis, all sports

that will take us where there is good air

and sunshine, and force us to exert our

bodies to the point of taking deep breaths,

are beneficial. Indoors,, light reading when
the mind is weary ; card'- playing and other

frivolous amusements are sometimes good.

The all-important requisite is, to maintain

a playfulness of spirit which is quite inde-

pendent of external aids. You can learn,

even, to have fun with yourself, letting

your imagination play all kinds of pranks.

Play is recreation, refreshing and lighten-

ing the monotony of life. Change of work
is not recreation enough for the intense

worker of today. The mind and will must
be emptied of all seriousness and purpose,

and relaxation .should be sought in romp
and frolic.

The place and inspiration of a man's play

should be, par excellence, his home, al-

though, sometimes, it is better to get ut-

terly away from your family and all fa-

miliar things and peoples, to play alone or

with new-made friends or comparative

strangers.

Home, however, should represent to a

man the highest type' of play—the unbend-

ing and relaxing of his faculties in frank

and loving sociability. And, it is this ele-
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nient in his life, typified by his home and
for the most part afforded by his home,
that I urge upon my readers and patients to

deHberately cultivate, thus adding many
years to their physical lives and untold

blessings to their minds and hearts.

Learn How to Live!

The deepest-rooted cause of disease is,

that overworking of the brain and over-

excitement of the nervous system, which
are the necessary consequences of their

intense activity. Hence, nervous prostra-

tion, nervous dyspepsia, consumption,
Bright's disease, and innumerable other
maladies. In a word, the American often
ivorks himself to death.

Play is the great harmoniser of the hu-
man faculties overstrained and made in-

harmonious by labor. It is the agency
that keeps alive and in healthy activity the

faculties and sympathies zuhich work fails
to use or helps to repress. It is the con-
servator of moral, mental, and physical
health.

The life of the present day is lived at

fever heat. Life is literally a battle, and
men are falling by hundreds in the thick

of the fight; they go stumbling on, robbing
themselves of sleep and rest and play, till

they break down into an insane asylum or
into the grave.

Let us abate something, at least, of our
devotion to the almighty dollar, and regard
the world as something better than a huge
workshop in which we are to toil and moil
unceasingly, till death stops the hmnan
machine. Let us learn how to play.

We want to diminish the amount of sub-

merged "busy" work and to expunge all

desperate and hopeless work; we want to

see fun and games playing through it, as
heat lightning plays through heavy clouds.

Let us give play, recreation, and the

other popular arts their proper place beside

the fine arts, and avoid the common error
which degrades play to a medical instru-

ment.

The aim of life is, to produce the perfect

man; so, one must watch over one's in-

tegrity of mind and body.

The way to live long is, to live wisely,

and especially to be moderate in all things.

All pleasures are lawful that don't end

in making us feel sorry.

4. Rest

'AN'S body is so constituted that it

must have periods of repose. Rest

is as necessary as food, after a hard day's

mental or physical work. Effective activ-

ity is based on its intervals of rest. Much
of our fatigue and ineffective work often

is caused by unnecessary tension and waste

effort. Use only the force needed for the

successful accomplishment of your task.

Avoid all unnecessary strain. Do not use

the whole body in a piece of work that re-

quires only the exercise of some special

part.

When you rest, keep still; when you

move, move with that part of the body

that is needed. Do not waste your strength

by walking with your arms and face as

well as your legs. If circumstances force

an unusual and fatiguing amount of exer-

tion upon 3'ou, break it now and then by

periods of absolute rest. A minute or two

of quiet, with eyes closed, with your ten-

sion relaxed and the gearing of the ma-
chinery thrown off for the moment, will

help and refresh you greatly. You must
learn to rest your mind as you do your

muscles. The habit of mental relaxation

is as necessary as that of muscular re-

laxation. Acquire the habit. You can

do it.

One of the most essential principles of

efficient, successful work is, to know when
to stop. The most efficient person is the

one who works only when at his best and

quits at the first signs of fatigue.

Efficient work requires close and con-

tinuous attention. InabihTy to give close

attention to the work in hand is Nature's

warning that the fatigue point has been

reached. Persistent failure to heed these

symptoms usually marks the beginning of

nervous exhaustion with all its attendant

evils. The vital functions all are affected

by fatigue, producing a condition of low
vitalitv in the organism and making it verv
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susceptible to all forms of disease. The

tired man loses his self-control, his judg-

ment, his sense of proportion. Fatigue is so

far-reaching in its effects that it influences

the power to live up to moral principles.

You must realize that it is better to regu-

late your daily tasks with some regard for

your nervous system than to buiden your-

self with nerve-racking work for weeks

and months until you are forced to take a

rest. You should make it a rule to rest a

little after every important task accom-

plished, particularly after you have gone

through a severe nervous strain.

When the time comes to rest, do so in

fact, not merely in name. The power of

perfect, child-like relaxation must be cul-

tivated in order perpetually to renew the

body. When this is acquired, you will get

as much rest in a few minutes of quiet

as many get out of "several hours' sleep.

To relax for a few minutes during the day

is, often, very refreshing. Fatigue and
rest must balance. If you rest too much,

you are not going to get strong. If you
work too hard, physically or mentally, you
will go to waste. Activity is life; stag-

nation is death. Learn to balance ! When
man learns the art of wholesome living,

the recuperative power of intelligent rest

and the rejuvenative power of contented

thought, that "tired feeling" will disappear

and he will be filled with energy, enthusi-

asm, peace and happiness. Only by daily,

harmonious use of all one's being—facul-

ties, functions, senses, muscles—can one
earn the right to prolonged possession of
them.

Learn How To Live!

In all likelihood, the man who toils and
moils at business, without rest, relaxation

and enjoyment, through the best years of

life, with the hope of retiring at last and
making the evening of life all holiday, all

play, never will retire, except into an un-

timely grave.

To demonstrate life in its richest and

brightest aspects, learn to rest like a child.

The men of iron frames and lignum-vi-

tae nerves, of muscles zvrought of the heart

of oak, of giant energy and herculean en-

durance, are the very men who presume

upon the inexhaustibility of their physical

capital and soonest become bankrupt in

vitality.

No man can be truly happy who cannot

contentedly sit still when circumstances re-

lease his pozuers front labor, and zvho docs

not reckon among the rewards of labor a

peacefid repose.

To reconcile health with perpetual zvork,

however ingeniously varied, demands, not,

a human constitution, not even that of a

Hercules, but, one of oak or iron.

Fatigue, zvhich is not recovered from

after a night's rest, is incompatible with

the leading of a normal, efficient, whole-

some, and happy life.

The mind that never rests invariably is

full of freaks and caprices. The mind that

has no repose shows its dependence and its

lack of self-control.

A strenuous life, unaccompanied by a

right proportion of rest and relaxation, is

the inevitable forerunner of depleted nerves

and broken health.

Cultivate the power of dropping from the

memory all that is useless and undesirable.

Let go and quietly rest after a hard day's

work.

5. Sleep

GOOD sleep is absolutely essential to

good health. Broken, irregular sleep,

if long continued, is bound to result in

nervous and physical breakdown. Dif-

ferent people require different amounts of

sleep, but, there are few who can keep

healthy and do their best work on less

than eight hours' sleep in the twenty-four.

Continuous curtailing of the sleep, even if

it be slight, is more serious than the occa-

sional loss of many hours. It renders the

mind" very heavy and sluggish ; it makes one

irritable and impatient, and greatly dimin-

ishes the power of good work. Sleep must

be natural, dreamless, restful. Such a

sleep can not be produced by drugs ; neith-

er will it come to the man who eats and

drinks to excess late at night. The active

business or professional man who loses

sleep or who does not get good sleep, and
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who eats, drinks, and smokes to excess, is

breeding a bunch of trouble that is bound

to overtake him sooner or later, almost in-

variably about middle life or soon after.

The irregular life of the society man or

the man about town can not be combined

with that of the strenuous business man,
with impunity. Drugs and stimulants

won't help you. You can not drug your-

self into society or business.

By the aid of sleep, we recover the

energy we have used for the day, and ac-

tually accumulate and store up energy. The
foolish man tires out his mind and body

and then resorts to drugs to get to sleep.

He is a slave to his conscious mind; he

depends on his body with its cerebrospi-

nal system that tires and wears out easily.

The wise man, whether he be energetic or

slow, depends on his superconscious mind
which he opens to all elevating influences.

It is he who lives the real life, whether it

be short or long. And, if you could know
his mind, his inner life of thought, you

would find that he never allowed mundane
matters to interfere greatly with the

amount of rest, including sleep, that he

had learned to be necessary for his good
health.

On going to bed at night, after taking

breathing exercises, you should under-

stand, first of all, that it is wrong to at-

tempt to force sleep, for, that will prevent

you from sleeping, if anything will. It

will make you anxious, and anxiety is death

to sleep. Just assume a natural, easy posi-

tion in the bed and give yourself up to the

soothing influence of the night. The super-

conscious will do the rest, in ordinary

circumstances. But, if sleep should not

come at once, don't worry. A variety of

reasons for sleeplessness may exist ; how-
ever, they mostly resolve themselves into

one, namely, a tendency to think instead of

casting all thought from the mind. After a

little practice, yon can learn to submit

yourself to rest without thought, leaving

everything to the superconscious mind.

Outdoor sleeping is preferable, but, in

any case, plenty of fresh air is impera-

tive. The bed-clothing should be light and

porous, yet sufficient to keep the body

warm. A good mattress and a pillow not

too high are essential. When you waken
in the morning, you may lie a moment, get-

ting used to the change from sleep, and

then you should get up. Do not lie there

dozing. Dozing in bed in the morning

often will be enough to set the tone for

an entire day of weariness. You would do

better to get up even^if you do not feel

fully rested. You will sleep the surer and

the better for it during the coming night.

Learn How to Live!

Teach yourself that sleep is a duty, that

it is not an accident, an incident or a bit

of good fortune; and you will be able to

resist the temptation to carry- on the busi-

ness of the day in the hours of the night,

—hours that are reserved for a very differ-

ent affair.

If in hours which ought to be hours of

rest zve allow the mind to brood over griev-

ances, to dwell on difficulties, to harass it-

self with cares, and grieve over suffering

and sorrow, we shall find leisure even

more exhausting than work.

It is futile to expect that a fretful, im-

patient and over-anxious frame of mind,

continuing through the day and every day,

zvill suddenly be replaced at night by the

placid and comfortable mental state which

shall insure a restful sleep.

He who would sleep at night must regu-

late his day by not undertaking more than

he can accomplish without undue stress,

and, second, by carrying through what he

does undertake without undue solicitude,

anxious doubts and morbid fears.

When you retire for the night, you are

not to ask yourself whether the day has

been a good day or a bad day. You are

not to review the past or look forward into

the future.^ You should empty your mdnd

of all conscious thought.

You must sleep well if you mean to work

zvell. You must have body and mind in

good working order; and, they will not be in

good working order unless you sleep regu-

larly, steadily, and enough.
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SOME WORTH-WHILE AUTOBI-
OGRAPHIES

Recollections of a New York Surgeon.

By Arpad G. Gerster, M. D. New York:

Paul B. Hoeber. 1917. Price $3.50.

Rambling Recollections : An Autobiog-

raphy. By A. D. Rockwell, M. D. New
York: Paul B. Hoeber. 1920. Price $4.00.

The reading of an autobiography, espe-

cially the autobiography of a man who has

done things, who has played a prominent

part in the activities of his class, his pro-

fession, his business, always possesses a

keen interest and presents countless oppor-

tunities for enjoyment and, no less, for in-

struction. While the lives of relatively

few men and women, good and useful

citizens though they may have been, are

sufficient!)^ varied and replete with experi-

ences of more general interest to justify

the writing of their life histories, there are

many whose lives have led them through

environments, experiences and occurrences

that make their relation more attractive

than a romance.

The two autobiographies named in the

introductory paragraphs are of especial

interest to American physicians. One was

written by a man whose family originally

flourished in the oldest and only true re-

public in the world, namely Switzerland,

and was transplanted to Hungary several

hundred years ago, who, himself, came to

New York as a young man, became an

American citizen in the best meaning of

the word, and, later, a leading member of

his profession ; the other, by a man of old

American stock, and who became the

originator, in the United States, of electro-

therapeutic methods as a recognized and

acknowledged therapeutic procedure.

We owe thanks to the indefatigable pub-

lisher of "different" books for physicians.

Mr. Paul B. Hoeber, for having made these

two attractive biographies available to phy-

sicians.

The story of Doctor Gerster's life is

exceedingly attractive and absorbing. Be-

ing born in Hungary, where, as has been

mentioned, his family had lived for several

hundred years, he passed through the ac-

cepted course of "classical" education that

is inflicted upon all those European young-

sters who are destined to enter the univer-

sity. The description of his school years

and of his student days carry the Reviewer

back to his own experiences in the Gyni-

tiasium and the University, in Switzerland,

for, these institutions are very similar in

the various central European countries.

Gerster's medical studies were carried on

in Vienna where he met such shining lights

as Rokitansky, Skoda, Oppolzer, and, later,

Billroth.

After graduation, with the degree of

Doctor of Medicine, Doctor Gerster passed

through his period of military service, uni-

versal military service having been intro-

duced into the Austro-Hungarian army
after the bitter lesson of Sadowa, in 1866.

As a professional man, of course, he was
exempt from the regulation-three-years of

military service. However, he received an

officer's commission with rank of second

lieutenant and the title of assistant surgeon.

He relates that the medical services, al-

ways full of typhoid fever and pneumonia,

furnished abundant autopsy material. Fil-

lenbaum was the official pathologist and

never failed, just before each autopsy, to

ask for the clinical diagnosis. Diagnostic

errors would occur, and, thus, awkward
situations were not rare. Those young-

sters reveled with unholy joy over the dis-

comfiture of some grandiose and over-

bearing superior who, no doubt, made life

hard enough for them.

In turn, each of the younger men at the

hospital had to be officer of the day for

twenty-four hours, during which he was on
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call at the inspection room near the watch,

fully dressed and ready for emergency
work in all wards of the hospital. This

latter work was arduous and exhausting,

but, it was performed cheerfully, for, it per-

mitted those ofif duty to have their eve-

nings to themselves.

After his term of military service had
ended, in September, 1873, there followed a

brief period of practice in his Hungarian
home, the town of Kassa ; however, the de-

sire for a wider field of action, and, per-

haps, the impatience of the vigorous, rest-

less young man, with conditions in a small

provincial town, that was over-supplied

with physicians, engendered the desire to

emigrate to that? great republic in the west
that to so many Europeans has beckoned
with almost irresistible urging, offering

so many advantages and possibilities. At
the beginning of the year 1874, the young
physician was transplanted to New York
where he became as good an American as

he had been a Hungarian.

It would be interesting to follow the ac-

count of Doctor Gerster's experience in

our country. We can but assure our read-

ers that they will do well to read the book
for themselves. It presents an instance, of
which there are many, of a "foreigner" be-

ing absorbed and assimilated in the body
politic of these great United States. As-
similation of alien ingredients is accom-
plished in many different ways and Doctor
Gerster's story of his life recounts one of
these ways, illustrating the successive
phases through which a foreigner may
have to pass before he may become an
American.

Americans, he says, truly, whose wisdom
and kindness lead them to kindle and en-

courage the newcomer's pursuit of this as-

piration, find their efforts richly repaid.

Neglect and contempt of the immigrant's

sincere endeavor to merge with the nation

have been of infinite harm.

It is true, as the author points out in the

preface, that the story of a life, if told

sincerely, can not fail to carry some lesson

to posterity. But, to be tonic, it must con-

tain more than one finds in the pages of an
Amiel or a Baschkirtseff. And, here, by
the way, the Reviewer finds an explana-
tion of the fact that Baschkirtseff's lugu-
brations seemed to him so tedious and left

him entirely unmoved. Suffice it to say, that

Doctor Gerster accomplished his purpose,

that of becoming an American physician

and citizen, as fully as did the late Doctor

Jacobi.

Of a rather different kind is the auto-

biography of Dr. A. D. Rockwell. He was
born an American, of an American family,

the son of a school teacher, and whose
school days were like those of hosts of

others in this wide country of ours.

After a brief period of employment,

with a view to entering business, the young
Rockwell decided upon a professional ca-

reer, entering college and, later, the medi-

cal school, and having, during those years,

his first experience in military service, as

a private, early in the war between the

States.

After completing his medical studies.

Doctor Rockwell re-entered the army as as-

sistant surgeon to the Sixth Ohio Volun-

teer Cavalry, serving under General Sheri-

dan and taking part in some of the pic-

turesque and, incidentally, most bloody

campaigns of that unfortunate war.

Doctor Rockwell's professional life,

which was led entirely in New York, is of

great interest because, very early, he be-

came impressed with the therapeutic pos-

sibilities of electric modalities in the treat-

ment of disease. Until then, electricity had

been relegated entirely to irregular practi-

tioners and, indeed. Doctor Rockwell's at-

tention was called to it through one of that

class "Doctor" William Miller who, never-

theless, accomplished, undoubted and great

good. When the young Doctor Rockwell

decided to investigate the study of electro-

therapy and to adopt it as a definite agent

of treatment, he did not find much en-

couragement among the leading physicians

of the day. He relates that Dr. William
Parker declared that "it isn't worth your

while—any old woman can apply electric-

ity." Dr. Austin Flint, Sr., discounte-

nanced the project absolutely, advising

Rockwell to keep on in the regular path

and not to meddle with it but "let it re-

main where it belongs—in the keeping of

charlatans." However terrifying, though,

the prospects may have been. Doctor Rock-
well remained faithful to his conviction,

namely, that electricity offered unquestion-

able possibilities which were great. The
difficulties in his way were enormous be-
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cause the entire subject was a terra in-

cognita and, even, must have appeared to

him as an arid wilderness. Nevertheless,

in course of time, thanks no doubt to an

unshakable determination to win and to

persistent study and desire for exploration

and investigation. Doctor Rockwell suc-

ceeded and became actually the pioneer

of electrotherapeutics in America, one of

the most noted practitians of his specialty.

Among the notable incidents in his life,

there is his accquaintance and association

with Dr. George M. Beard who, we believe,

was the first to describe the clinical pic-

ture of what later came to be known as

neurasthenia. In another direction, some-

what less attractive, but, still, of social

importance, was his participation in the

studies leading ultimately to the abandon-

ment of capital punishment by hanging and
the adoption of electrocution, in the State

of New York.

There are many pretty little bits of gos-

sip about notabilities and others with whom
Doctor Rockwell came in contact, usually

professionally. He treated the late Presi-

dent Roosevelt, first as a boy of twelve,

and met him many times afterwards. He
knew Dr. Henry Ward Beecher well, Com-
modore Vanderbilt was his patient, as were
William M. Tweed, William Astor, John

Jay, Marc Klaw and many others.

The two autobiographies which we have
discussed together are of especial interest

because they are so different. Both, though,

are attractive, both carry their impressive

lessons; both show the almost unlimited

possibilities that beckon to young physi-

cians starting out in life.

MANN AND FOLSOM: "FOOT CARE
AND SHOE FITTING"

A Manual on Foot Care and Shoe Fit-

ting, for Officers of the United States

Navy and United States Marine Corps.

By W. L. Mann, Ph.B., A.M.. M.D. and
S. A. Folsom, M.D. With 58 illustrations.

Philadelphia : P. Blakiston's Son & Co.

1920. Price $1.75.

The days and months during which the

soldiers and sailors of the American Ex-

peditionary Force were outfitted and

trained for war work, proved, among many
other things, the exceeding importance of

suitable foot care and shoe care. It is diffi-

cult to conceive why we—not only the so-

called vain sex (Ladies first, please!) but,

just as much the even vainer strong sex,

should have submitted to the idiotic dic-

tates of fashion in the matter of footwear

when the results were so positively dis-

astrous as regards comfort, peace of mind

and purity of language; for,' mind you,

there is nothing, we conceive, that causes

a man to use such shocking language as an

ill-fitting shoe—unless it be, two of them.

However, we had fondly believed that,

after experiencing the comfort and free-

dom from distress provided by military

shoes, like those, for instance, built on the

Munson last, no sane ex-soldier ever would

be willing to return to the atrocities sold

as "nifty," "smart," and so forth, by de-

signing shoe dealers. Strangely enough,

on examining the store windows with their

latest shoe exhibits, it seems that we have

forgotten a very insistent lesson, as we

keep on forgetting so many things.

Fortunately, the man and the woman of

sense do not need to be in misery from ill-

fitting shoes, unless they wish. The results

of careful foot studies, more especially in

the navy and the marine corps, as present-

ed in the little book before us, supply a

useful guide for the care of feet that are

able to do reasonable work and also for

their shoeing.

This manual on foot care and shoe fit-

ting, may be accepted as authoritative:

certainly, it contains a great amount of

useful information.

CRILE AND LOWER: "SURGICAL
SHOCK."

Surgical Shock and the Shockless Opera-

t i o n Through Anoci-Association. By
George W. Crile, M. D., and William f1

Lower, M. D. Second edition of "Anoci-

Association" Thoroughly Revised and Re-

written. Edited by Amy F. Rowland, B. S.

Philadelphia: W. B. Saunders Company.

1920. Price $5.00.

One of the most important features of

modern surgery, if not actually the most

important one, is, the recognition that

shock, whether it be due to accident or to

operative interference, or to other causes

of which there are many possible ones, is

one of the very grave accidents that the

surgeon has to deal with in his patients.

Since Doctor Crile, the senior author of
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the volume before us, announced his the-

ory and method of anoci-association, medi-

cal men have come to realize, more than

ever before, how seriously surgical pa-

tients were handicapped in their chances

for recovery through the occurrence of

shock. Moreover, the phenomena of shock

were much more far-reaching and its me-

chanism immeasurably more delicate and

difficult of appreciation than had been real-

ized.

While, before the summer of 1914, full

justice had been done to Doctor Crile's

theory, the experiences of war surgery

made it possible to him to afford an irre-

futable proof of his contentions, namely,

that surgical shock, which indubitably is

treated best by prevention, can be prevent-

ed by anesthesia in association with ano-

ci-association. The authors of the book

before us refer to the remarkable oppor-

tunities for observations during military

field service and of the practical experi-

ence gained by them and their associates

in the treatment with or without anocia-

tions of over 46,809 surgical cases. That

experience surely makes it possible for the

authors to speak authoritatively, and, in

consequence, the present volume merits

careful study, not only by the surgeon but

fully as much by the physician. It is in-

terestingly written, in clear and simple lan-

guage, and it presents information that all

practitioners of medicine are in need of.

'STANDARD NOMENCLATURE OF
DISEASES . . . . "

Standard Nomenclature of Diseases and

Pathological Conditions, Injuries, and Poi-

sonings for the United States. First edi-

tion. Washington: Government Printing

Office. 1920. This book can be bought

from the Superintendent of Documents at

the price of 85 cents.

It is just about a century ago since the

last definite attempts have been made to

classify diseases, in similar manner as

Linne had arranged the plants in his great

system. One of the last "classifiers" of

diseases, in France, was Sauvages, whose

work, issued in five volumes, mani-

fests great ingenuity and deep study.

Good's "Study of Medicine," also, fol-

lowed a similarly-planned classification.

With the rise of pathological investiga-

tion and, later, of the recognition of the

bacterial etiology of many diseases, it was
soon realized that that sort of classifica-

tion could not stand. Still, for many years,

it has been felt irksome and productive of

numerous difficulties in discussion and re-

search that different authors applied differ-

ent terms to like diseases; the consequences

being that publications and discussions con-

cerning given disease entities were ren-

dered more difficult because of the different

language, as to terms, spoken or employed

by the authors.

Certain hospitals, also government medi-

cal services, have, for many years, utilized

nomenclatures that had been prepared and

arranged for their own use. A few years

ago, the Council of Defense undertook the

preparation of a medical nomenclature

which, later, was referred to the Bureau of

Census for completion. The work, which

is considerable, was carried out by an ad-

visory committee representing the Govern-

ment medical services and those physicians

who had been interested in the preparation

of earlier nomenclatures.

The present volume is the result of this

work. With a modesty usually quite for-

eign to government publications, the pref-

ace repeatedly emphasizes the fact that this

volume constitutes a first edition and that,

consequently, it is far from perfect. It is

intended to draw from physicians, and all

others interested, free criticism that will

help to make later editions of greater value.

Indeed, such criticism is earnestly solicit-

ed.

We announce this volume immediately

after receipt of the review copy and be-

fore having had time to examine it our-

selves, in order to direct the attention of

physicians to it and to encourage them to

acquire and study the volume, not only for

their personal information but also for the

purpose of offering such criticism and sug-

gestion as they may find desirable.
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While the editors make replies to these queries as they are able, they are very far from wishing to monopolize th»

stage and would be pleased to hear from any reader who can furnish further and better information. Moreover,
we would urge those seeking advice to report thrir results, whether good or bad. In all cases please give the

number of the query when writing anything concerning it. Positively no attention paid to anonymous letters.

Queries

Query 6497.—"The Synthetic Salicy-

lates." W. T. S., Minnesota, writes: "Do
you agree with the statement of the Coun-
cil of P. & C. of the A. M. A., as given

in The Journal for September 20, 1913,

page 979 : "After extensive trials, by many
physicians, no difference can be detected

clinically, either in therapeutic or toxic

effects, between salicylates made syntheti-

cally and those made from natural oil"?

There still remains some difference of

opinion in this office as to the comparative

therapeutic value of the salicylates pro-

duced synthetically and those made from

natural oil.

Some members of the staff agree with

the statement of the Council of Pharmacy,

to which you refer, and, of course, our

chemists unanimously confirm their view,

that at the present time there is no differ-

ence whatever between salicylates pro-

duced from the natural oil or synthetically.

This writer, however, remains uncon-

vinced and invariably finds that he is able

to get better results from the natural than

from the synthetic product.

A short time ago, one of the most bril-

liant English clinicians, in writing upon

a similar subject, deplored the present

tendency to substitute synthetic drugs,

stating that, while in many cases they were

chemically identical, the physiological ac-

tion differed materially.

Bear in mind that the statement to which

you refer reads: "No difference can be

detected clinically." Had the assertion been

qualified, we might have been inclined to

agree with it, for, there is no question

that synthetic salicylates produce virtually

the same effect as those produced from the

natural oil of wintergreen ; however, there

is this difference: the artificial product is

not as well tolerated by the average humr.n

being and unquestionably is more likely

to produce gastric disorder.

Query 6498.
—"Helena Neonatorum." M.

B. F., Kentucky, writes: "A girl, weigh-

ing four pounds, naked, was born on a

Saturday night at 11:30. On the follow-

ing Monday, she was seized with a hemor-

rhage from the alimentary canal, vomiting

some blood but passing it freely from the

rectum, without pain or tenesmus. Hem-
orrhage continued every four or five hours

until the fourth day of her life, when she

died. No other sign of purpura hemor-

rhagica was in evidence. The child ap-

parently was in perfect health during the

first thirty-six hours of its existence. Now,

what was the cause of that fatal hemor-

rhage? I never saw, nor read, of such a

case and I am certainly puzzled."

The case you describe was a typical one

of melena neonatorum, which, fortunately,

is comparatively rare. About 40 percent of

the patients die within three days. As in

this instance, the child passes blood in

masses, both from the mouth and rectum,

and rapidly sinks into collapse.

The writer has secured results in a few

cases by administering 1 drop of tincture

of ferric chloride in water, and ergotin,

gr. 1-6, alternately every hour. Per rec-

tum. 1 dram of fluid-extract of calendula

and 1 dram of extract of hamamelis (aque-

ous) may be given in 4 to 6 ounces of

water, the fluid being retained by making

pressure upon the anus. Hamamelin and

hydrastine hydrochloride might be tried in-

ternally, and, were we to encounter an-

other case, we should give minute doses of
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atropine, hypodermically. One naturally

would also think of adrenalin. A light

ice bag may be placed over the abdomen,

the extremities and thorax being kept

warm with hot flannels.

As you are aware, a disposition to bleed-

ing is seen in many diseases during the

first few days of life, especially those of

an infectious character, like syphilis and

pyemia. There is, however, another class

of disease in which the hemorrhages are

not associated with any other known proc-

ess, and, here, bleeding is much more ex-

tensive than in other forms. Unfortunate-

ly, treatment usually exerts little influence,

and yet, in certain instances, the bleeding

ceases spontaneously after a limited time.

In cases of gastrointestinal hemorrhage,

autopsy may fail to reveal any definite

lesions, but, usually, quite a large quantity

of blood is found in both, the stomach and

intestines.

Query 6499.
—

"Suspicious Uterine Hem-
orrhage." L. S., Ohio, reports the case of

N. C, a maiden lady, age forty, who for

the past few years has "flooded" excessive-

ly at each period. This has "depleted her

system, leaving her very weak and nerv-

ous. For several months, she has com-
plained of continual pain (on exertion) in

the left ovary, which, formerly, only pained

at menstruation. Loses all her vitality and

blood through this 'flooding.' This is a

charity case.

"I am prescribing calcium lactophosphate.

as I consider her a simple 'bleeder' from
continency (barring the chance of cancer

or ovaritis), also: defibrinated blood, mins.

30; manganese peptonate, gr. 1-2; iron pep-

tonate, gr. 1 ; nuclein solution, mins. 5. to

replenish her blood supply; and, pancreatin.

gr. 1-2; papain, gr. 1-2; diastase, gr. 1-2;

bilein, gr. 1-32; strychnine sulphate, gr.

1-128; ginger, gr. 1-4; charcoal f vege-

table), grs. 2^; sodium bicarbonate, gr. 1.

to give her impetus for food. I shall put

her on strict diet including galactenzyme,

whole wheat, corn syruD and bodv build-

ers in general. What is your opinion in

this case? Do you consider it a case of

s'mple ovaritis or is she a natural 'bleed-

er' from sex atony and continence? Or
would you suspect uterine cancer?"

As a matter of fact. Doctor, we would
not dare to venture therapeutic suggestions

without having' a much. clearer idea of the

condition of the pelvic organs. There is

no evidence to show that this patient is a

hemophiliac, and the mere fact that the

woman has reached the age of forty, and
is still presumably a virgin, cannot in any
way be regarded as a principal cause of the

menorrhagia—if, indeed, this may be looked

upon as a true menorrhagia at all.

Naturally, the most thorough examina-

tion is necessary in this case. Considering

the age of the patient, we would be very

much inclined to suspect malignancy,

though the "flooding" is periodic.

You do not give us any idea of the

amount of blood lost, length of time the

discharge continues, or the character of

the flow.

It must be borne in mind that abnormal

hemorrhage may be entirely due to a de-

ficient calcium content of the blood; chronic

constipation with associated pressure on

the pelvic veins; pressure of ovarian or

other tumors on the great veins of the

abdomen ; the conditions leading to back-

pressure on these veins ; namely, cirrhosis

of the liver, Bright's disease, and, more
rarely, valvular disease of the heart. Ex-
cessive menstruation may follow also shock

to the nervous system. It should be borne

in mind that the uterine arteries suffer

from the degeneration associated with

Bright's disease and may be a factor in the

excessive loss. In some instances, '"flood-

ing" may be due to some vasomotor change

and the practician should always remember

that excessive and irregula;- losses about

the period of the menopause are chiefly due

to very definite and often serious disease,

such as cancer.

As you are aware, many women enter

the menopause around forty and menor-
rhagia at this period is not at all uncom-
mon. Some very remarkable results in

these cases have followed the administra-

tion of mammary substance, but, it would

be quite useless to administer this or any

other remedial agent if the patient sufifers

from a uterine neoplasm.

Calcium lactophosphate would not prove

as effective in controlling hemorrhagic ten-

dency as would calcium lactate, whole ; while

a combination of calcium lactate and cal-

cium chloride should produce even better

results. Sanguiferrin is an excellent re-

constructant. The rest of your procedure;

is, of course, splendid, but we would
again strongly urge you not to continue
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treatment until you have made a thorough
examination of your patient and are famil-

iar with basal pathological conditions.

As soon as you have some more definite

information and feel disposed to write us
further, we shall be pleased to serve you to

the extent of our ability. In the mean-
time, do not forget the extreme value of

small doses of atropine in the control of

hemorrhage.

Query 6500.—"Internal Use of Formic
Acid." J. C. W., Illinois, writes: "I have

before me a medical journal in which I

find a prescription for formic acid. I did

not know it could be administered inter-

nally, in fact, I never looked it up. The
formula given is : "Commercial formic

acid, spec. gr. 1.062." This is a 25-percent

solution; the prescription is as follows:

Formic acid, 2 fl.-drs. ; water to make 3 fl.-

ozs. Sig. One dram in a glass of water

after each meal. What I want to know,

before I try it, is, would it be a safe

remedy ?"

Personally, we have never administered

formic acid and, as a matter of fact, it is

very rarely so employed though it was at

one time used externally as a local irri-

tant, in sluggish capillary circulation and

in enfeebed or paralytic conditions of the

limbs.

If the concentrated acid is applied to

the skin, it produces a violent burning pain,

and may vesicate or even cause ulceration.

Gastrointestinal inflammation and hema-
turia have resulted from its administration

to animals. Moderate doses, in man. in-

duce hurried respiration and rise of tem-

perature while larger doses cause rapid

breathing and lower the temperature.

The German Pharmacopeia has a "spirit

of ants" (spiritus formicarum) : formic

acid. 2; water. 26: alcohol, 70; which is

used in chronic rheumatism in doses of

from 10 drops to 1 fluid dram.

Merck describes Acid Formic (25 per-

cent) as diuretic, tonic and antirheumatic,

indicated in rheumatism, neuralgia, diabe

tes and tremor. The dosage is given as 1

to 5 minims ; or, as a cardiac tonic in diph-

theria, 5 to 18 minims, every four hours

with plenty of water. From time to time,

the use of formic acid has been advocated,

especially in the treatment of rheumatism,

but, frankly, we should hesitate to adminis-

ter this agent to effect believing that there
are infinitely more effective and, certainly,

safer remedies.

Should you decide to experiment with
the formula under consideration, we trust

that you will favor us with a report of
your experience.

Query 6501.
—

"Emetine in Pyorrhea."
A. G., California, asks: "What is the lat-

est on pyorrhea and the entameba bucca-
Hs? My dentist informs me that the 'eme-
tine idea' advanced by you was only a

theory and that it was exploded long ago
—that pyorrhea is a local disease, due to

direct infection of the gums and teeth

through food, drink and kissing. If your
teachings still are in the saddle, in what
foods or drink is the entameba principally

contained and why is it more prevalent in

tropical countries? I am using the reme-
dies suggested by you right along, regard-

less of theories. What do you think of the
* * * dentifrice so heavily advertised?

As a matter of fact, the theory advanced
by Bass, Johns and others some years ago,

and accepted by us, has not been "entirely

exploded," though additional study and in-

vestigation has caused a general modifica-

tion of the views regarding pyorrhea, ac-

cepted at that time.

It is unnecessary, we are sure, to point

out to you that progress is possible onlv

through the formulating of theories and

hypotheses, upon which a certain mode of

procedure can be based, and these theories

must be modified constantly until actual

facts are established.

No research is possible without the foun-

dation of a well-considered theory.

Today, we recognize the fact that pyor-

rhea is a local disease, but, this local dis-

ease is possible only as a result of some

general or, as we usually say, systemic

derangement. To the best of our knowl-

edge, at present, pyorrhea alveolaris is

caused by streptococci and the exact meth-

od by which they localize around the teeth

raid destroy the peridental membrane has

not been definitely recognized. In the

majority of cases, there' are other organ-

isms present ; in fact, we never have found,

nor seen reported, a case in which the

streptococcus, usually the streptococcus vi-

ridans, was the sole organism to be found

in the peridental membrane. In the major-

ity of cases, entameba buccalis and various
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pyogenic as well as anaerobic organisms

also are to be found.

Doctor Bass originally considered the

entameba to be the etiological factor of this

disease. This, however, is now questioned

by most authorities. At least, it certainly

is not the sole cause, yet, when found, un-

questionably has some direct causative ac-

tion. While it is ordinarily considered to

be a harmless saprophyte, it really belongs

to the class that we have recently called

opportune parasites. The streptococcus

viridans also belongs to this group of or-

ganisms—organisms that in themselves are

not parasitic except as a result of some
general reduction in the patient's resis-

tance, giving them an opportunity to in-

vade the tissues. They are parasites only

when the proper opportunity is presented

to them. The entameba buccalis, as well as

the streptococcus viridans, is frequently

found, either alone or associated, in many
socalled normal throats, without any evi-

dence of their producing a pathological

condition. They are strict saprophytes.

These patients do not have pyorrhea, in

fact may never have pyorrhea; unless, as

a result of some general reduction of re-

sistance, the opportunity for them to in-

vade the peridental membrane presents it-

self, the result being, production of a case

of pyorrhea that in its extent and severity

will depend principally upon the severity

of the general constitutional condition, and,

to a lesser extent, upon the virulence or in-

vasive properties of these opportune para-

sites.

It is barely possible that pyorrhea may
be acquired through direct infection from
food, drink and kissing—we say possible,

but, highy improbable. And, further, such

a direct infection would only be possible

provided there was some general lack of

constitutional resistance, because the or-

ganisms found, that is, the streptococcus

viridans and others, are not parasitic in

their nature and do not have highly inva-

sive properties. They ordinarily only pro-

duce diseases as secondary invaders. Pri-

mary infections by the streptococcus viri-

dans are exceedingly rare.

Therefore, pyorrhea alveolaris is a local

infection, it is true, but, it is not a purely

local disease and we question whether it

is ever due to direct infection. Strepto-

coccus viridans, constantly found in this

disease, has not been found in food or

drink, but it has been found in the air,

particularly the air of rooms, and infec-

tion does not necessarily come from food

or drink, in fact, more than likely it comes
from dust. If it comes from food and
drink, it is due not to them but to the dust

they carry.

The entameba buccalis probably leads a

saprophytic existence outside of the body,

much as similar other entamebse do, that

is, on certain vegetables, particularly cab-

bage and other green foods, and the infec-

tion may arise in this manner.

All amebic diseases are more prevalent

in tropical climates owing to the greater

prevalence of amebse in these climates,

therefore, the greater opportunity for in-

fection,

Amebse may also be found in water, par-

ticularly surface waters, but they are com-

paratively few in number and found prin-

cipally in stagnant pools, although reser-

voirs for storing water usually contain them

in large numbers.

The proprietary tooth paste of which you

speak has been rather thoroughly dealt

with in the Journal of the American Medi-

cal Association, and the claims of the

manufacturers have seemingly been ex-

ploded. The acid phosphate present in this

paste will not activate pepsin, therefore, the

combination will not digest the film as is

claimed. In the writer's opinion, the prep-

aration has no greater efficacy than the

usual mechanical powder or paste; and,

such it really is, its chemical action having

been, at least seemingly, disproved.

opo^o oo-^ooo ooo^oo oo^ooo
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Sleep Restores the Balance

of Efficiency

Loss of sleep is a form of starvation more certainly

destructive, even than that resulting from the lack

of food.

Sleep, on the other hand, reverses the dow^nward
trend caused by our waking activities and elevates

us, physically and mentally, to a point of efficiency

commensurate w^ith the quality and quantity of

sleep w^e have experienced.

A scientifically built mattress is not the least im-

portant factor in inviting sleep of complete relaxa-

tion and thus completely restoring the balance of

efficiency.

In the Ssaly Mattress every re-

quirement of hygienic design,

sanitary construction and physi-

ologically correct service has

been met. Only antiseptically

cleaned long fibre cotton is used

and the special air-weave process

makes it a complete unit without
tufting. This mattress invites deep, restful sleep

because of its resiliency, and because of the un-

broken, smooth surface which molds itself to sup-
port eve»ry part of the body.

Sealy Mattress Company
SUGAR LAND, TEX.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Were you to select but one electrical appli-
ance for your office which would it be? Would
it be the Mcintosh Xo. 8 Polysine Generator?
It might. Those who care to settle the matter
are invited to look up the advertisement in this
issue and write the manufacturers for a de-
scriptive circular. As a small, simple and in-

expensive equipment it promises well. We are
told that it generates both the galvanic and the
sinusoidal currents, and these in many varia-
tions. It has eight different modalities. It is

built for operating on an alternating current.
The Polysine Generator is new among electro-

therapeutic appliances, the fruit of past experi-
ence, the result of simplification. But the Mc-
intosh Battery & Optical Company, 217 North
Desplaines, Chicago, makes many others. Their
40th edition catalogue is ready for mailing to
all who request it.

There are many opinions in reference to
hygiene of the mouth and teeth but the number
of people inclined to the use of mouth-washes
habitually, or on occasion, is sufficient to create
a very large demand for ready-made antiseptic
solutions that conjointly, with their antiseptic

properties, are agreeable to the taste as well.
Indeed flavor in preparations of this sort is a
desideratum not to be ignored. Further, such a
preparation must be non-toxic, that is to say
quite harm'less when swallowed or freely used.
A clarity of solution and a bright color, as red,

helps to endear it to the user and the household,
for essentially it is more or less a household or
toilet article.

Lavoris is of this class. Its makers claim it

has healing action, in contact with sore or in-

flamed gums and cankerous mucous surfaces.

The zinc chloride in their solution should be
beneficial. But let the doctor decide for him-
self before recommending it ; samples will be
sent him for inspection and trial.

As we have said elsewhere the hay fever
season is near. And now is the time for the

patient to consult his or her doctor and for

the doctor to warn his patient. Properly the

trouble should be anticipated and prophylactic

treatment begun about six weeks in advance of

the first sneeze. For this purpose the Lederle
Antitoxin Laboratories, New York, offer what
they term a Pollen Antigen. Used early and con-

Examination of Pathological Tissue $5.00
Accurate histological descriptions and diagnoses of tissues
removed at operation should be part of the clinical record of
all patients.

Autogenous Vaccines $5.00
We culture all specimens aerobically and aenaerobically and
isolate the offending organisms. Pipettes for collecting
material for autogenous vaccines sent upon request.

Wassermann Test, Blood or Spinal Fluid . . $5.00
We do_ the classical test. Any of the various modifications
will be made upon request without additional charge.

All other routine laboratory work done at reasonable prices.

Sterile containers with complete instructions for collecting all specimens
sent gratis on request.

NATIONAL PATHOLOGICAL LABORATORIES
Chicago New York

5 S. Wabash Ave, 18 E. 41st Street
Brooklyn

Chamber of

Commerce

St. Louis
University Club

Bldg.

Detroit
Peter Smith

Bldg.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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The Pgps^ggRi Page

Polishing Agents
m the ideal tooth paste the

polishing agent is an important
ingredient.

It must be efficient, yet entirely
safe for daily and vigorous use.

Tricalcic phosphate, found in
Pepsodent, meets these require-
ments in a high degree. It is finely
powdered and bolted through
cloth running 200 meshes to the
inch. *****

Tricalcic phosphate is the chief
tooth constituent. It composes
about 95 per cent of the tooth
structure.

Being a like substance, it at-
tains the maximum efficiency for
continued use. Yet it clearly is
not harder than the teeth.

*****
A well-known physicist has

made scientific tests with it. His
conclusion was that the Pepso-
dent polishing agent will not
scratch enamel.

To complete the proof, mounted
natural teeth in our laboratory
have been brushed with Pepso-
dent 200,000 times. These teeth

Pel
REG U S k^

The Scientific Dentifrice

Based on Activated Pepsin
the Digestant of Albumin

show high luster, but not a sign
of abrasion or of scratching.

* * * * *

These facts are highly impor-
tant. The usual polishing agent— chalk— would be very much
cheaper.

But chalk is less efficient. And
the purpose of Pepsodent, in
every way, is new efficiency.*****
Bear in mind that Pepsodent

contains no soap. In the ordi-
nary tooth paste soap acts as a
lubricant, and the polishing agent
becomes less conspicuous.

In Pepsodent this agent is more
apparent, but its constant use
offers no possibility of harm.

Major Qualities
Pepsodent is acid in reaction,

in accord with the best thought
of the day.

It contains activated pepsin to
combat the albuminous plaque.

It contains no soap, no chalk,
no harsh abrasive.
Write for a tube to try, if you

have not done so. Cut out this
reminder so you won't forget.

THE PEPSODENT COMPANY, 357
5719 Ludingrton BIdg., Chicago, 111.

Please send me, free of charge, one
regular 50c size tube of Pepsodent, also
literature and formula.

Name

Address
Enclose card or letterhead

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of CUnical Medicine
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sistently, they say on the basis of past experi-
ence, that it will confer immunity in 82.7 per
cent of cases as they come, either total or par-
tial, the s}-mptoms being decidedly ameliorated.
It has been used in more than 12,000 cases, we
are told.

Those of our readers who are interested should
turn to the page announcement which will be
found in this number and send for data, which
the compan}' will gladly furnish.

In England one of the best known food
preparations bears the name of Virol. Accord-
ing to the information given, it contains in con-
densed form and compass the nutritive principles
of eggs, marrow fat and malt. These materials
are made into an emulsion and flavored with
lemon juice. While also suitable for nourish-
ing the sick especially during convalescence, as
well as the aged in whom the digestive functions
have grown feeble, it is most of all esteemed
abroad for infant feeding, when the infant fails

to thrive as it should with nursing or has not
access to the breast. In such cases Virol is add-
ed to barley flour or to whatever other cereal
food basis is selected. It has given very good
results we learn in rickets, epidemic diarrhea,
and malnutrition cases as a class. It is advised
for delicate children who appear not to derive
the needed sustenance from the regular diet.

The Etna Chemical Company, 59 Bank St.,

New York, are selling agents for this prepar-
ation in this country. Thej- are best known to
medical men as producers of Phenalgin, anti-

pyretic and anodyne. While effective for relief

of pain they affirm that it does not suppress

bodily secretions, nor interfere with elimination,
nor depress the heart unduly, as do the opiates.
They offer samples for trial purposes. At the
last moment it occurs to us that Phenalgin is

now being supplied to the market by Geo. C.
Cook & Co., Inc., of the same street address,
to whom sample requests should be sent.

For good reasons, made obvious with ex-
perience, doctors are not sending as many pa-
tients away as formerly but are treating them
at home. Once, as we know, they were dis-

patched here and there, to the remotest places,
quite indiscriminately ; so that material was avail-
able for the comic papers from the fact, iso-

lated though it was, of the doctor advising some
poor indigent patient of his to go south for his

health. Many tuberculous people were thus ill-

advised, only to die in many instances, at least

indirectly, from the effects of underfeeding and
nostalgia.

Today, however, it is noticeable that patients

of this class are being treated at home, here in

the north, with good results. So too is the home
treatment of drug and alcohol addicts proving
prudent and to the best interests of both doctor
and patient. In this connection the treatment of
Dr. Quayle (see our classified column) may be
cited. We understand his method is successful.

He says it removes craving in three days and ac-

complishes the end without unduly depleting the

individual's store of vitality.

On the other hand, to take the view of those
who insist that addiction cases cannot properly

be taken care of at home, we mav consider the

Accuracy

—

Guaranteed to possess and maintain the full
measure of accuracy demanded by the most
careful practitioners.

Durability

—

A hard-to-hurt gage. Ordinary jolts mean
nothing in its life, yet it registers the slightest
pressure.

Sanborn Service

—

A free service which keeps the instrument in
constant adjustment. Tests as often as de-
sired. Service outfits furnished while Instru-
ment is being repaired in case of accident.

Guarantee—
No time limit on guarantee against defects in
workmanship or materials. Such faults cor-
rected free of charge, regardless of length of
time instrument has been in service.

Free Trial—
Sent to reputable physicians for trial in actual
practice. No advance payment required.

Six Reasons for
using a

SANBORN
BLOOD-PRESSURE

OUTFIT
Economy—

By selling direct to physicians, we are enabled
to price the Sanborn 30 per cent below similar
outfits on the market.

PRICE $17.50

Wh.v not mail the coupon now and find real
sphygmomanometer satisfaction ?

S.ANBORX CO.AIPANY,
79 .Sudbury Street, Boston 14, Mass.

You may send me a Sanborn Blood Pressure
Outfit for trial. I shall return it if not satisfied.

If I keep it, I'll remit $17.50.

Name .

Address

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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When Coffee

Is Contra-indicated—
Regardless of the fact that the moderate use of

coffee generally appears unharmful to so many,

every doctor recognizes that certain individuals do

better without it.

To deny the coffee user his favorite cup is some-

times imposing a hardship; but an easy way around

the difficulty is found in suggesting a trial of

INSTANT POSTUM
The advantages of Postum are many. Made in-

stantly—a cup or more at a time—its strength may
be varied to suit individual taste.

Postum is wholly free from caffein, and makes a

delightful meal-time beverage. Children are
esp>ecially fond of its flavor.

The recommendation of Postum in place of coffee,

when medical opinion so rules, serves as a con-

venient as well as economical adjunct to treatment.

ii
There^s a Reason'^

Samples of Instant Postum, Grape-Nuts, and Post Toasties,

for personal and clinical examination, will be sent on request

to any physician who has not received them.

Postum Cereal Company, Inc.

Battle Creek, Michigan, U. S. A.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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institution, such as the Ralph Sanitarium, which
have faciHties for treating just this class of

patients. From the side of the institution there

is much of course to be said. The patient can
be kept under constant surveillance of attend-

ants especially trained for this work. There is

no coddling or intermission in the prescribed
treatment, or begging off on the part of the

patient to his own detriment ; at least there is

less of this than is likely in the average home
treatment, with the family physician in charge.

Moreover, it may be said that the patient at

all times and in every possible emergency is able

to command medical service quickly ; his diet

can be regulated to a nicety ; and so on and
so forth. Then again, there may be private rea-

sons why it is best to trundle an addict off to

an institution. Who knows? At any rate, we
note that the Ralph Sanitarium is in Kansas
City, at 529 Highland Ave.

When seeking a location or needing an as-
sistant or desiring a hospital appointment .or a
laboratory position, there are at least two ways
of going about to find what is wanted. One
way is to advertise in the columns of the lead-

ing medical journals and this is often and per-

haps usually successful. The other way is to

consult the medical broker whose business it is

to find locations for doctor and assistants and
positions. He brings the seeker and the sought-
for together, as we may say. He is naturally

in touch with both and logically the agent to

make the connections desired. To be sure there

is usually a registration fee or a fee of some

sort for the service rendered but if reasonable
no one will object to that. The main thing is

to find what is wanted.
The Medical Echo Company, Lynn, Mass., are

engaged in this work and have been so engaged
for many years. They have at all times a list

of locations, openings, partnership and assistant-

ship opportunities, for the acceptance or refusal
of clients.

The efforts of pharmacy in late years have
been largely directed to making old remedies
acceptable to the palate and the stomach. An
evil taste and a nauseating effect following in-

gestion militate considerably against the favor-
able results desired. A very distasteful rem-
edy, though of acknowledged virtue, is frequent-

ly refused by the patient and with hesitation

prescribed by the doctor. A remedy that up-
sets the stomach with every dose given is hardly
likely to become popular and, no matter what its

theoretical efficacy, is more likely in the end to

prove harmful than otherwise.

Creosote is a drug that is highly esteemed
and where well borne it affords results but as

usually offered it is not well borne by many
patients. For such Calcreose may be considered,

make it. —
Even in large doses it is said to cause no gastric

disturbance. The Maltbie Chemical Company

Among the new numbers added recently to

the growing Abbott list is Benzyl Benzoate. This

is definitively a non-narcotic anodyne, chemically

an ester of synthetic derivation, and therapeu-

tically a substitute for the usual pain-relieving

FEL BOVINA
A combination of oxgall with laxatives prepared in a

manner in which the oxgall retains its full value. It is

known that the extract loses considerable strength when
dried and, therefore, the liquid jjrejjaration is to be pre-

ferred.

FEL BOVIXA increases the secretions of the liver, pan-
creas and intestinal glands and is especially indicated in

hepatic and intestinal disorders. We highly recommend this

preparation in acute congestion of the liver with imperfect
discharge of bile or catarrh of the common bile duct.

We will gladly send sample of FEL BOVINA upon re-

quest so that the physician may fully appreciate its thera-
peutic value.

STEARNS & WHITE CO.
Established since 1887

CHICAGO, - - ILL.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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A Peroxide of Hydrogen
that is

1. Superior to U. S. Phar. standards for
purity and strength.

2. Notably free from irritating or toxic
action.

3. Odorless, practically tasteless, neutral in
reaction and contains no acetanilid.

4. Powerfully antiseptic,detergent and healing.

5. Invaluable in the home, the office, the
factory and wherever a dependable non-
toxic germicide is needed.

The Oakland

Chemical Co

^^

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicir
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opiates. No less a personage in the medical field

than Dr. David Macht proposes it in place of
the opiates for subduing pain, more particularly

pain of a spasmodic character, that is to say,

that type of pain which originates in or attends
spasm and contractions of the smooth muscle or-
gans, such as the intestine, uterus, urinary blad-
der and the bronchial rings. It lowers the tonus
of such muscle tissue.

The new anodyne is useful in several painful
disorders for which opium and the opium alka-
loids, with or without atropine, have been used
in the past. Chief among these is dysmenorrhea.
From many clinical sources comes the report
that Benzyl Benzoate affords gratifying relief in
this ailment, which today is one of the most com-
mon complaints heard by the doctor.
The drug is supplied both in tablet and elixir

form. An informative leaflet is mailed out on
request.

Users of vaccines and all who keep apace
with the developments of vaccine therapy know
Cj. H. Sherman, of Detroit. For he has long
been a producer of these products, as alert
and enthusiastic as one is when he really be-
lieves in the things he does.
Now that the hay fever season is near his

vaccme for the treatment of this ailment is of
timely import. He calls it his No. 40 and as-
serts it is effective. He has an idea that pollen
irritation is not the sole etiologic factor in hay
fever. It doubtless begins the trouble but once
begun by foreign body irritants, as pollen, the
symptoms are aggravated and kept up by the

streptococcus and other organisms which are
more popularly connected with colds. With this
idea in mind he offers his No. 40 vaccine, ad-
vising that treatment with it be begun two
weeks at least before the annual date of re-
currence. His leaflet on the subject may be had
on request. With its use conjointly the pollen
products (antigens) are said to give better re-

sults than when used alone.

This is the day of soft drinks, as are called
the innumerable beverages which contain no al-

cohol. Since the latter was legislated out of
the market new and strange alcoholless drinks
have been brought out by opportunists, but it is

noticeable that the ones we knew before the war
are most popular, probably because they deserve
it, because they are time-tried, because they have
continued for long to satisfy the great public.

One of them is grape-juice, Welch's of course.

It is truly an excellent beverage, not only from
the fact that it satisfies the thirsty, and is par-

ticularly refreshing on hot summer days, chilled

with a little ice and served thus plain and un-
diluted or with carbonated water, half and half,

but from the fact that it contains nutriment and
real food value. With this additional asset

grape-juice becomes an article in the dietary of

the sick, that is quite acceptable and wholesome,
when during anorexia or fever or gastric dis-

tress there is call for special feeding.

In gout heretofore colchicum has been uni-
versally employed as a remedy and not without
results, though frequently no impression was

EVOLUTION IN ANTISEPTICS
has emphasized the superiority of the agents

Acriflavine GH Proflavine GH
which are diamino acridinium salts suitable for use by local

application, intramuscular, intravenous or urethral injec-

tion in Suppurating Wounds, Septic Infection, Acute or
Chronic Urethritis. Do not precipitate albumen. Potency
increased in presence of blood serum. Promptly diffusible.

Do not inhibit phagocytosis. Non-irritating.

ACRIFLAVINE GH and PROFLAVINE GH are far less

irritant and toxic than the acridinium derivatives used
abroad or formerly sold in this country.

Acriflavine and Proflavine have been accepted by the Council on Pharmacy and Chemistry
of the A. M. A. for inclusion in New and Non-Official Remedies.

Send for Literature Price Lists, etc.

MSHk L^S®RATOailSs lii#Bs 437 Barretto Street. New York
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An exceptional constipation corrective

An all-bran laxative food that has no resemblance to

ordinary bran in appearance and flavor, Kellogg^'s

Knimbled Bran has a delightfully pleasing goodness
that appeals to the patient.

You never tasted bran so good—thoroughly cooked
and ready to serve. Every package sealed in the

Kellogg "waxtite" wrapper which positively insures

the original freshness and flavor being retained.

This signature on every package
guarantees the genuine

—

^^
A request upon your professional stationery

will bring a generous sample for your approval

KELLOGG TOASTED CORN FLAKE CO.
BATTLE CREEK, MICHIGAN TORONTO, CANADA

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Qinical Medicine
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made upon the disease-process to any noticeable
degree. The synthetic medicinal known in the
laboratorj- as phenyl-cinchoninic acid appears clm-
ically to relieve the pain more quickly and effec-

tively however and for this reason is supersed-
ing it in practice. Not only in gout is it being
used with reasonably good results, but also in

rheumatism, neuritis, arthritis, myalgia and kin-

dred ailments.

The drug, which currently is offered under
the name of Atophan by Schering & Glatz, 150

Maiden Lane, New York, by selective action on
the kidneys, the precise nature of which is as

yet in question, results in an increase of the

urine voided, over the ordinary quantum ; also

in an increase of the uric salt excretion to

such a degree that, even under ordinary diet, the

blood will show no more than the normal percen-

tum of such salts where before treatment the

percentum was much higher than normal. The
company will be glad to send a leaflet of in-

formation to those wanting to know more of its

pharmacodynamics.

Were cascara to be taken from us it would
certainly be missed. Few drugs have made for
themselves a surer place in medicine. Lending
itself to the treatment of a very common afflic-

tion, and behaving in a manner which on the
whole is quite satisfactory, at least to many, it

has acquired wide usage. Competition with
new remedies has lost it some favor but there
are those aplenty who still regard it, despite in-

novations, as an excellent laxative.

Certainly it is better than some, because less

harsh in its action on the bowel musculature.

because less irritant on the local mucosae, be-
cause of its having as users insist a decided in-

fluence on the biliary function, stimulating it

when stagnant. The last is a desideratum of no
small importance, for deficient bile secretion is

no doubt at the bottom of many a case of con-
stipation.

It only remains to choose for medication a

reliable preparation, in which the remedy is com-
bined with other synergistic ones. Pil. Cascara
Comp., offered by the A. H. Robins Company,
is said to be one of the best.

Chlorazene, Abbott, is distinctly superior to

the hypoclorites, because, as Doctor Dakin says,

it is more stable, less irritating and can be
used in greater concentration.

No matter what injection or other topical
medication is used against gonorrhea, most auth-
orities agree that the diet needs looking after
and that much can be done to assist to a cure
by means of internal remedies which render the

urine bland by free diuresis and dilution. For
no doubt a circumscribed area anywhere along
the urinary passage, once inflamed by germ ac-

tivities, is kept so almost indefinitely by contact
with urine of high specific gravity, such urine
being more or less irritating.

Further, it is known that certain remedies
orally administered are conveyed from the body
in the final process of discharge in the medium
of the urine, and while passing exert on the

urinary mucosae quite decided effects, soothing,

antiseptic or astringent. Oil of sandalwood and
balsamics, as well as the resinous principles of

DOCTOR
The Persistent Puzzling Pain of the

Curable Chronic Case
is removed by the use of

nni Roemer Perfect Light

* lie Roemer Tension Table

better than by any other means

Write for Particulars to the

Physicians Supply Co.
Kirk Bldg. Waukegan, 111.

You need the
table to help rid
you of

THAT PAIN
from which you
have suffered so
long.

When writing AdverUsers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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"i4// men have eyes, but not
all have the gift of penetration"

Blind acceptance of the fallacy that syphilis can be cured by arsenic compounds
alone, without the use of mercury or iodides, is giving way to the realization that in
many—if not in most cases—"mixed treatment" cannot be dispensed with.

Pil Mixed Treatment (Chichester).

Hydrarg. Biniod gr. 1/120. Potassium Oid. Gr. V accurately and efficiently meets
the indications for the present day therapy of leutic cases.

Some important advantages of Pil Mixed Treatment (Chichester) are:

—

Ready solubility of the mercury in combination with KI,
Avoidance of gastric disturbance,
Convenience of adminit-cration—pills can be taken unobtrusively under any condi-

tions,

Economy—combined action of mercury and iodide in one agent,
Uniformity of action. Purity of content.

Exact adjustment of necessary dosage to each individual case.

Pil Mixed Treatment (Chichester) is a time tested, trial proven product, known to
and used by thousands of physicians whose gift of penetration, enables them to appre-
ciate the value and importance of using methods and agents that bring results.

Put up in bottles only. price $1.00

Sample and literature to physicians on request

HILLSIDE CHEMICAL CO.
NEWBURGH, NEW YORK

How About Infant Feeding This Summer?

USE MEAD'S DEXTRIMALTOSE
COW'S MILK and WATER

A pure Maltose and Dextrin, made by the Enzymic Action of the

Diastase of barley malt on the starch of CEREALS,

Particularly valuable for diet control in the

feeding of infants. We would be glad to

send you literature on Summer Feeding
and give you 1 4 reasons for using
DEXTRI-MALTOSE.

Mead Johnson & Co.
Evansville, Indiana

MK.\n JOHNSON & CO. (C-M)
Evansville, Ind.

Please send samples of DEXTRI-
MALTOSE; also information regard-
ing this product.

Dr

Street

Town ,
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kava-kava are among these. Such remedies are

combined in Gonosan ; the combination is an-

nounced in our journal this month. It is mar-

keted in boxes of fifty capsules.

Attention is called to the advertisement of

Reed & Carnrick in this number. They offer a

trial quantity of four leading specialties of theirs,

one being a digestant for general use when the

gastric function is atonic and unequal to its

task; another being a liquid food as it may be

described, since it supplies vitamine and other

nutritive principles in a form easily taken by

the sick and convalescent, whom it should help

to sustain during a crisis, when ordinary food

is not well borne, and to upbuild in the after

period; the third is addressed to renal diseas_e._

This last is supplied under the name Xephritin.

It is a glandular extract, derived from kidney

substance (cortical cells) and containing its

enzymes and cell secretions. The fourth prod-

uct is also of this class, a pluriglandular prep-

aration representing the internal secretions of

the principal endocrine glands. It is recom-

mended for the treatment of cases showing sub-

oxidation and asthenia.

Anyone looking for a small, compact outfit

for radiographic work will be interested in the

one advertised this month by the General Electric

Company, in our pages. As the illustration indi-

cates, it is about as compact as can be, and so

is easily transported for use outside the office

and the laboratory. Operating directly from any

lamp socket without special wiring, it may be

taken into the home for bedside application. The
procedure is about as easy and simple as attach-

ing an electric iron, leaving the difference in

weight out of consideration. The gross weight

of this outfit, as packed for transportation is

only 125 pounds, however.

We are told it will do all that the larger ap-

pliances do except gastro-intestinal work. The
capacity of the outfit is 10 milliamperes at a five

inch gap. The. radiographs produced by it are

said to be well and clearly defined.

The price is not mentioned in the advertise-

ment. Those interested are invited to write for

this and other information in detail.

What is more annoying to the doctor when,
on having occasion to use his syringe, he
finds it clogged or otherwise out of order? At
such a time the poise and temper of the gen-
tleman is only maintained with the greatest dif-

ficulty. At the best he must lose a quarter of
an hour or more trying to put it in working
condition ; at the worse he will make a botch
of the task in hand. Then too, the occurrence
shows him in a bad light. The patient sees him
careless, careless in the choice of his tools, care-

less in the keeping of them.
The Western Supply Co., Canton, Ohio, as-

sure us that their hypodermic syringe is con-

structed in such fashion that it will give no
trouble. In the first place it has a hollow pis-

ton, say they, which is filled with oil, this for

the purpose of keeping the packing from drj'ing

out. That is what, in the ordinary instruments,

makes them work hard and sometimes causes

i-^^P^-t

The
Laxative

for
Children

T^ASAGRA contains no active ingredients other

than Cascara and gives the tonic laxative effect

in its entirety. Being concentrated it is therefore

effective in small doses.

Because of its agreeable taste and mild but prompt

and effective action, constipation in children readily

yields to Kasagra.

Use the Original

The term "Kasagra" was coined and adopted to protect
the medical profession, druggists and ourselves against
preparations bearing the name "Cascara Aromatic," a title

original with us. You can make sure of obtaining the original

and genuine full strength Cascara Aromatic by specifying
"Stearns' Kasagra" on your prescriptions.

Write for Physicians' Samples.

Frederick Stearns & Company
Manufacturing Pharmacists

Detroit, Michigan

In Business Over Sixty Years
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Are You Applying
Physical Therapy
In Your Practice?

Physical Therapeutics, a few years ago, was used
by a comparatively few physicians to any appreci-
able extent, because only these few had investigated
thoroughly and studied the subject sufficiently to
be able to apply these means intelligently.

Physical Therapy is today established as an
important means to successful medical practice.
It has come into its own by the remarkable results
accomplished during and since the war, by f:he
U. S. Army Medical Department, also by the
British and French Armies. The value of physical
therapy is therefore no longer in doubt.

One of the first essentials for successful appli-
cation of physical therapy modalities is: Correctly
designed apparatus of a dependable quality that
inspires confidence.

Victor

Physical Therapy Apparatus
has served in the field of medical science for more
than twenty-five years. It embodies the skill and
experience of craftsmen who have been specializing
in the manufacture of electrical needs of the medical
profession these many years. ' Victor apparatus
therefore passed the experimental stage long ago

—

it is fully developed and being kept abreast of the
times.

Let us give you full particulars on equipment
suitable to your individual practice. We have a
number of clinical reprints that are of pertinent
interest—they will be mailed you upon request.

Victor
Electric Corporation

Manufacturers of
Roentgen and Physical Therapeutic

Apparatus

CHICAGO
Jackson B!\d. and Robey

Cambridge, Mass. New York
66 Broadway 131 E. 23d St.

SalesOffices and Service Stations
in all principal cities

Applying Slow Sinusoidal Current to extensor muscles
or leg, building^ up the atrophied muscles

U. S. General Hospital No. 28. Ft. Sheridan. III.

Prnw^-rrnxwTrf^^agas^^^^g^^S^fi^^?^;?;^^^^
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them to break under the force required to propel

the piston forward. But those interested ought

to write for the catalog issued by the makers

which describes this syringe in detail.

The prescriber is gradually learning to

specify what he desires his patient to have. Of
course, abstractly, he desires him to have the

best and most potent preparation of any and

every drug but, practically, he may not always

be sure of getting it unless he names the brand

or make in each instance. And this he is be-

ginning to do, in realization of this fact. And
surely it is best to do so, in the interests of all

concerned, for naturally there is in the market

both the good and the poor, the potent and the

inert, the genuine and the spurious. Drugs like

other commodities are not always vl'hat they pur-

port to be. Hence the importance of the label

that is upon the bottle ; hence the importance

of specifying.

Merck & Company have made fine chemicals

for medicinal and laboratory use for a great

many years. Their products are well and favor-

ably known in this country, as also are their

efforts in behalf of scientific pharmacy, good
and sufficient reasons for the prestige they en-

joy.

As a breakfast food Quaker Oats is a leader.

New foods have come one after another since

this brand was devised. The company that

makes it has in late years followed it with others,

such as Puffed Wheat and this acquired popu-
larity almost at a bound, although good old-

fashioned oatmeal has its staunch partisans, who
insist that nothing else can be as nutritious.

Without reciting the comparative food merits
of these two breakfast foods, in terms of calories

it is worth considering that wheat in the present
form, puffed or exploded as the makers say, is

not only highly nutritious but also extremely di-

gestible. As a morning dish, with milk or cream,
it is light and taxes the stomach but little.

Those who complain that oatmeal disagrees with
them, and of such there are not a few, may do
well to try Puffed Wheat. As is well known, the
stomach in many cases is unequal to heavy tasks
early in the day. And speaking of taste, in the
sense of palatability, this puffed type of break-
fast food lacks nothing. The puffed wheat
granules are crisp and good to eat, especially
when served with cream.

I would surely feel lost without Clinical Med-
icine. I like it better than any medical journal
I ever saw. Dr. J. L. Dorough,

Coyle, Okla.

To conceive a dietary for the sick, to supply
nourishment where there is no appetite nor
capacity for proper digestion on the part of the
stomach, is not the easiest task that falls to the
doctor. Sometimes he may shift the onerous
busiiiess to his nurse ; and sometimes a member
of the household, with a smattering of dietetic

learning, will help him out. But most it is up
to him, as we say, to say what the patient may
have to eat. And often it happens that what

Two Points
of necessity in a doctor's office

—

A Paper of Pins
and a box of

Tyree's Antiseptic Powder
One Holds and the other Heals.

The holding power of the pins you know about.
The healing power of the powder is greater
because it never slips out. This useful little

utility will be mailed free to doctors upon
request.

J. S. TYREE, CHEMIST, Inc.

Washington, D. C.

PULV(4NTI5EPTIC

, COMR
(ANTISEPT/I^OS)

'^WMONETOfoOIC
^WSPOON FUUS TO
8EA0DE0 roAP.NT
OF rcpiD WATEPANO
0560 Fefay TWO on

J. S. TrREE
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The Case For Coffee
Number Four

It must be admitted that

until very recently medical

knowledge of the actual

dietetic value and conse-

quent therapeutic worth of

various foodst Lifts and bev-

erages, has been largely

theoretical. Hence, the op-

ponents of coffee have re-

lied upon arguments based

upon supposed facts as-

sumed to have been estab-

lished. For example, cof-

fee has been regarded as

capable of interfering with

tlie digestion of food and

inhibiting the elimination

of waste material. Vaguely

expressed, coffee can cause

"biliousness," "dyspepsia,"

etc. Fraser has stated that

caffein of coffee favors di-

gestion rather than other-

wise. Hutchinson states

that, "As regards the prac-

tical inference to be drawn

from these experiments and

observations, it may be said

that in health the disturb-

ance of digestion produced

l)y the infused beverages is

negligible." He quotes
Roberts as suggesting that

the slight slowing of diges-

tion they produce may be

favorable as tending to

compensate for too rapid

digestibility which refine-

ments of manufacture and

preparation have m a d e

characteristic of modern
foods! wSo much for an-

other half-truth so much
depended upon and used by

coffee critics. Hutchinson

also states, "the question

has been much debated

whether or not caffein les-

sens the waste of the body."

"Indeed," he concludes,

"all experiments go to prove

to the contrary, namely that

caffein tends to increase

rather than diminish tissue

waste."

Another fallacy exposed

—the far-fetched claim that

coffee hinders elimination

and lessens tlie removal of

products of digestive waste.

Copyright 1920 by the Joint Coffee Trade
Publicity Committee of the United States
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the patient may eat and will eat are two differ-

ent things. Junket is an excellent food for the

sick, many doctors think. This is a sort of

plidding, made from milk curdled by means of

rennet. This ferment is now to be had in con-

venient tablet form, the product of the Chr.

Hansen Laboratory, Little Falls, N. Y. Junket

like custard is easily digested, and most patients

like it. It can be made especially tempting \yith

fruit flavors; it may also be colored, if desired

by means of some harmless food color to win

over the finical. Those unacquainted with it

should write for sample tablets; for the proof

of the pudding is in the eating.

That iron is a good remedy in the treatment
of anemia is a matter in which there are few
discordent views ; it is also generally

_
admitted

that arsenic is valuable. The questions that

arise concern far less these drugs themselves

than the forms in which they are to be given.

As to that, opinions are many and contradictory.

Some assert that no form of inorganic iron is

utlized by the organism, no matter what the salt

may be.

Be that as it may, the Henry Pharmacal Com-
pany, 121 Vine St., St. Louis, affirm they have a

preparation of iron and arsenic that does give

results in anemia, as attested by a blood count
and examination after a course of medication.

They call it : Three Gilorides. For purposes of

trial on the part of physicians, a full stock

(original) package will be sent on receipt of
30 cents, this to cover the cost of carriage.

The bottles are of 12-ounce capacity. No doubt

some of our readers will be disposed to take ad-

vantage of the offer.

Surgeons will be interested no doubt in the
rather ample line of supplies made for them by
the Hollister-Wilson Laboratories, Chicago. They
are specializing in sterile suture materials, bone
splints and kindred commodities. They supply

catgut in sealed glass tubes, variously prepared
to suit all needs and fancies : plain, chromic,

iodized and otherwise. Kangeroo tendon and
silkworm gut are also to be had from them, in

similar packages, sterile and ready for use.

They are also prepared to furnish quite a

number of animal derivatives of the non-surg-
ical type, such as benzoated lard, red bone mar-
row, _j5epsin and glandular extractives. Their
catalog is interesting ; it carries many fine

Electro-Therapeutic Week In

Kansas City—May 24-28 inclusive

Dr. Barton B. Grover will deliver his
second course on Physio-and Electro-Therapy
at the Little Theatre, Kansas City, May 24-26,
at which time a series of interesting: clinics
will be held. An additional feature of this
course will be a special demonstration on
the treatment of tuberculosis, piven by
Dr. Jefferson D. Gibson of Denver, who is
recognized as an authority on pulmonary
tuberculosis. Tickets for course. $25.00.

For program and registration, address.
Dr. Charles "Wood Fassett, Sec'y, 536 Ridgre
Bldg., Kansas City, Mo.

NOW ENTIRELY AMERICAN
MADE BY THE ORIGINAL PROCESSES

Sajodin
PALATABLE and EFFICIENT

lODIN MEDICATION
Especially for Prolonged Use as in

ARTERIOSCLEROSIS

and when Iodides disagree

Adalin
THE SAFE and DEPENDABLE
HYPNOTIC and SEDATIVE

For Treatment of the Common Forms of

INSOMNIA

and for Nervousness

VERONAL and VERONAL-SODIUM
The Weil-Known Hypnotics

Sl^ Sold Exclusively by

WINTHROP CHEMICAL COMPANY, Inc.
189-191 FRANKLIN STREET NEW YORK, N. Y.

^^
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lOESER'S IHTRAYEHOUS SOLUTIONS

For the Progressive Physician Seeking Improved Clinical Results

These sterile stable solutions, intended for intravenous injection exclusively, are

contained in hermetically sealed non-soluble glass ampoules.

IRON AND ARSENIC

ARSENIC AND MERCURY

SODIUM IODIDE

SAUCYLATE AND IODIDE

SODIUM SALICYLATE

MERCURY BICHLORIDE

MERCURY OXYCYANIDE

QUININEDIHYDROCHLORIDE

HEXAMETHYLENAMINE

Volumes and Contents
5cc Iron Cacodylate, 64 mg.

(1 grain).

5cc Sodium Dimethylarse-
nate. (Cacodylate) U. S.

P., 2 Gms. (31 grains)
Mercury Iodide U. S. P.
5 mg. (1/12 grain). Also
in 1.5 gm. and .7 gm.
doses.

20cc Sodium Iodide U. S.

P. 2 Gms. (31 grains).

20cc Sodium Salicylate U.
S. P., 1 gm. (15 grains):
Sodium Iodide U. S. P.
1 gm. (15 grains).

5cc Sodium Salicylate U. S.

P., 1 gm. (15 grains).

5cc Mercury Bichloride, 16
mgs. (% grain),

5cc Mercury Oxycyanlde, 8

mgs. (% grain).

5cc Quinine Dihydrochlo-
ride U. S. P.. 5 gms. (7i._.

grains).

5cc Hexymethyl. U. S. P.
Uretropln Formln, 1.5
gm. (24 grains).

Indications
The most positive and

proTOpt method of rais-
ing blood count and
hemoglobin contents.
Anemias, Malaria, Pella-
gra, Psoriasis, Neures-
thenla, Syphilis. Skin
Diseases. Tuberculosis,
Chlorosis, Pericarditis.

Syphilis. Tropical Fevers.

Asthma, Chronic Arthritis.
Syphilis, Nephritis,
Tuberculosis. Glandular
involvements. Pneumo-
nia.

Grippe, Influenza, Acute
and sub-acute Strepto-
cocci infections.

Tonsillitis, all Streptococci
infections. Acute Arth-
ritis, etc.

Syphilis, Erysipelas, In-
fluenza. Gonorrheal
Rheumatism.

Syphilis, etc.

Malaria, etc.

Pyelitis. Cystitis. Colon In-
fections. Toxemias of
Tuberculosis. Pelvic In-
fections. Pneumonia, Men-
ingitis, etc.

TECHNIC: Do not dilute this solution. Break Ampoule, draw into all-glass

syringe and attach a 23 to 25 gauge hypo needle. Use tourniquet or have patient

grasp the arm with his free hand until the veins at the bend of the elbow stand
out prominently; run the needle into the vein quickly. Blood usually comes back
into syringe back of needle or can be drawn back to be certain that needle is in

the vein; release pressure, then inject slowly.

Send for complete list of Intravenous Solutions, Reprints and Clinical Data.

New York Intravenous Laboratory
110 East 23rd Street, New York City

Producing ethical Solutions for the Medical Profession exclusively.
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package illustrations ; and may be had on re-

quests Typographically it is one of the pretti-

est of printed things that has come to our atten-

tion for some time.

The doctor proverbially is a poor business

man, which among the rest is saying that he is

a poor collector. He can work like a demon,

work while others sleep, travel long distances

in the blackest nights, all quite likely without

complaint; and often we find him exhibiting an

endurance that is almost superhuman. He can

cure the sick. He can make the halt and lame

to walk. But he is proverbially a poor collector.

He neglects to send out his statements, as busi-

ness men do regularly. He allows himself to be

imposed upon by people who can well afford to

pay but are not inclined to do so. He has always

a lot of money due him and many old accounts.

This deficiency, recognized, has led collecting

agencies to offer him their services. The Hoo-
sier Agency, of Warren, Ind., is doing a great

deal of collecting for doctors, often accomplish-

ing what would be beyond the attainment of

any but experts in this line. No fee is asked in

advance; instead, a fractional part of the money
collected and turned over is retained by the

agency for its services.

The idea of evaporating milk to dryness,
leaving only the solids thereof, was destined to

materialize into one of the most popular food

products of our time. The residue thus obtained,

iDy a process that is rather involved, comprises

the phosphate and carbohydrate principles resi-

dent in ordinary cow's milk. It lends itself to

wide usage. Unlike fresh milk it is always
available and transportable ; will keep in any
climate ; is not readily contaminated. Such are

its advantages. When wanted, it is only neces-

sary to rub the powder into a smooth paste with

a spoon, then adding water. The concoction

may be flavored if desired. But Horlick's Malt-

ed Milk is too well known to need description.

It is a common beverage at the fountains ; a

good drink to take between meals during a

wearisome day, for the fagged-out person.

Above all, it is a food well suiting the require-

ments of the sick, the convalescent, and the

aged. It is to be remembered in cases needing a

light and easily digested dietary, when ordinary

food is distasteful and is otherwise ill-advised;

PROSTATE SAVED
Elsewhere in this issue will be found

TREATMENTS
which have given

RESULTS
Don't mn from such cases bat read and save them

Send for Sample and Literature

THElODtJ^^ItLERco.
KANSAS Clxr.N^^^MO,, U.S.A.

SPECIALIZING SOLtiWi.E. inr>iMg cnMBIHATIONS

SPIROCIDE
A New Mercurial Treatment for Syphilis

BY FUMIGATION AND INHALATION ONLY

NO NEEDLE—NO INUNCTION—NO STOMACHIC MEDICATION

NO APPARATUS NECESSARY — TECHNIC SIMPLE

SPIROCIDE CORPORATION
153 W, 23d St. - - New York City
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SEND FOR THIS FREE PACKAGE
OF THORO SKIN CLEANSER

IT'S BETTER THAN SOAP

Doctor, we want you to try THORO at our

expense. We want you to try it on your

own hands and see how soft and smooth it

makes them. You will be surprised.

THORO is a remarkable combination of

sterilized corn meal, olive oil and boracic

acid. It comes in a nickel top refillable 4

ounce container, fresh to your hands—the

first it has ever touched. It makes a delight-

ful creamy lather which removes every trace

of dirt. No matter how often you wash
your hands you will find THORO prevents

chapping and cracking of the skin. It is fine for

bath, face, shampoo, and for all toilet purposes.

Dr. H. J. Achard of the Clinical Medicine staff,

says. "THORO is the best thing for shaving I

have ever used." Doctor, send for a package to-

day. It's free.

We also supply THORO in one pound pack-

ages at $1.00, and a beautiful white enamel dis-

penser for $3.00. This should be in every doctor's

office, every hospital and public institution. To
physicians desiring to install THORO
in their offices and homes, we will

send installation outfit of dispenser

and one pound package of

THORO in carton, prepaid, for

$3.50. Twx> THORO outfits,

one for residence and one for

office, may be ordered at this

price.

wut«
XSnamel
Holder

Prifce....».M

THB THORO COBPOBATION
225 W. Hviron St., Chicago, IH.
Dept L.

DI enclose $.... for which send ms
Combination Outflta for THORO Installation,

n Please send m« Free Sample 4 oa. package.

Name .

.

Address

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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for milk as we know is elementally one of our
best foods, supply carbohydrate, proteid and in-

organic materials (calcium for example) in one
medium.

When Ehrlich first introduced Arsphenamine
(Salvarsan, or, "606"), he hoped, it will be rec-

ollected, to have discovered a means for bring-
ing about a sterilisatio magna, that is to say, a
method through which all pathogenic micro-
organisms in the body fluids might be killed
out. This was soon found to have been a vain
hope. Indeed, the virus of syphilis, if placed in

solutions of arsphenamine, failed to be killed.

If, however, even a small quantity of extract of
liver was added, the treponemas are destroyed.
Thus it was found that the cumbersome and

difficult intravenous method of administering
arsphenamine was not a necessary one; indeed,
the important fact was that the remedy should
be introduced into the tissue fluids the pres-
ence of which was vital for successful treat-
ment. Hence, it was found possible to admin-
ister the remedy by the rectal route, with cura-
tive results. Needless to say, this simplified
method of employing the potent antisyphilitic
arsphenamine increases its practical usefulness
by rnaking it available to the many general
practitioners who hesitate to give intravenous
injections.

Regarding the rectal use of "salvarsan," the
Anglo-French Drug Co., Ltd., 1270 Broadway,
New York City, has issued some interesting
literature. This firm oflfers "Supsalvs," that is,

stable suppositories of "606," of French manu-

ADD 50% TO INCOME

The REFRACTOMETER, shown here, is a
part of the HOME P-G COURSE IN REFRAC-
TION which is putting this branch of our pro-
fession on a basis of importance and remunera-
tion next to surgery. Increases income 25 to
50 per cent—no matter where located—and
doesn't interfere with other practice.

In this Course the MOVIEGRAPH is used to
show Pictures and Text simultaneously, en-
abling you to see in your own office an Expert
conducting Clinics—refracting typical cases

—

while details and principles are explained so
fully and clearly that the busiest practitioner
can, by utilizing his spare moments, become
a competent Refractionist in a very short
time. Really a "personal" Course, covering
the subject completely—minus theories and
superfluity.
Four years' use of this System of Refrac-

tion in many States has demonstrated that any
physician who uses it gets the business, be-
cause of its accuracy and rapidity.
For enrollment blank and particulars write

direct to the author.
DAVID AGNEW CRAWFORD, M. D.

303 State St.. Gnthrie Onter, Iowa.

V*»^?

Medicinal Yeast
The increasing use of yeast as a therapeutic agent em-
phasizes the importance of prescribing it in such a form
as will be most acceptable to the patient, and to enable
its use to be persisted in for sufficient length of time to

assure its full physiological eflfect.

CEREVISINE
(Desiccated Yeast)

is a specially prepared form of Saccharomyces cerevisiae for medicinal
use only, intended for internal as well as external use. Supplied in
tablets and granulated.
Internally in acne, furunculosis, intestinal indigestion, streptococcic
or staphylococcic skin aiTections, chronic constipation, etc.
Externally in eczema, ulcers, eroded cervix, vaginitis, etc.

Samples and literature on request.

Dr. Ph. Chapelle Laboratories E. FOUGERA & CO., Inc.

Paris - New York. 90-92 Beekman'Street, New.York

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medic
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Results Count
From the Surgeon in Charge of

One of the American Smelters
Securities Company's Plants.

{Name to physicians on request)

"There has not been a day since I came here that I have

not used Dionol in from 1 to 15 cases. I would be lost with-

out it. I have used it with complete success in many severe

burns, wounds, bruises, strains, etc. Have cured two severe

bubos with Dionol ointment applications without operation.

"I have been particularly pleased with the way new skin

forms on extensive burns and abrasions under the use of

Dionol ointment. The indication for its use is very simple

and is simply INFLAMMATION. For instance here is a

case that an eye and ear specialist might scoff at but I am
stating FACTS. Mr. P. came to me with a suppurating middle

ear, a case of 6 months standing. Daily applications of Dionol

ointment against the ear drum for two weeks cured the case

completely. In infected wounds and ulcerative conditions

generally, there is but one word that describes Dionol re-

sults and that is 'REMARKABLE.'

*T have recommended the Chief of the 'Safety and Welfare

Department' of our Company, to use Dionol at all our other

plants."

(Signed M. D.

DOCTOR:
If Dionol is new to you, why not interest

yourself at once in a therapeutic agent of such

unusual value? Send for literature, Case Re-
ports, samples, etc.

The Dionol Company
864 Woodward Avenue

(Dept 20)

Detroit, Mich.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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facture, which, in combination with mercurial i

inunctions, have proved of marked effect in the|
treatment of lues venerea.

1

Goitre is one of those diseases which ought
to be recognized early, since in its later phases
it is often unresponsive to treatment. Ordi-
narily, the disease is one of two types

; paren-
chymatous ; or adenomatous. The two are indis-
criminately called simple goitre, thus to distin-
guish them_ from the less common and far more
serious variety of thyroid dysfunction known as
exophthalmic goitre. However, there are mild
cases of the latter that may be treated medic-
inally with hopes of cure, especially if taken
in hand early.

The Columbus Pharmacal Co., 330 Oak Street,
Columbus, Ohio, are announcing in our pages
their Special Goitre Tablets, which they assert
are 'effective. The formula is not given but such
of our readers as are disposed to investigate
this remedy combination, with the intention of
applying it to cases, may write for this and
other information, or order a trial quantity at

the prices quoted. The company says their tab-

lets have been in use for the past six years and
that the merits of their formula is acknowledged
by doctors who have had experience with it.

(dwprotein

Physicians Will Find Diaprotein
of Great Assistance

IN THE TREATMENT OF DIABETES MELLITUS

DIAPROTEIN
100% Starch-Free and 100% Sugar-Free

affords the diabetic patient a liberal,

appetizing diet. From this sugar-free,
starch-free flour substitute an attrac-
tive variety of bread and pastry can
be prepared. Self-rising and flavored.

Investigate the merits of Diaprotein

—

your druggist can supply you or you
can order direct from

The Diaprotein Company
56 E. Randolph St. CHICAGO. ILL.

Two weeks'
supply, $2.65

The fear of mishap no doubt deters the doc-
tor many times from prescribing drugs for in-

somnia; recourse is had by preference to such
drugless measures as omitting coffee from the
third meal, of dining early, of drinking hot milk

,

at bedtime, or walking out before retiring, or
|

counting after a devised formula, or otherwise
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An X-Ray apparatus that can be conveniently taken to the bed-
side of a patient has long been needed by the medical profession

This IS how the outfit looks when
packed for transportation — weight
125 pounds — easily transported —
Quickly assembled.

3SB-35

Coolidge X-ray Out-
fit Assembled for
use.

The Coolidge X-ray Outfit
Portable Radiographic Type

A new outfit for radiographic work, developed by
the research laboratories of the General Electric Com-
pany, is designed both for office use and for work at
the patient's bedside.

The Coolidge X-Ray Outfit can be operated directly
from any lamp socket and requires no special wiring.
The capacity of the outfit is 10 milliamperes at a 5-

inch spark gap. It will do all radiographic work ex-
cept gastro-intestinal.

The tube used is specially designed for this outfit.

It is only 14 inches long with a bulb diameter of 2'/2
inches and is made of lead glass equal in protective
power to 1-16 of an inch of metallic lead. The focus
is very fine, producing radiographs with extremely
good definition.

For further information address
Supply Dept., General Electric Company, Schenectady

General Office
Schenectad)'; N.Y

Sales Offices in
all large cities

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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according to a score of recommendations, some
of them very ludicrous. The fear is justified

to an extent, of course ; some drugs so depress

the heart as to be really dangerous. Others are

followed by headiness and such other unpleas-

ant symptoms, at times lasting for days.

But we have such drugs as passiflora which
are said to be quite safe, for inducing sleep

and sedation. John B. Daniel, Atlanta, Ga.,

offers a preparation of this drug under the name
of Pasadyne. Pharmaceutically, it is described
as being a concentrated tincture. It is claimed
to bring a quiet, restful sleep with no ill effects

following. But this can be verified by trial in a
few suitable cases, for which purpose samples
will be sent to those willing to prepay the ex-
press charges.

So unresponsive to treatment in many cases
is pyorrhea that it ought to be looked for and
recognized early, with the view to checking it

in its incipiency. The consequences of its dep-

redation are dreadful enough to influence the

prudent to take it early in hand under the su-

pervision of his dentist. The disease can be pre-

vented it is said by consistently good care of the

mouth and teeth, and so maintaining a condition

of absolute oral cleanliness, this by the use of

an efficient dentrifrice. If so, results will croh-

ably depend upon one's choice of a dentifrice,

certainly many in the market are not to be reliea

upon. How many doctors, when they are

asked to recommend a dentifrice, as they often

are, can do so with surety that the questioner

will get what he or she ought to have?

Nurses Supplied 1\ITT1?Q17Q Telegraph or

for AU Kinds l^l^lXOILiO Telephone
of Cases ARE NEEDED UNCOLN 2155

Our Students Receive $18 to $25 per week While in Training on Private

Cases. Graduates $35 to $45.

TWO YEAR HOSPITAL. CLASS AND PRIVATE CASE TRAINING.
Write Dept. K for Free Booklet

—

"The
Doctor and the Nurse."

ILLINOIS POST GRADUATE AND TRAINING SCHOOL FOR NURSES
546 Garfield^ Avenue, Chicas^o, Illinois

The

Management

of an

Infant's Diet

DIARRHEA
The importance of nourishment in intes-

tinal disturbances that are so common during

the warm weather is now recognized by

physicians, and it is also appreciated that

the nutrition furnished must be somewhat different than the

milk modification usually supplied to the normal infant.

Food elements that seem to be^ particularly well adapted,

mixtures that are suitable to meet the usual conditions, and

the general management of the diet, are described in our

pamphlet
—
"The Feeding of Infants in Diarrhea"— a copy

of which will be sent to any physician who desires to become

familiar with a rational procedure in summer diarrhea.

Mellin's Food Company^ Boston, Mass.

WlMn writing ^vertisers plea*e mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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The Quality of

the Raw Material

There are in the world some 350 producing

fields of petroleum. The basic constituents

and properties of the output of the various

fields differ to a very great extent.

For liquid petrolatum of highest quality an

exact constituency and basic formula are

required. The selection of the proper raw

materials for the manufacture of Nujol is

made possible by the world-wide connec-

tions of the Standard Oil Company (New

Jersey).

The viscosity of Nujol was determined after

exhaustive research and clinical test, and

is in strict accord with the opinions of

leading m.edical authorities.

Sample and authoritative literature dealing

with the general and special uses of Nujol

will be sent gratis. See coupon below.

Nujol Laboratories, Standard Oil Co. (New Jersey)

50 Broadway, Room , New York.

Please send booklets marked.

Q "IN GENERAL PRACTICE" {Especially prepared for the Physician)

The following booklets may also be of interest to the Physician :

Q "A Surgical Assistant" Q "In Women and Children"

i I
Also sample

Name. Address

.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Pyorrhocide is being offered by the Dentinol &
Pyorrhocide Co., Inc., of New York. They ad-
vertise it in this issue, saying that it is es-

pecially effective against the disease referred
to, manifested as it is by gums that are soft
and receding from the tooth proper, that bleed
easily, and have a lax, spongy look. Samples
may be had by writing; also a leaflet dealing
with the cause and other aspects of this trouble.

Another old form it appears has been im-
proved upon ; we refer to sodium phosphate,
which even as such was good enough to win a
very wide esteem. We know it as a laxative of
the milder and more inoffensive sort ; as a re-

frigerant ; as a detergent for the upper bowels ;

as an antacid. But good as it was, it was still

possible to improve upon it and the General
Chemical Company, New York, was the agency
to assume and perform this commendable task,

commendable from the fact that nothing but the
best suffices for mankind.
The new preparation is called Safos. It af-

fords mono-sodium phosphate (with sodium bi-

carbonate) in its purest form, we are told, not
only meeting the official requirements but ex-
ceeding them. For example, it has the same
phosphate value as 1^ parts of the U. S. P
salt. In other words, it is 75 per cent, stronger

It is also said to be without trace of citric or

tartaric acids, common accompaniments of in-

ferior articles.

Those who want the highest efficiency in this

as in all other things, will always take the trouble

Blood Examinations
FOR ESTIMATION OF HEMOGLOBIN

in any specimen are quickly and accurate]) made
with the new Dare Hemoglobinometer. No- dilutions.
Xo confusion of color readings. No chance for er-
ror. A practicable equipment for the office and
laboratory. Supplied either for candle or electrical
illumination: Candle Illumination. ?30.00: Electrical
and candle illumination, $40.00; Extra Pipettes', per
set, SI. .50.

Write for booklet picturing and describing this
equipment, the use of which makes for certainty
in diagnosis.

Manafactnren of

Scientific InitnimenU
Sole Manufacturers

1919-1921 rairmonnt Avenn© PHrLADELPHIA, PA.. U. 8. A.

Rieker Instrument Company

IlllllllllllllllllllllllllllliiyillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllPI^^
Ill!llll!lllll!llllllll!llllllll Ill II Illllllllllllllllll

"''Illllllllllillllllllillllllltllllllllljlllllllllli^^^^^^

Gastrointestinal Infections

PHARMACOLOGISTS and clinicians are agreed that one of

the special indications for the use of creosote is as an in-

testinal antiseptic in cases of gastrointestinal infection. In
fact, the therapeutic efficacy of creosote has sometimes been as-
cribed to its action as an ideal intestinal antiseptic. Unfortunately,
however, creosote cannot be taken in sufficiently large doses to
produce a marked action. It causes gastric irritation and distress,
even nausea.

CALCREOSE contains approximately 50% of pure
beechwood creosote. It can be taken in large doses (as
high as 160 grains per day) and for a long time with-
out causing any gastric irritation and yet not lose any
of the therapeutic effect of the contained creosote.
Therefore, Calcreose is an ideal remedial agent for use
in gastrointestinal infections.

Why not improve your results by prescribing CALCREOSE.'
Write for further details

THE MALTBIE CHEMICAL CO. -:- NEWARK, N. J.

When writin« Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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m

A Laxative

Particularly Suited to Children

^^ASTING like candy with an effec-

^ tive, but non-griping action, these

pink pastilles are especially suited to

prescribe to boys and girls who are apt

to object strenuously to the taking of oil

;

and the elderly members of the house-

hold whose health may be delicate.

The Juices of orange, grapes and other

fruits, and Agar-Agar, combined with

phenol-phthalein make Analax ^- the

Fruity Laxative.

To physicians, we unll gladly send test quantities

upon request. Box of 100 pastilles to hospitals.

McKesson & Robbins, Inc.
Manufacturing Chemists

Established 1833 91 FultOH Street, New York

I

i!

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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to investigate. And the present seems an article

worth investigating. The makers will no doubt
be pleased to supply leaflets on the subject as

well as samples for trial.

Elach season brings ailments of its own to

afflict humankind. Winter brings its pneumonia
which comes as a terror to the aged. Summer,
on the other hand, is a trying season for in-

fants. Those born within the year face many
chances of not surviving. Infant mortality, in

spite of advances made in asepsis and disease

prophylaxis generally remains high, doubtless be-

cause mothers are more than ever before ad-

verse to nursing their offspring and because in

many cases they are physically unable to nurse

them properly.

In the circumstances recourse is had to the

bottle and artificial feeding. And to conceive a

food suitable for each infant is by no means
easy. The problem presented is that of so modi-

fying cow's milk as to approximate as closely

as possible the lacteal fluid of the breasts. Many
formulas have been recommended and many dis-

carded as unsuitable. Have you ever tried Mead's
Dextri-Maltose, Doctor? If not the manufactur-
ers. Mead, Johnson & Co., Evansville, Ind., will

be glad to send you trial samples and directions

for constructing an infant food upon which it is

said, infants will thrive in hot weather and hold

their own against dyrrhea and malnutrition.

With proper admixture of milk, water and this

predigested starch (from cereals) it is possible

to meet the varying requirements as they pre-

sent.

I am a reader of Clinical Medicine, the best

medical journal published for the general prac-

titioner.

C. H. Miller,

Kansas City, Mo.

I cannot speak too highly of Digipoten. It

has given satisfaction when all other prepara-

tions of digitalis have failed.

H. BennetTj M. D.
Washington, D. C.

Pond's ii

Qtract tf

There is nothing superior to sponge bathing for

lowering the temperature in febrile disorders, and
Pond's Extract and tepid water, equal parts, make a
solution for the purpose that is most agreeable and
effective. It is cooling and refreshing, and through
its action on the skin not only lowers the body
temperature and makes the patient more comfort-
able, but is free from the depressing effects of
other antipyretic measures.

POND'S EXTRACT CO.
New York and London

a Fever

n Bathing

From Puberty to Menopause
THROUGH this period

most women suffer from

uterine neurosis, and as

Godell so aptly describes it,

"the intangible,

imponderable,
invisible pelvic

pains of neurotic

women."

pregnancy call for the admin-
istration of HAYDEN'S VI-

BURNUM COMPOUND,
presenting its well-known an-

tispasmodic and
calmative action

as a preventive

and as a treat-

ment in neurosis.

An ticipated
monthly attacks of Dysmen-
orrhea, the exhausting effects

of Menorrhagia, and the

nervous symptoms of early

It should be given

in teaspoonful doses, three

times a day, administered in

hot water. Literature, form-

ula and samples upon request.

NEW YORK PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY
BEDFORD SPRINGS, BEDFORD. MASS.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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HAY-FEVER
Can be Prevented

CLINICAL results, covering more than 12,000 cases, attest the value

of Pollen Antigen.^ During the past five years, from 1915 to 1919

inclusive, Pollen Antigen has afforded relief from hay-fever by

conferring an average protection of 82.7%.

npHE treatment with Pollen Antigen should be started six weeks before

the date of the usual onset of hay-fever. Even in those not protected,

the symptoms are usually rendered mild and the attack cut short.

pOLLEN Antigen is now universally used for hay-fevef because

:

1. Contains all the antigenic properties of pollen

grains.

2. Will not deterioriate.

3. Standardized by complement fixation.

4. May be used without preliminary diagnostic

tests.

5. Gives uniformly consistent results each year.

J? EQUESTS for further information are invited.

Lederle Antitoxin Laboratories
511 Fifth Avenue
New York City

Chicago Kansas City

San Francisco Montreal

New Orleans

Winnipeg

Minneapolis

Buenos Aires

^The name POLLEN ANTIGEN denotes the product of the Lederle Antitoxin

Laboratorie*.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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BUSINESS
OPPORTUNITIES
Have you something to sell or exchange?
Do you want a location or an assistant?

Are you looking for new opportunities?

Use and read this column. Ads. eight
cents a word. Remittance should accom-
pany order. Address Business Opportunity
Column, The American Journal of Clinical

Medicine, 4753 Ravenswood Ave., Chicago.

A SSISTANTS WANTED—SALARIED ASSISTANTS^ wanted for Hospitals and Sanitoriums, also for gen-
eral, mining, and contract practice ;_ 1,000 appointments
already secured for our clients. Medical practices bought
and sold in all sections. For particulars write to "The
Medical Echo." Lynn, Mass.

HYSICIANS ATTENTION—NOW IS THE TIME
to order your new Labels and Stationery. Write

for samples and prices to Consolidated Ptg. & Pub. Co.,

4017 N. Robey Street, Chicago.

T^ RUG AND LIQUOR HABITS—SANITARIUM ES-
'-' tablished eighteen years. No suffering, no danger,
close medical care, good nursing. Pleasant surroundings,
quick and absolutely satisfactory results. Ralph Sani-
tarium, 529 Highland Avenue, Kansas City, Kansas.

A/fORPHINE NEW HOME TREATMENT FOR ALL
-^ -*• Drug and Alcoholic Addictions. Doctor:—Treat
these cases at home privately yourself. No pain, very
little discomfort. Positive results. Enclose stamp for
full information. Dr. Quayle Sanitorium, Madison, O
Box 7.

pjENTIST WANTED, IN TOWN OF 475 POPUI.A-
•'-'^ tion. Prefer one who also can play band instru-
ments, or lead a band. Address, Secretary, White Rock
Commercial Club, White Rock, S. D.

ATDTICE DOCTOR: $1 BRINGS COPY OF MY
-'-'' Collection of Notes from Medical Journals and ten
years of diligent search for the useful in general practice
and Rectal Specialty, that should help increase your in-

come. Dr. Wm. H. O., N. J., writes, worth hundred
times amount paid. Dr. J. O. ^L, Idaho, says, "Fine."
Dr. H. A. H., Utah, says, "Would give $5 or $10 for
copy." A Florida Doctor writes liis friend in N. Y. to
purchase copy as it is a good thing. I know will please
you, your money back if not. Nearly 1,000 satisfied

readers and not one has asked for a refund. C. L. John-
son, M. D., B7, Ripley, Tenn.

H^

pOR SALE—NEW HOSPITAL IN RICH, DESIRT able section near Los Angeles. Capacity, forty
patients. Completely furnished and with hydro-therapeu-
tic apparatus. Doing profitable busine.^s. Best reasons
for selling. Special bargain and favorable terms to right
party. Address: J. D. Brunner, 324 I. N. Van Nuys
Bldg., Los Angeles, California.

p LASTIC BANDAGES—THE FAMOUS "EMPIRE"
;'-' 5-yard (by 3 in.) roll for One Dollar. Money back
if not satisfied. Superior to the elastic stocking for
varicose veins. Address Empire Mfg. Co., 7 Spring St.,
Lockport, N. Y. Mention this Journal.

fEADACHE AND NEURALGIA—WHY USE AS-
pirin when these conditions can usually be promptly

relieved with K-Y analgesic. A safe, harmless remedy
that works most of the time. In collapsible tubes. Sam-
ples on request to physicians mentioning this journal.

YOaR INCOME—SECURE IT FOR ALL TIME—
J- You can do this by the Alexander plan. $25 to $50
a week paid for partial or total disability as long as you
live. Absolutely reliable. Recommended by the editor

'

and also the business manager of Clinical Medicine
who carry this income insurance. Backed by a $19,000,000
company. Write at once to C. G. Alexander, 710 Corn
Exchange Bldg., Chicago, 111. Please mention Clinical
Medicine.

In Acne DERMATONE D< |
ZEMATOL Does in Ecze

Use Them and Prove Them
Backed by 25 years of success!

clinical experience.

Catalog of pharmaceuticals mailed on re^o

CHICAGO PHARMACAL (

645 St. Clair Street, Chicago, Illi

Wootiiawn
Maternity Home '

A strictly private and ethical Home Retreat
for unmarried ^irls and women during preg-
nancy and confinement, with best medical
care, nursing and protection. A home found
for the infant by adoption if desired. All
publicity avoided. Prices reasonable. For
particulars, prices and terms, address

WOODLAWX, OWEeO, Tioga Co., N. T.

FREE—
A Valuable Booklet
"Sinusoidalogy, the Science of Appli-
cation of the Sinusoidal Cunent"
mailed FREE. A Post Card gets it.

"Lii

Li

lii§k

t

The ULTIMA No. 3

ACn>~ U<>1n Sn other gaatro-intestinal
aure Help in for treatment of und

Constipat'ion
""""

der - developed
naooy muBi:uiai Ltssue in any part •
the hodv. Military hospital eXDenenfl

„•» ur,..„nBtrated the effectiveness of sinuBoidalizatwO

Are you "from Missouri"? Then write to

Ultima Physical Co., 136 W. Lake St., Chicago, II

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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The therapeutic value of calcium is never more important than
during the transition period between Winter and Summer.
Empirical indications for the use of Spring tonic and recon-
structive medication are realized from the employment of

Liquor Calcium Aromatic
{HUXLEY)

An active, efficient, palatable and promptly acting combination of the chlorid and lactate
of calcium in an aromatic menstruum, containing 8 grains of calcium salts to the tea-
spoonful. The Huxley formula assures prompt absorption and assimilation, without
irritation or digestive disturbance. DOSE: One to two teaspoonfuls in water or milk
at mealtime.

Supplied in 4 oz. and 16 oz. bottles.

Samples and literature on request.

Manufactured by

Anglo-American Pharmaceutical Corp.

London and New York

E. Fougera & Co., Inc
90-92 Beekman Street

New York City

A well-balanced compound of Cascara, Podophyllin, Colocynth
and Hyoscyamus.

Pil. Cascara Comp.
(Robins)

Mild, I Grain—Strong, 4 Grains.

They normalize peristaltic action instead of inhibiting it, as so many
evacuants and cathartics do.
They stimulate a flow of secretions, thus encouraging a normal

physiological evacuation.
A trial, the most convincing argument. Send for samples and lit-

erature.

* * *

Campetrodin
Campetrodin is a convenient, soothing application for wounds,

bruises, sprains, burns, boils, ulcers, etc. Heals rapidly.
Campetrodin—Double Strength, as an inunction, is especially valu-

able in reducing swollen glands and relieving obstinate deep-seated
rheumatic and neuralgic pains.

Samples to Physicians on Request.

A. H. ROBINS COMPANY
RICHMOND. VIRGINIA. U.S. A.

®@®®®®®®®®®®®

I
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48 BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES—Cont'd.

"AHA" OF FRENCH MANUFACTURE. WRITE FOR
UKJkj information to the Anglo-French Drug Co., Ltd.,

Wilson Bldg., 1270 Broadway, New York City. Please

mention Clinical Medicine.

•y YCOS" BLOOD PRESSURE APPARATUS. THE
- Genuine 1920 Model. In leather case with booklet.

$2.50 down and $2.50 a month for nine months. Cost

price, $25.00. Address A. S. Aloe Co., 559 Olive St., St.

Louis, Mo. Please say you saw this in Clinical Med-
icine.

-yUBERCULOSIS. REPORTS OF CASES SUC-
•• cessfully treated with Proteogen No. 3 formula of

Dr. A. S. Horoyitz. Write to the Wm. S. Merrell Com-
pany, Cincinnati, O.

TMPOTANCE. DOCTOR HAVE YOU TRIED HOR-
-• MOTONE containing the hormones of the thyroid,

pituitary, ovary and testis? Literature and clinical re-

ports on request. Write to the G. W. Carnrick Co., 21

Laight St., New York, mentioning Clivical Medicine.

PATHOLOGICAL TISSUE. EXAMINED. ACCUR-
^ ate histological descriptions and diagnoses of tissues,

$5.00. Address, National Pathological Laboratories, 5 So.

Wabash Ave., Chicago. Please mention this journal.

BLOOD PRESSURE APPARATUS—ON FREE
Trial. The Sanborn Outfit. Price, $17.50 complete.

Send no money unless you keep the apparatus. Address,
Sanborn Co., 79 Sudbury St., Boston, 14, Mass.

-pHORO—THE FINEST SKIN CLEANSER MADE.
'• Just the thing for the Doctor's hands. Send for a

Free package to the Thoro Corporation, 225 W. Huron
St., Chicago, mentioning this journal.

tNFLAMMATION—USE DIONOL. SAMPLES FREE.
-L The Dionol Company, 864 Woodward Ave., Detroit.

Mention Clinical Medicine.

p ORTABLE X-RAY OUTFIT. FOR BEDSIDE USE.
^ Easily transported—quickly assembled. The Coolidge.
Made by the General Electric Co.. Schenectady, N. Y.
Send for prices. Please mention this magazine.

P RACTURES—THE BEST RESULTS ARE OB-
^ tained with the Seaman Ambulatory Pneumatic
Splints. Write for information to Mr. Seaman, 30 E.
Randolph St., Chicago.

QOITRE—SPECIAL TABLETS, 500—$2.75. THOR-
^-^ oughly tested. Permanently beneficial. The Colum-
bus Pharmacal Co., Columbus, O.

TAIONOL SAMPLES UPON REQUEST MENTION-
*-^ ing Clinical Medicine. Address The Dionol Com-
pany, 864 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.

O YPHILIS—A NEW MERCURIAL TREATMENT
'-' by fumigation and inhalation. Send for details to
The Spirocide Corporation, 153 W. 23rd St., New York
City, saying that you saw this, ad in Clinical Medicine.

A UTO-VACCINES—FOR PROMPT AND RELIABLE
'^ service write to The Columbus Laboratories, 31 N.
State St., Chicago, mentioning Clinical Medicine.

P REE—"THE DOCTORS' LABORATORY MAN-
*• ual." Write to the Gradwohl Laboratories, 7 W.
Madison St., Chicago, or 928 N. Grand Ave., St. Louis.
Please mention Clinical Medicine.

TMPOTENCE AND PROSTATIC DISEASES. STUB-
-'- born cases are greatly improved by the use of Suppos
Prostans. Box of 15 for $1.00 with free booklet on the
"Treatment of Prostatic Diseases and Impotence." Write
to the Regent Drug Company, Eliot Station, Detroit, Mich.
Say you saw this ad in Clinical Medicine.

P REE—SEND FOR A COPY OF OUR PUBLICA-
• tion "The Autocord and Suture." The Hollister-Wil-
scn Laboratories, 4221 South Western Boulevard, Chicago.
Mention Clinical Medicine.

ANALGESIA—IN RHEUMATISM AND LUMBAGO
^^ muscular pain a..J soreness can be greatly relieved by
the application of K-Y Analgesic. It doesn't blister

—

contains no grease—is water soluble and easly washed off.

Send for a free sample to Johnson & Johnsen, New
Brunswick, N. J.

A NINE-ROOM,
1..1,.,,. „v^^,.^^ ,,, i.,^,-.^w, v^.^.-v.-.^. Corner lot, large

grounds. Two bath rooms, suitable for private hospital.

.\ddress "A," care A. J. C. M.

'OR SALE—GLENDALE, CALIF.
frame house in Tropico, Glendale.

c

M

HRONIC CASES—QUICK RELIEF FROM PUZ-
zling pain in your chronic cases may be had with the

Roemer Perfect Light. Write for particulars to The Physi-

cians Supply Co., Kirk Bldg., Waukegan, 111. Kindly
mention this journal.

ATTRESSES—DOCTORS WOULD YOU LIKE TO
receive a free booklet describing the Sealy, hygenic,

physiologically correct, sanitary mattress? Write to the

Sealy Mattress Co., mentioning this journal.

T) EFRACTION—HOME P. G. COURSE INCLUDING
••^ refractometer. 8 weeks in all. Only $30.00. Highly
recommended by physicians. Address, Dr. D. A. Crawford,
303 State St., Guthrie Center, Iowa.

p ULMONARY INFECTIONS—HAVE YOU TRIED
^ Breons Guaisodide composed of Guaicol and Sodium
Iodide. Supplied in 6-20 cc. ampoules to the box.
Price $6.00 per box. Address, Geo. A. Breon & Co.
Kansas City, Mo. Please mention Clinical Medicine.

V-RAY APPARATUS ON THE PARTIAL PAYMENT
-^ plan. Latest types, big values, neat, compact, power-
ful. Investigate. Address H. G. Fischer & Co., 2337
Wabansia Ave., Chicago. Mention this journal.

pOMMON FORMS OF INDIGESTION—HOW TO^ Diagnose and Treat Them Successfully, by A. L.
Benedict, A.M., M.D. Price 25 cents. Clinical Medi-
cine, Chicago.

nrWILIGHT SLEEP AND HOW TO INDUCE IT.
^ As practised by Gauss and Kroenig, at Freiburg,
Germany. Price 25 cents. Clinical Medicine, Chicago.

C TUDIES OF THE HUMAN FORM—NATURE PIC-
^ tures illustrated sheet showing 100 poses de luxe.
Free. Write today to The Medical Herald, 536 Ridge
Bldg. Mention Clinical Medicine.

HIGH BLOOD PRESSURE—WHAT IT MEANS AND
How to Handle It, by George F. Butler, A.M., M.D.,

and G. R. Williams, M.D. Price 25 cents. The Amer-
ican Journal of Clinical Medicine, Chicago.

p OMMON EMERGENCIES AND HOW TO HANDLE^ Them, by Alfred S. Burdick, A.B., M.D. Price 25
cents. The American Journal of Clinical Medicine,
Chicago.

q UCCESSFUL OFFICE PRACTICE, by Thomas G.
*^ Atkinson, M.D., L.R.C.P. (London) and Business
Methods For Use In The Practice of Medicine, by A. D.
Brush. Price 25 cents. The American Journal of Clin-
ical Medicine, Chicago.

P REE—Send for a copy of an illustrated booklet and
-' literature to the Sterling Therapeutic Lamp Co., 540
Garfield Ave., Desk P., Chicago, regarding the value of
the Sterling Therapeutic Lamp in skin diseases. Kindly
mention Clinical Medicine when writing.

pvIABETES-SEND FOR LITERATURE ON DIA-
*^ protein—a sugar-free and starch-free flour substitute,
which will be of great assistance in the treatment of
Diabetes Mellitus. When writing to The Diaprotein
Company, 56 E. Randolph St., Chicago, kindly mention
Clinical Medicine.

oAMPLES—AS WELL AS LITERATlTIiE, WILL BE
'^ gladly sent to any physician, upon request, by the
Stearns & White Co., Chicago, of any of their products.
When writing, kindly mention Clinical Medicine.

^.3.00 FOR $2.00. THE MEDICAL REVIEW OF
•P Reviews, including the monthly Index-Medicus, the
Medical Herald and Electro-Therapist, and the Medical
Fortnightly (consolidated) for $2.00 per year and a pre-

mium picture. Add 25c for Canada; 50c for foreign
postage. See list of "Good Things To Come" in March
number Clinical Medicine. Address, The Medical
Herald, 536 Ridge Bldg.. Kansas City. Mo.

NURSES SUPPLIED FOR ALL KINDS OF CASES.
Write department K for free booklet, "The Doctor

and the Nurse." Address, Illinois Post Graduate &
Training School for Nurses, 546 Garfield Ave., Chicago,
Ills. Kindly mention this Journal.
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In Paiin or
excessive
TEMPERATURE
associated with
acute febrile
diseases i

whether
BRONCHITIS,
TONSILITIS,
PLEURISY,
PNEUMONIA,
INFLUENZA,/
RHEUMATISir
peculiar to/ P^^se
the winter fi?^d

months/, ^f ^^f^^/treatment m
/PNEUMO-
PHTHYSINE

Ol*

MEASLES,
WHOOPING
C0UGH,SC4RLET
FEVER.B05E01A,

MUMPS.TYPHOID
FEVER
of

summer months

PNEUMOP
J ,1, ,.^.., .J""^̂ ^^^9-
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CHICAGO^ ILL.
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A growing prejudice is gradually retiring the opiate

class of pain-relievers. What is wanted in these days is

safety no less than results. And so, as if in response to the

need comes this benzyl ester, with recommendations from

no less an authority than Dr. David T. Macht (Johns Hop-
kins University).

Non-Narcotic
Anodyne

Most effective for relief of spas-

modic pain, as in dysmenorrhea.

Gives good results in renal and other

forms of colic, according to reports.

Affirmed to be useful, too, in asthma,

tenesmus and angina pectoris. Jn

300 cases reported no mishap attend-

ed its use.

Net prices: For the elixir, $0.83

per 2-ounce bottle; for the tablets, 100

at $0.72, 500 at $3.15, 1,000 at $6.00.

Leaflet on requestAlso an Elixir

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Home Offices and Laboratories - Dept. 95, Chicago, HI.
NEW YORK SAN FRANCISCO SEATTLE LOS ANCELET TORONTO BOMBAY

When writing Advertisers pleetse mention The Americeui Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Acute Summer Diarrhoea

A virulent epidemic of diarrhoea swept Ports-
mouth. Several sufferers barely survived the first
day. This boy of six was emaciated by persistent
vomitiny and copious, bloody evacuations.

When the virulence of the attack ceased, the doc-
tors prescribed and continued VIROL for several
months. This photograph was taken six months
iijter the first.

THE role played by Virol in the treat-

ment of infective diarrhoea has been
elucidated by remarkable recent re-

searches upon phagocytosis.

There can be no reasonable doubt but

that the marvelous results produced by
virolizing the diet of both breast- and
bottle-fed children are due to the opso-

ninogenic properties of the preparation.

It has been conclusively proved that

the addition of Virol under suitable con-

ditions enormously stimulates the phago-

cytic powers of the white blood cells.

More than 2,000 Hospitals and Infant Welfare Societies

use VIROL in Great Britain

Tirol is composed of
Red Marrow, extracted
from ox rib and calves'
bones byC. P. glycerine:
refined Marrow and Beef
Fat; highly diastasic
Malt Extract: Eggs;
Lemon Sijrup atid solu-
ble Phosphates.

In glas.<ijars:
SOC, tl.uu and 02.00,

Liberal samples of
VIROL and interest-
ins literature will be
mailed to physicians
on request.

Sole Agents for U. S.

GEO. C. COOK & CO., Inc., 59 Bank Street, New York

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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When the Heart Goes Bolshevik

The aftermath of sudden withdrawal of alcohol, of increased indul-

gence in tobacco, coffee, etc., of the sequellae of influenza aug-
mented nervous and mental tension, is being manifested by marked
increase in cases of cardiac irritability and neurosis. Many hearts
beat irritably and with lessened force. So-called stimulation is

of doubtful and dangerous efficiency.

Anasarcin Tablets '""p^^^
^

.'^^'' ^^^p^^^.^bie.
*********** 'w*»« A ^i^K^A'w^v non-cumulative action and ef-

fect, strengthening the beat, prolonging diastole, without contracting
the arterioles. Anasarcin Tablets slow down and regulate the

heart and exert marked diuretic action. Invaluable in the

treatment of ascites, anasarca, exophthalmic goitre,

albuminuria in pregnancy, post-scarlatinal

nephritis, etc.

Samples and literature on request

THE ANASARCIN CHEMICAL CO., Winchester, Tenn.

The Storm Binder and Abdominal Supporter
PATENTED

Adapted to use of Men, Women and Children for

any condition needing abdominal support—//ernta.

Ptoses, High and Low Operations, Obesity, Preg-

nancy, Relaxed Sacro-Iliac, Articulations, etc., etc.

The Storm Binder with inguinal hernia modification

is more and more winning approval as its success

is demonstrated: It retains the hernia and gives a

support to the lower abdomen and inguinal regions

which is comforting and beneficial.

The Storm Maternity Supporter acts as a sling, lift-

ing the pressure from the pelvic organs and blood

vessels: It is a practical means of relief from back-

ache and is appreciated by the patient. After the

birth we make needed alterations at a nominal
charge.

Illustrated, descriptive folder

with samples of materials used
will be forwarded upon re-

quest.

All mail ordert filled at
Philadelphia within

24 hoars.

KATHERINE L. STORM, M. D., 1701 Diamond St., Philadelphia, Pa.

When writing Advertisers please mention Tlie American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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"The singular liking of most children for

cod liver oil is an indication that it satisfies

an instinctive craving for that form of food."

HYDROLEINE
is finely emulsified cod liver oil, pleasant

tasting, perfectly digestible, pronounced in

effect. Also in Anemia, Nervous Disease,

Diabetes, Chronic Bright's, Phthisis, Sup-
puration, Chronic Rheumatism.
HYDROLEINE contains no drugs to inter-

fere with its prompt digestion.

Send for sample and booklet, ''New Light on an Old Remedy"

CENTURY NATIONAL CHEMICAL CO
Warren Street

New York

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Leptinol
(Formerly called Syrup Balsamea)

For Pulmonary Tuberculosis,

Particularly Post-Influenzal Cases

Sample sent on request

THe Balsamea Co.
LABORATORY:

2590 Folsom Street

GENERAL OFFICES:
First National Bank Bldg.

SAN FRANCISCO, CALIF.
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fiery Hell af War
Comes This Amazing, Vivid, Gripping Chronicle of the Daily Lives

of Two Million Yankee Heroes in France. The One Priceless Souve-

nir of the War You Will Enjoy and Treasure Above All Others.

All the Overseas Issues of

CheSfeMSiripes

Q^^^^^^^^^

HERE is a living, breathing record of the lives

of two million men in war — written by the

men themselves as they fought in France. It

is our soldiers' own wonderful story of those days

over there— a story that will live forever as the most

unique historical document ever written.

Nothing can give you so vivid, realistic and inti-

mate a picture of what our soldiers experienced in

France as their own remarkable newspaper, the

Stars and Stripes, written by the soldiers, for the

soldiers, over there on the battlefields in the thick

of the fight.

Behind the
Scenes With
the American
Doughboys

To read the overseas

issues of the Stars and
Stripes is to live over, in startlmg reality, those

days with our soldiers in France. It will brmgyou face

to face with actual conditions as they knew them—

their novel life in the French villages, their droll

experiences with foreign customs, their marches

over the long white dusty roads, their nerve-tortur-

ing baptism of fire, their glorious gallantry at

Chateau Thierry, Saint Mihiel, Verdun, and their

magnificent drive through the Argonne forest.

Fabulous prices have been paid for single copies

of the overseas Stars and Stripes. Throughout the

country a tremendous demand has sprung up tor

complete files of this unique, historical publication.

To satisfy this demand the overseas issues have

now been bound into one De-Luxe Volume- with

sturdy, khaki-colored covers — richly embossed-a

beautiful lasting edition that you will treasure now

and hand down to your children. The first issue of

the Stars and Stripes was published February 8,

1918—the last June 13, 1919. There were 71 issues,

each paper consisting of 8 pages, 18^x24^ inches

in size and every number exactly as it was printed

in France appears in this beautiful bound volume.

Limited Edition— Reserve
Your Copy Now

Think of having a complete file of this historic

newspaper, the most unique souvenir of the war

!

You will find endless fascination in the many great

features that an army eagerly read — Walgren's

famous cartoons, Baldridge's drawings, Captain Hansen s

official accounts of battles, skirmishes and marches, the

histories of the Divisions and Divisional insignia etc., etc.

^j^^g edition of the com-
plete file of the overseas Stars

and Stripes is limited. Hun-
dreds of reservation orders

have already been placed and
more are pouring in each day.

It is likely that the entire edi-

tion will be quickly sub-

scribed. Place your order to-

day to avoid disappointment.

Send No Money
Clio and mail the coupon quick! V/e will reserve a copy of

this totted edition for you and ship it to you as soon as ready.

When^t reaches your express office you can examine it thor-

ouKhly If you decide to keep it, pay your express agent the

%^fcil\ Introductory Price of $12. If you are not satisfied

That vou want to keep this great souvenir of the war, return

t and vou wm not be out one penny. This may be y9ur only

Sy,r,;tv tn «>riire a complete fi e of this historic news-

naSe? cer?ainVnev'er IgaTat this low price. MaUing the

mSdoIi outs you under no obligation. It merely signifies your

SetrseeThis great volume -you send not a penny of

money -just the coupon. Address:

EAMES-LUCKETT CORPORATION, Dept.216

Distributors A. E. F. Pub. A»>n.

64 West Randolph St. CHICAGO. ILL.

,..•Reservation Coupon—Mail Today

Eames-Luckett Corporation, Dept. 216

Distributors A. E. F. Publishing Assn.

64 West Randolph St., Chicago. 111.

Please reserve forme one.eon,ole^e bou^d file of aU the71 issue^of tbeo^

fh'tIferaln?irthor'ou^hl?'aS§1?sati?fleriZl\?ly\heexpresBCon>pany$l2.0().

OtherwrsTi will return it to you at your expense.

Name

Address.

City.
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THE DAKIN ANTISEPTIC

Ready for Use by Dissolving in Water
Chlorazene is the simplified Dakin anti-

septic.

No laboratory apparatus nor involved and
technical process is required for its use.

Chlorazene may be used in tv\^ice the

strength of the sodium hypochlorite solu-

tions without irritation.

Chlorazene is stable—it will keep indefi-

nitely.

Irrigative solutions for use according to the

Carrel-Dakin method may be prepared with

Chlorazene promptly and economically.

Hospital Package No, 1 of Chlorazene
Powder makes 4 gallons of 0.25 per cent,

solution and costs only 68 cents net.

Chlorazene Tablets have a wide range of

usefulness in surgery and general practice.

One tablet dissolved in one ounce of water

makes a 1 per cent, solution and is used for

cuts and wounds, boils, carbuncles and

ulcers and skin affections.

One tablet dissolved in 4 ounces of water

(14 per cent, solution) is effective as a gar-

gle, mouth wash and nasal douche.

As a vaginal douche four tablets are used

to a quart of water.

Send for interesting booklet

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Dept. 95, CHICAGO

New York Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles Toronto Bombay

Druggists are
stocked with
Chlorazene

CHLORAZENE
Surgical Cream

CHLORAZENE
Surgical Gauze

CHLORAZENE
Surgical Powder

CHLORAZENE
Tablets

Aromatic
CHLORAZENE

Powder

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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r HYSICIANS, Drug-
gists, Manufacturing Chem-

ists and the very largest users

of bottles in all hues, invari-

ably choose Owens Bottles as

their glass container.

There is a good reason for

the choice. All Owens Bot-

tles are made on the Owens
Bottle Machine. This method

of manufacture assures uni-

form capacity, height and

weight, together with a maxi-

mum of strength.

Our large facilities, and long experi-

ence in bottle-making, places us in a

position to give a complete and satis-

factory bottle service.

The Owens Bottle Company
Toledo, Ohio

Largest Manufacturers

of Bottles in the World.

14 Cents
is about the cost at this writing of
a breakfast of bacon and eggs.

One Cent
is the cost of a big dish of Quaker
Oats. Yet the oat is almost a com-
plete food— nearly the ideal food.

It is well-balanced, rich in miner-
als, and it yields 1810 calories per
pound.

Saves 90 Per Cent
Quaker Oats costs 5^ cents per

1000 calories. At present writing
meats average about 45c, fish about
50c, and eggs about 70c.

So Quaker Oats, for the same
calory value, costs about one-tenth
the average cost of the foods we cite.

Do you not think that in these
days such facts should be made
known?

Extra-flavory oats which cost no
extra price. They are flaked from
queen grains only— just the rich,

plump, flavory oats. We get but ten
pounds from a bushel. Such flakes
make the oat dish doubly likable.

The Quaker Qats(pmpany
Chicago

3285
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Prescribed Continuously
for Half a Century—

To stand the test of time; to qualify as a blood and tissue builder of un-
rivalled merit; and to find increasing favor with the medical world is fitting

tribute to the excellence of

BOVININE
The Blood and Body Builder

This remarkable tonic has gained unqualified recognition from
physicians, surgeons and nurses because of its unvarying stand-
ard of quality and its basically valuable formula which has re-

mained unchanged for over half a century.

The Quick revitalizing effects following
tfie taking of BOVININE will justify your
confidence in its integrity and Wortti.

THE BOVmiNE COMPANY
75 West Houston Street, New York

i

,allei

the I

ilobje

The

«rnal

This

5W

^

THE PINES
A Neuropathic Hospital for women only.

Mental cases not received in this build-
ing. First class in all its appointments.
Under the same control and management
as the Oxford Retreat. Thirty-nine miles
from Cincinnati, eighty-four miles from
Indianapolis, on C. H. & D. R. R.; ten
trains dally.

For references, terms and descriptive circnlar, address

R. HARVEY COOK
Physiciafl-in-Chief OXFORD, BUTLER COUNH. OfflO

OXFORD RETREAT
A private hospital for Nervous!

and Mental Di?;ases, Alcoholic and
Narcotic Inebriety. Incorporated
1883. Separate departments for men
and women. Careful attention to

proper classification, every conveni-
ence and any accommodation desired.

Facilities unsurpassed. Electricity,

Hydrotherapy and Massage. Site ele-

vated, retired and beautiful. Ninety-
six acres in lawn and forest.

A
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alleviate pain, to promote diuresis and to protect the membrane

the urethra, especially the posterior portion—these are the impor-

it objects of the treatment of acute cases of Gonorrhea.

The entire urinary tract should be influenced by means of proper

ijernal medication. Local injections alone will not be sufficient.

This is the rationale of Gonosan.

RIEDEL <Q. CO., Inc.
5 West 32nd Street NE^Wr YORK

Added Prestige

plus

A Good Fee
gained by prescribing MUCOTONE Capsules for your next patient

with Chronic Urethritis, "Bon Jour" or "Morning Drop", Vesical

Catarrh, Prostatorrhea, Vesiculitis, Cowperitis, "Gleet", shreds in

urine, mucous discharges, etc. No injections needed. Formula with

every box. Sold to Physicians

only. Speedy and positive re-

sults even in stubborn or very

chronic conditions.

REGENT DRUG COMPANY
DETROIT

Special "Show Me" Coupon

Regent Drug- Company.
Eliot Station,

Detroit. Mich.

Enclosed And $3.00. Send me six weeks'
supply of MUCOTONE Capsules. Money
to be returned to me, if not satisfied.

M. D.

I
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Yes
—These are for the

General Practitioner

DISEASES OF THE
RECTUM
By L. J. Hirschman, M.D.. F.A.C.S., Vlce-
Chairman of Section on Gastroenterology
and Proctology, ASLA. ; Ex-President of
American Proctologic Society; Professor
of Proctology in Detroit College of Med-
icine, etc. 398 pages, with 223 illustra-
tions. New 3rd revised and enlarged edi-
tion. Price, cloth $5.00

This book was written primarily for
the general practitioner. The new
third edition has just come from the
press. It shows how work on the
rectum can be done right in the office

under local anesthesia with the least

amount of discomfort to the patient.
The special chapter on Dj'sentery by
Dr. John L. Jelks, of Memphis, is of
tremendous importance to all prac-
titioners.

SUGGESTIVE
THERAPEUTICS,
APPLIED HYPNOTISM,
PSYCHIC SCIENCE
By Henry S. Munro, M.D., Omaha. Nebr.
450 pages, with frontispiece. Fourth edi-
tion, completely revised and enlarged.
Price, cloth _ _ _ $5.00

A manual of practical psychotherapy
designed especially for the general
practitioner of medicine and surgery,
and dentistry. The most practical
book on suggestion that has yet been
published. The exhaustion of three
large editions and the popular demand
for a fourth within a period of five
years is ample testimony of its popu-
larity.

S^No need to write—just sign the at-
tached coupon and mail today—but
do it now. Special terms of payment
can be arranged for on application.

CV.MOSBY COMPANY
MEDICAL PUBLISHERS

801-809 Metropolitan Bldg.

ST. LOUIS
Send for complete catalog of medical

books.

PHYSICAL DIAGNOSIS
By W. D. Rose, M.D., Associate Professor
of Medicine and Lecturer on Physical
Diagnosis in the Medical Dept. of the
University of Arkansas, etc. 500 pages,
with 290 Illustrations and color plates.
Price, cloth _.. $4.00

The general practitioner will like this

book, because it is written primarily
for him. It is entirely different from
anything heretofore written on this

subject. It is the first book to show
the interrelation of physical diagnosis
with clinical pathology and clinical

anatomy. The New York Medical
Journal says: "One who is seeking a

practical work on physical diagnosis
would not make a mistake if he chose
this book by Rose in preference to

several of the old and better known
volumes."

HANDBOOK OF
GYNECOLOGY
By Henry F. Lewis, A.B., M.D., Professor
of Obstetrics and GjTiecology In the
Loyola University School of Medicine,
etc.; and Alfred de Roulet, M.S., M.D.,
Professor of Gynecology in Loyola Uni-
versity, etc., Chicago. 452 pages, with 177
half-tones and line illustrations. Price,
cloth -. - $4.00

The authors are well known in <neir

special fields and have written a book
that will appeal to every general prac-

titioner of medicine. It is thorough,
modern, up-to-date, concise and writ-

ten in plain language so that every
practitioner may understand and apply
the methods advocated. The classifica-

tion is unique, and the illustrations are
a real help to the text.

CUT HERE AND MAIL TODAY

C. V. MOSBY COMPANY,
St. Louis, Mo.

Please send me the books checked
below:

1 Hirschman
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ARI

Indi :

GE

ii

ARSENO -MER -SODIDE
A MERITORIOUS PRODUCT for the successful treatment of syphi-

lis—composed of Sodium dimethylarsenate, mercury oxycyanide and
sodium iodide.

ARSENO-MER-SODIDE is ready for instant use, it does not require
any preparation or mix'ng of any kind—merely break neck of ampoxile,
withdraw contents into a 20-mil glass syringe and inject.

SIMPLICITY OF TECHNIC—LOW TOXICITY—NO REACTION.
Without doubt Arseno-mer-sodide is the most satisfactory product of
fered to the progressive practitioner. One treatment consists of one box
containing six 20-miI ampoules—price per box $9.00"

George A. Breon & Company

Chicago, 111.

Kansas City,[Missouri

Denver, Colo. Atlanta, Ga.

IDE

y0.y-

co.

Lesions or Syphilis
make a satisfactory response
to the U5e of the combinedjorx

of antisyphilitics composing

Although of marked potenoj ia

the treatment of late lesions

of ;syphili5, lODIA (Battle) is

well tolerated and may be given

for long periods without causing

distress.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Rum Has Gone— Dope Is Going
While the use of morphine or other opium derivative is legitimate in

the hands of a careful and conscientious physician, he will, whenever
and wherever jx)ssible, guard against the possibility of drug addic-

tion by the use of

HYOS-SCO-PIPER
an effective and safe succedaneum for morphine, codeine, heroin

(up to '/4 or |/2 grain), or

a means whereby the amount of morphine is required can be reduced

to a safe yet effective minimum.

Advertised and sold only to the medical profession.

HYOS-SCO-PIPER requires no Harrison blank—contains no opium

—

produces no dangerous or disagreeable effects.

Send for Literature, Case Reports, Directions and Price List

COMBS CHEMICAL CO., 980-990 Wolfram St.CHICAGO, ILL.

THE RESTORATION OF BODILY STRENGTH
^f-^e-Y- a. long con.+m\ied lllrv.ess is on.e of the difficult

problenxs prA.cfI+ior\G.rs nvu^t ^olve ,

TneeH'

will help you in the iolufion of this probkm, for if contains the elements the broken doun tijiues

need. Use Cord. Ext.Ol.Morrhuae Comp.(Hagee) as your routine reconstructive—the results will please.

Easily

flssimilaied

EAQJ fLUID CHJNCE OF MAOtfi CORDIAL OF THE EXTRACT Of COD LIVER OIL COMPOUND CONIAIf^S THE ^

EXTHAn OBTAINABLE FROM ONE-THIRD FLUID OUNCE OF COO LIVER OIL (THE FAHY PORTION BEING ELIMIN-

ATlD)669AIN5.CAlCIUn HYPOPHOSPHITE^SPAIKS MOlun HYPOPHQSPtilTE. WITH OLYCFRm AND AR0MATIC5.
^

-^"^^"'"^uj^pZ/ec/ jn s>ixfe^n ounce hotftea Ofify. t—^/spensed Sj/ a// dy-u^^/srs

Halhavmon Chemicd Co., SihomsMo.

free from Grease

and tl)c Taste

of Fish.

/^Tg
REPRESENTS

'A MAXlMUn OF ANTISEPTIC EFFICIE:
OF PARTICULAR VALUE IN Hl/COUS) MEHBRANE

V KATHARnOH CHEniCAL CO., ST. LOUIs'rK

KATHAR.MON rtprnfili Id combinllioD Hy- I
drutu Ciriadcnm, Tbymoi Valgans. Mcolha I

Arvfnsis, Pbylolacca Decandra, 10' . graini I

Acid Borosalicylic. 24 grains Sodium Pyroborale I

to each fluid ooDce of Pure Distilled Eilract of J
Witch HazeL ^^

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Highly

Nutritive

Borden's Malted Milk is a food-

drink that is nutritious and
palatable. It is made of rich,

clean milk—sustaining cereals—

and enough mineral salts for

bodily nerve and tissue building.

These pure ingredients are processed

under a low enough temperature

which does not kill the malt ferments.

The action of these ferments upon
the casein of the milk converts the

proteins into partial peptones. The
most delicate stomach can easily digest

and assimilate Borden's Malted Milk.

Unequalled as a tonic-food for con-

valescents, dyspeptics and aged people— Borden's Malted Milk supplies

complete nourishment with a mini-

mum strain on the gastro-intcstinal

tract.

Samples, analysis and literature on
request.

THE BORDEN COMPANY
Borden Building, 108 Hudson Street

New York

THE IMPROVED

The Up-to-Date Physician

Has the X-Ray Available

In His Office—
The X-ray machine Is as common as the

forceps. Every physician should have it ready

for instant use.

Find tlie broken needle, or set the fracture

fluoroscopically—make chest, head, kidney and
stomach plates yourself

—

LEARN HOW EASY IT IS!

By mailing the coupon below you will star

yourself toward a better practice, better diag

nosis, and BETTER INCOME. You owe it to

sourself to do this—TODAY.

There is no obligation—we know we can

show you the way.

H. G. FISCHER & CO
2337 Wabansia Avenue

CHICAGO

MAIL THIS COUPON

H. G. FISCHER & Co.
2337 Wabansia Avenue.

Gentlemen:
Flease send me information about No. 2-

I am interested.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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CLASS OF SERVICE I SYMBOL I ^A^ IJ^C^^^^C^

TELNight Lettef

If none of these three symbols

appears after the check i number of

words' this is a telegram. Other-

wise rts character is mdicated by the

Sfjubci appearing after the check.

UNION
AM

NEWCOMB CARLTON. PRESK GEORGE W. E. ATKINS. FIRST VICE-PRESiOEh

CLASS OF SERVICE ' SYMBOL

Nrght Letter N L

If none of these three symbols
appears after the check (number of

words' this is a telegram. Other-
wise its character is irKtKatedbythe
symbo< appearinfl after the check.

RECEIVED AT

A93 CH AK 8

C DESMOINES IOWA 1150 AM APR l6l920

CLINICAL MEDICINE

4757RAVENSW000 AVE CHICAGO ILL

USE APRIL COPY UNTIL FURTHER ADVISED FINE RESULTS

SCHOOL OF ORIFICIAL SURGERY INC

1208PM

READ THE ADVERTISING PAGES. In-

quiries come to us every day from physicians

asking where articles can be secured that are or

should be shown in our advertising pages.

After looking over the advertising section carefully,

if you do not see what you want write to the Advertising

Department of The American Journal of Clinical Medi-

cine, Chicago, and we will try and help you.

When Writing to Advertisers

Please Mention "C. M."

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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SET YOURSELF RIGHT
About Orificial Surgery

It is not a fad, ism or pathy.

It is a potent therapeutic measure based on scientific facts. It
pertains not alone to "piles and circumcision" but to every tube
and hollow organ,—to all tissues receiving fibres from the Sympathetic Nervous
System.

The School of Orificial Surgery offers its Course to graduate physicians only.
The theoretical and basic study is conducted by a successful plan of correspond-
ence. The practical and technical work is taught clinically. Each student re-

ceives personal attention.

Satisfied Graduates tell. Ask for some of their letters.

Write for a copy of THE ORIFICIALIST

SCHOOL of ORIFICIAL SURGERY, Inc.

Utica Building Des Moines, Iowa

Reduce the "Tax on the Nerves!*'
Originally, mankind walked on soft springy turf, or heavily carpeted floors.

Today our sidewalks and floors are hard and unyielding. Every step with
ordinary heels of leather means a harsh, sudden impact which jars the whole
body. Multiplied thousands of times each day, this jarring is bound to impose
a serious tax on the nervous system. But wearing

HEELS
provides just the cushion effect needed to prevent this jarring, with its essential depression and fatigue,

and thus reduce the "tax on the nerves."

As a direct result, O'Sullivan's Heels not only prove a constant source of comfort and satis-

faction, but also contribute substantially to the health and efficiency of the whole body.

O'SULLIVAN RUBBER CO. Inc., New York City

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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4 U. S. Wars and Marks Has Re-membered Them

vw^w\

Mr. Smith: "Can you rein<anber me?"
Mr. Marks: "Tea, step In this room."

The establishment of A. A. Marks Is the oldest In the world daTOted eicluslvely to the manufacture of Artificial Limbs. It

hag produced more complete artificial legs and arms than any other concern. It has made limbs for soldiers of four U. 3.

wars as follows: Mexican War, 1847; Civil War, 1861-1866; Spanish War, 1S98, and the World War, 1917-1918.
The establishment stands today at the head of the profession in improvements, magnitude of work, excellence of pn>ducta
and good faith. Send for Manual of Artificial Limbe. The book contains 384 pages, illustrated by 674 cuts, and a thousand
testtoonlala. Instructions are given how to take measurements and obtain artificial limbs without leaving home.

A. A. MARKS 696 to 702 Broadway
NEW YORK, U. S. A.

The Correction of

Spinal Curvature
No apostle of a new idea could ask for greater appreciation and

encouragement than has been extended by the profession,

as well as the laity, to the Philo Burt Company,
manufacturers of the Philo Burt Spinal Appliance.

The first tests of this invention, made and reported

nineteen years ago by several physicians and sur-

geons, were followed by reports which gained the

. attention of practitioners everywhere, with the result

,^ that we have supplied more than 40,000 of these
^^ appliances in cases covering every known form and

condition of spinal trouble.

No physician can pursue very far a special study

of spinal curvature and approved methods of treat-

ment without quickly learning about the Philo Burt

Appliance and being impressed with its demonstrated
merit and value. Detailed information, with compre-
hensive evidence of results obtained in many interesting

cases, will be sent upon request addressed to

PHILO BURT COMPANY 13 p odd Feiio^s Bid^. Jamestown, N. Y.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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TAUROCOL TABLETS
(TOROCOL)

Torocol is a combination of bile

salts, extract of cascara sagrada,

phenolphthalein and aromatics.

TAUROCOL COMPOUND
TABLETS (TOROCOL)

With Digestive Ferments and Nux Vomica

Manufactured exclusively for physicians,

prescriptions and dispensing. Complete
formula, samples and literature on request.

THE PAUL PLESSNER COMPANY, DETROIT, MICH.

New American Materia Medica
By Finley Ellingwood, M. D.

THE LATEST THOROUGHLY REVISED EDITION OF THE STANDARD >VORK ON
MATERIA MEDICA, THERAPEUTICS and PHARMACOGNOSY

Price $6.50 Write NOW to Ellingwood's Therapeutist, Evanston, Illinois

uur ilypoaernilo Syringes all bave the new style HOLtLO^
Pistons which are filled with oil clear to the outer ends, so

that the packing NEVfiK dries out, the Pistons NEVER work
hard, the Syringes NEVER leak., and the oil being 6% carbo-
nated, keeps the Syringes automatically asceptlc without boll-

log, and, U broken, these Syringes can be repaired on the spot
by the physician hlmaelf.
IT "Istons of old style Syringes replaced with our new HOL-

LOW Piston and returned promptly.

THE WESTERN SUPPLY CO. Canton, Ohio
N. B.—Send tor our new descriptive Catalogue and also for

free sample of our Gold Medal Special Needles.

DOCTOR! IN JUSTICE TO THAT PATIENT You Should

Try the SLOW SINUSOIDAL CURRENT

The Mcintosh No. 8 Polysine Generator
"^p^'^ojels""'

Generates Galvanic and Sinusoidal Currents in many variations. Eight different Modalities.

Built for operation on alternating current, this apparatus is tlie latest development in tlie

field of IClectro Therapy. The first of these are just nearing completion.

Safest—SUREST—SIMPLEST
Its installation is a sure proof of your mmm-mmmm'&v&'^m'^m'^^m^mm'^^
sagacity. Special literature and generous
ofTer sent on request vrithout any obliga-

tion to you. A complete line of X Ray
and treatment apparatus described In our
40th Edition Catalogue.

Mcintosh Battery & Optical Co.
Main Office and Factory
217-223 N. Desplalnes St.,

CHICAGO
Eastern Office and
Service Station

1777 Broadway. NEW YORK

. Mcintosh Battery and Optical Co.
' Chicago, III.

^ Gentlemen:
' Please send your special literature and full
' particulars with reference to the No. 8 Poly-
* sine Generator

t Name

*

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Patented

iMIMilMI^
Of the Hip, Thigh, Leg and
Ankle Joint. They are easily
set and treated in or out of
bed with the Ambulatory
Pneumatic Splint.

Tour treatment with this up-
to-date adjustable screw ex-
tension air cushioned splint,
would secure good bone
union, comfort, strength and
health ot patient In the
least time and also give you
the best possible results and
remuneration for your ser-
rioes.

That's what you both want.
Do it now. To Order: State
name, address, sei of patient,
fracture, right or left limb,
and laneth from heeJ to
perineum.

Rental outfit complete, fitted

and tagged read; to apply
with full directions, delirered
to any part of the United Statee
for two months or less Is $35
which Includes a cash dis-
count of $5 to the physician
on each rental splint on Its

removal and return to us.

Illustrated folder and order
measurement blanks mailed
on requ;^

AMBULATORY ^^^p^l^.^?^ CO.
30 (C) E. Randolph St.

CHICAGO
Makers of Complete Lines of Surgical

Orthopedic Appliances.

' 'E/ectrO' Therapy

in the Abstract''
CONTENTS:

Diseases of the Nervous System.

Diseases of the Bones and Joints.

General Diseases.

Diseases of the Muscles.

Surgical Conditions.

Diseases of the Skin.

Diseases of the Respiratory System.

Diseases of the Alimentary System.

Diseases of the Eye, Ear and Nose.

Gynecology.

Andrology.

A Business Talk with Physicians.

Etc., Etc.

This valuable 140-page work mailed
with our compliments to physicians re-
questing it on their letter 'head. No
charge whatever.

THOMPSON-PLASTER CO.
LEESBURG, VA.

PROTECT YOUR PATIENTS

Against

Colds
Influenza
Pneumonia

USE SHERMAN'S NO. 38

Write for Literature

MANUFACTURER I

BACTERI^VACCINES

m%HE
DetroitMick.

THUYOL
Thuyol—Indicated in Epithelioma and other
superficial cancerous growths and venereal
warts.

Thuyol Compound—Indicated in thickening of
the vocal chords with hoarseness, nasal
polypi, hypertrophied ttirbinates, thickened
Schniderian membrane, ozena and catarrh.

Thuyol Ointment—Indicated in sluggish
wounds or ulcers, exuberant granulations,
varicose ulcers and bums.

Thuyol Suppositories—Indicated in itching or
burning piles, prostatic hypertrophy, fis-
tula, etc. tt'

Write for litermtur*.

The Henry R. Gering Co., Omaha

I
When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Confidence Begets
Confidence

Our own belief In the potency of "WEST-
ERPIELiyS TINCTURE DIGITALIS TAB-
LETS" has shown us that we have con-
tributed something to the medical profession
of America in which we take just pride.

And in this belief, which is strengthened
every day by voluntary testimony from all
parts of the country, congratulating us on
the enterprise and achievement of an Ameri-
can Pharmaceutical House, we present to the
Doctors of America a Digitalis product that
for prompt action and speedy results leaves
nothing to be desired.

Its freedom from gastric disturbance will
appeal to all physicians, and In this particu-
lar field it stands supreme.
Our confidence in our Tr. Digitalis Tablet

is so great that we will send liberal sample
to any part of the country on request, and
abide by the Doctor's decision as to its
merits.

If unable to obtain from your druggist,
order direct from us.

65c per 100
$2.00 for 500
$3.90 per 1,000

The Westerfield Pharmaccd
Company

25 E. Second St. Dayton, Ohio

For Your High
Tension Cases

Pulvoids
Natrium Compound
(High Tension Dr. M. C. THRUSH)
Special Sugar Coating, Green Color
Potassium nitrate. Sodium nitrite. Sodium

bicarb.. Nitroglycerin and Crataegus
oxyacantha.

The best known pressure-reducing
agents with tonic for heart muscle,
preventing shock. Made to disinte-

grate in th« intestinal tract, avoid-
ing gastric disturbances.
Many physicians declare they give

such prompt and positive results as
they cannot get from other methods
of treatment.

Special Cash-with-order Trial Offer to
Physicians and Hospitals Only

200 for $1.00, one time only, or 1,000
for $5.00 on 60 days' trial, money
back if not satisfied. Trade pkge.,
100 for 75 cents.
Literature tent on request

If you dispense, ask for our Price List.

THE DRUG PRODUCTS CO., Inc.
48-52 West 4th St. New York

The
Value
of The
Sterling
Thera.
peulic
Lamp

in certain
skin diseases
lies in the
power of its

neat rays to

penetrate the
c u t a neoua
aurfaft and
U) exert in

t li e deeper
layers a hy-
p e r 6 m i c,

s t imulating
and germici-
dal influence.

In the microbic sWn diseases, such as acne, furunculosis,
erysipelas, tinea sycosis and similar Infections the STER-
LING THERAPEUTIC LAMP will be found of distinct value.
Tlie heat radiated into the tissues adds to the resisting power
of the skin and brings about an increased local phagocytosis,
helping it to overcome infection.

Chronic indolent conditions of the skin are a definite

indication for its employment. In chronic eczemas and
lupus erytliomatosus its rays will prove highly stimulating
and exert a distinctly beneficial influence. In alopecia and
seborrheic conditions of the scalp, it has given results in a
considerable percentage of instances and should be tried in
all cases.

Use Light and Heat Rays In Your Dermatological
Practice

Illustrated booklet and literature sent on
request

Sterling Therapeutic Lamp Company
540 Garfield Ave., Desk P, Chicago, Illinois

DO YOU WANT SOME CASH?

We can get it for you
Just send us a few of your old accounts.

We will collect the money with diplomacy
and remit you the cash promptly. Yon
work for your money and you deserve It.

You put out your time, knowledge and
training, medicine and automobile wear, all

of which cost, and you ought to be paid as

promptly as the merchant.

Many doctors are stiffening up on collec-

tions and demanding payment In a reason-
able time. Those old debts which are away
past due, and which they had about given
up, they turn over to a reliable collection

agency, like ourselves. In a surprising
number of doubtful cases we get the money
for them. Why not for you?

SEND 5 ACCOUNTS
TODAY FOR A TRIAL

549 Tribune BIdg., Warren, Ind.

THE HOOSIER MERCANTILE ASENCY

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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Doctor

Just try GOITRE SPECIAL
TABLETS on one patient and be

convinced of the permanent bene-

fits received.

Time required for treatment

varies with different patients.

Goitre Special Tablets

have been thoroughly tested by the
Profession and sold to Physicians only
for the past six years on their merits.

Certainly your patient should have
the advantage of this treatment.

1000 Tablets $5.00

500 Tablets 2.75

Manufactured by

The Columbus Pharmacal Co.
330-336 Oak Street

Columbus, Ohio

CREOFOS
Creosote with Hypophosphites.Delson

The Odorless and
Tasteless Emulsion

Presenting creosote
with its medicinal prin-

ciples unchanged and
entirely rid of irritat-

ing and nauseating
properties.

For Intestinal Fermentation

Sample and literature

on request

The Delson Chemical Co., Inc.

42 Penn Street

Brooklyn, N.Y.

The Mark White Serum for Nervousness,
Thyro'dism and Goiter

This serum was perfected after fifteen years of original

study of the thyroid aiid its treatment in the animal
and human and is especially indicated in the scientific

treatment of nervousness. Uiyroidism aiid goiter, resulting

from an abnormal funcUonLng thjTold gland, as the serum
establishes function of the thyroid, reducing tlie goiter

or enlargement, by enabling the thyroid to throw the

accumulated thyroid secretion into the blood the usual
way.
An abnormal functioning thyroid gland is usually an

Inherited weakness and may become a family character-
istic, often observed in 100 per cent of the children, born
of a motiier aff'ected.

Thyroidism is found in puppies only a few weeks old.

with a decided goiter or enlargement of the thyroid, said
puppies never having had any water, proving that the
water was not the cause, as often claimed.
The thyroid more often does not enlarge when abnormal

and may be over-looked by tlie physician. Tlie enlarge-
ment of the thyroid is only one of the many complica-
tions resulting from an abnormal functioning thyroid, the
size has but little to do with the seriousness of the
individual case.

The symptoms and complications of thyroidism are very

numerous, being both mental and plusical nervousness,
followed by various organic giveways and death.

Iodine or chemical treatments ma,v benefit but not cure
these cases, since they do not establish function of the
thyroid, as a reduction of the thyroid enlargement does
not mean a cure, the patient may terminate fatally as a

result of tJie heart or other complications.
The tliyroijd gland secretes seven chemical elements in-

stead of just one (iodine) as often claimed, therefore

iodine may both aggravate and benefit Oiese cases.

To cure thyroidism you mu.^t estabiLsh function of the

thyroid, therefore the Mark NMiite Serum is the only
scientific therapy available, as others are designed for

symptomatic effects.

A limited amount of this new serum is now available

and is furnished in sterile ampoule treatments, each
contaUiing 2 c. a to be injected usually at monthly
intervals into either the thyroid or muscle of the arm
as indicated.

Originated, manufactured and sold by
MARK WHITE, M.D.. V.M.D.. Dr. P. H.
30 North Michigan Boulevard. CHICAGO.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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POWDER
(Antiseptic)

Medicated Dentifrice
For prevention and treatment of

PYORRHEA
For the correction of

SOFT, BLEEDING, SPONGY
RECEDING GUMS

Cleans and Polishes the Teeth.

PROMOTES AND MAINTAINS
TOOTH, GUM & MOUTH HEALTH.

FREE Samples of Pyorrhocide Powder and

copy of "Causes and Effects of Pyorrhea"

mailed on request.

The Dentinol & Pyorrhocide Co., Inc.

1480 Broadway New York ",

0iP^jjiiiiira!|,,

though primarily a symptom, will, if allowed to ^S5
continue, soon depress or disturb every function _»
of the body.

~

The prompt relief of pain, therefore, is always ^^p
imperative, and to accomplish this ST^

I
BriTn=i.^Mir4L^i

I
has no superior. Pain, no matter how severe or _

where located, is quickly controlled — and with ^S
none of the drawbacks of the opiates or the
other narcotic drugs. SSS
The every day experience of thousands of phy-
sicians has shown conclusively that no other » '

anodyne is so satisfactory in its effect, and at ' "
the same time so free from disagreeable or 55S
harmful action. —

^

The use of Phenalgin means the relief of pain a^— promptly, safely and satisfactorily — without —
upsetting the stomach, suppressing the secre- p'/r\
tions, or creating a habit. No special blank ot v^[
records required for its use. T^l)
Well has it been termed by those who use it in ^rd
preference to any other analgesic— "the logica) l/Cas
supr'»nter of opium." -^~

Samples on regutst sat

GEO. C. COOK & CO., Inc. =
Successor to

ETNA CHEMICAL CO.
59 Bank Street New York

^

The Indestructible Manikin
Smith's American Manikin is indispensable to nurses' training

seliools. Height about 4 feet (mounted); liglit but Btioiig; en-

tir« weight (including cabinet) is oidy 25 lljs.

The manil^in body, as well as cabinet, made of wixid. 3-ply

veneer, guaranteed not to warp or split. All dissecting parts

(33 plates) made of steel, therefore unbreakable.
This manikin Is far superior to charts for practical teaching.

besides much cheaper. Send for illustrated circular.

Price (complete with cabinet), $35. Value $100. Price to be

advanced June Ist.

Orders never booked "as a sale" before goods meet your

full approval after inspection.

American Manikin Company
238 East 34th St., New York City

Please mention Clinical Medicine when ordering.

Iodine In Its Safest

and MostEffectiveForm
^

This is the uniform verdict of medical men
who have ever given

Soluble Iodine
a comprehensive trial in serious cases of septic

poisoning, pneumonia, influenza, empyema, or

of the acute and chionic infections generally.

Free from gastric disturbance or other

objectionable effects, this time-tried preparation

owes its value to the fact that it presents iodine

in a form that can be used in doses large

enough and for sufficient periods to assure

the results desired.

Hypodermic use is preferable in severe

cases. 20 to 40 minims every three or four

hours, full strength deep in the gluteal muscles,

until general improvement is noted.

^
Write for interesting data on
the effective dosage of iodine

Bumham Soluble Iodine Co.
Auburndale. Mass.

When writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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A SALINE is best as a rule for ridding the bowel quickly and
effectually of offending residuals and toxins. '

And our best eliminant of this class, no doubt, is magnesium
sulphate.

Not the plain salt which has an evil taste, nor the bottled solutions

which are needlessly expensive.

But in the granular effervescent form known far and wide as

ABBOTT'S SALINE LAXATIVE; this is pleasant to take, never
nauseates, and seldom if ever gripes.

In screw-cap bottles: Large size, $L28 net; medium, $0.53 net;

small, $0.34 net. Also in bulk at special prices. Sample vial sent on
request.

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Home Office and Laboratories, Dept. 95, Chicago- 111.

New York Seattle San Francisco Los Angeles

Toronto Bombay

When writing Advertisers please mention The Americem Journal of Clinical Medicine
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BORCHERDfS
MALT

SOUP=EXTDACT

A STANDARD
AMERICAN
PRODUCT

(Free From Alcohol)

For Preparing

MALT SOUP
Of recognized value in the treatment ©f in-
fants sufTering from marasmus, atrophy and
malnutrition.
Typical Malt Soup results are obtained by
using BORCHERDT'S MALT SOUP-EX-
TRACT, usual weight increase, marked
change in character of stools and generally a
satisfactory improvement.
BORCHERDT'S MALT SOUP-EXTRACT is

composed solely of Malt Extract and Potas-
sium Carbonate in their correct proportion,
according to the original Malt Soup Formula.

Samples and Literature ort Request

BORCHERDT MALT EXTRACT CO.

221 N. Lincob St CHICAGO, ILL.

Allison Office Furniture

Examining Table No. 38.

Doctors returning from military serv-
ice are generally refurnishing their
offices. They have learned the value of
up-to-date equipment. The Allison Line
of tables, chairs, cabinets, etc., have al-

w^ays been abreast of the times. Write
us.

W. D. Allison Company
Ala. & Sahm Streets INDIANAPOLIS, IND.

Agencies in All Principal Cities

King Solomon
who was noted for the pithy
nature of his remarks, once
said, "The lips of the wise dis-
perse knowledge."

Solomon's subjects were affect-
ed with the same ills as those
that hamper the people of the
twentieth century—among them
constipation.

Had Pluto Water been known
in Solomon's time, it is not
hard to believe he would say,
"The lips and pen of the wise
physician prescribe Pluto."

PLUTO
FRENCH LICK SPRINGS HOTEL CO.

FRENCH LICK, INDIANA

Successful Surgeons
are using

The AMERICAN

FROHSE JiS

Anatomical
CHARTS

as a conTenlent and
rapid means of re-

freshing the memory
on particular details

of structure.

Seventeen charts, life

size or lar^r, con-

tained In seven large

plates. 42x64 Inches.

Drawn by Max
Brodel, Johns-Hop-

klnt Ifedleal BeiMMl.

Send the coupon TO-DAY for
descriptive booklet in colors.
Free.

A. J. NYSTROM & CO
Pnblishers

2249-53 Calomet A?e.

CHICAGO, ILL

0«i
Uemen:

Send
me your

bookletM22de-
Boriblng the

American Frohse
Life-size Anatomical

Charts.
Name

When wrriting Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine
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PETTEY & WALLACE
9S8 S. Fifth Str,.l SANITARIUM( TENN. Y FOR THE TREATMENT

OF

Drug Addiction, Alcoiiolism.

Mental and Nervous Diseases

A quiet, koiae-like, private, high*
class institution. Liceased. Strictly
ethical. Complet* equipment. Best
accomodations.

Resident physician and trained
nurses.

Drug patients treated by Dr.
Pettey's origina 1 method.

Detached building for venial
patients^

THE SAFEST, SUREST AND MOST RELIABLE
With Cocain or (^/T^ •)-;,--.- ^ The Best in

With Novocain '^^^^^^^v^rC^iuxLc^ The World
Is a Sterile Isotonic Sol'ition. Bacteria cannot live in it, con-

sequently needs no boiling, although Waite's can be boiled with
impunity. It has been used in over a billion cases of Surgery,
Major, Minor, by Infiltration and Nerve Blocking, with perfect
results.

Order from your dealer.
1 oz. so. SO; 12 ozs. $8.40; 50 ozs. $30; 100 ozs. $55.

1 box 1% cc. Ampules (12 to box), $0.80; 12 boxes, $8.40; 50 boxes, $30;
100 boxes, $55.

1 box 2% ea Ampules (12 to box), $1.00; 12 boxes. $10.20; 50 boxes, $37.50;
100 boxes, $"0.

1 box 3 cc Ampules (10 to box), $1.00; 12 boxes, $10.20; 50 boxes, $37.50;
100 boxes, $70.

THE ANTIDOLOR MFG. CO ,

444 Main Street, SpringTille, Erie County, N. Y.

On Prescriptions-

Merck's
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The Genuine Hammock

Cart vs. The Buggy

ARGUMENT:

Costs % leaa to buy.

Costs % less to keep In repair.

Lasts 3 times as long (known to run
20 yrs.). Safer, Handler. % the
bother. % the draft. No weight on

horse's back. Easier riding—good roads or bad. No horse-
motion. Can go where you can't with a buggy. A vehicle
for hard service. Pays for itself In saving of horse flesh and
horse feed. Pole or shafts. Top or open.

Write for Book "C", Testimony and Particulars
THE EUREKA CO.. Sole Makers Rock Falls. Illinois

UCJWH^H' ' i : 110
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PUBLICATIONS
ON THE

INTERNAL SECRETIONS
considered especially from the general practitioner's standpoint

The Organotherapeutic Review—
a pocket-size monthly journal of practical information on the internal secre-
tions and organotherapy. Sent gratis to physicians who so request.

Practical Organotherapy: The Internal Secretions in General Practice—
a cloth-bound book containing 268 pages and 5 charts, containing a wealth of

concise data on the DIAGNOSIS and TREATMENT of the large class of dis-

orders connected with disturbed endocrine function. Now ready. Second edition

sent to physicians who send 25 cents in stamps or coin. (Note that the published

price of this book is $2.50.)

Harrower's Monographs on the Internal Secretions—
a projected quarterly each issue of which is to contain a comprehensive review

of the medical and diagnostic aspects of various important endocrine^ syndromes
—one subject to an issue. Intended to facilitate study of the subject and to

avoid "wading thru a mass of literature" to get the desired information. Size

approximately 6" x 9", from 48 to 80 pages per issue. $3.00 a year.

NOTE: Tentative subscriptions are now being accepted. When the necessary
number is in hand, publication will begin. No money is desired until several
issues are actually published. If you care to subscribe at once you wilJ facilitate
the materialization of this excellent idea and cannot lose. Further inlormation
on request.

Ovarian Dysfunction—
a small brochure which contains the essence of the information on a very large
and practical phase of therapy. It contains proof of the importance of ovarian
dysfunction, its common association with other endocrine disorders and, there-
fore, of the value of pluriglandular therapy in the usual disturbances of menstrual
and sex functioning. Small but valuable. Sent gratis on request.

Ready Reference Guide to Pluriglandular Therapy—
prepared for quick and convenient reference. A desk manual on an extremely
practical subject. Sent gratis on request.

The foregoing publications—periodicals, books and pamphlets—constitute a part
of the service offered to the profession by The Harrower Laboratory, started

only two short years ago by Dr. Henry R. Harrower of California. Interested

physicians viall do well to send in their requests for any or all of the above.
Note especially the offer to send Practical Organotherapy in return for a

nominal remittance of 25 cents. Address

THE HARROWER LABORATORY
HOME OFFICE:

NEW YORK: 31 Park Place
CHICAGO: 186 N. LaSalle St.

GLENDALE, CALIF.

DENVER: 1132 ISth St.

BALTIMORE: 4 E. Redwood St.

Wben writing Advertisers please mention The American Journal of Clinical Medicine



HEYDE
Salicylates

IT has been demonstrated both theoretically and clinically that

salicylates must be administered in large doses to secure thera-

peutic effects.

Any effective system of dosage is based on uniform quality,

purity and strength of the drug to be administered.

All our manufacturing and testing processes are designed to

produce uniform products meeting the most exacting require-

ments of the medical profession.

You may rely absolutely on the uniformity of Heyden Sali-

cylates.

You are therefore safe in specifying "Heyden" on all prescrip-

tions for Acetyl Salicylic Acid, Sodium Salicylate, Salicylic Acid,

Methyl Salicylate, Salol and all other compounds of Salicylic

Acid.

The Heyden Chemical Works
Main Office, Research Laboratories and Works

Garfield, N. J.

New York Office, 135 Williams Street



Quotations from Doctors: No. 3

"While on the subject of 'Depletion' perhaps a report of the following

case may be of interest: Male, 66 years of age—diabetic— ; retired

at night in usual health—woke in morning with pain in region of

elbow, arm enormously swollen, veins like whip-cords, edema

—

pitting on pressure. Diagnosis: probably thrombosis of basilic vein."

"I advised complete rest of arm and applied

liberally, covering with cotton as usual."

"Patient reported next day that bandage and cotton, also bed clothing

were literally soaked with fluid, swelling greatly subsided. After five

days of above treatment, swelling all gone, circulation normal—throm-

bus disintegrated." S. E. G., M. D.

N. Y. City, N. Y.

THE DENVER CHEMICAL M'F'G. COMPANY, NEW YORK

COMPLIMENTAOV SLPPLV
TO PROFESSIONAL MEN

ON RECIUEST

HEALING ANTISEPTIC

Wlclaim it mas unusual merit
A\D OFFER THE PREPARATION AND
FIFTEEN YEARS OFPHENOMENAL
SUCCESS AS EVIDENCE.

Combininq wiih well known ANTISEPTICS
inpleasina FormlheTherapeulic propertiesof

ZINC CHLORIDE.

Lavoris ChemicalCo. Minneapolis.Minn.






